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PRBSRJTUIOJ  AID  S1JXIAU 
This  annual  report  <the  eleventh  of  its kind)  is concerned  with  the  1987 
programme  and  the  activities carried  out  in  1987  up  until  31  December,  as 
well as all cooperation between 1976  and 1987  inclusive. 
After  an  introduction  dealing  with  the  origin,  .aims  and  detailed 
arrangements  of  financial  and  technical  cooperation  with the Latin American 
and  Asian  <LAA>  developing  countries  <plus  a  reference  in  the  annex  to 
cOuncil  Regulation  <BBC>  lio  442/61,  which· governs  this  form  of  Community 
cooperation>,  the  paper  is  divided  into  two  separate  parts,  namely  the 
quantitative and qualitative aspects,  supplemented by a  series of annexes. 
The  quantitative analysis deals with: 
<a>  the  1967  programme,  with  a  breakdown  of  the  allocation  of  ' the 
appropriations,  by  general  heading,  region,  recipient  country/body, 
plus a  list of  the  projects/programmes,  all these  items  being followed 
by an examination of  the sectoral  structure and  the type of  f~nancing. 
The  breakdown complies with the general aid guidelines for  1987. 
It  will  be  noted  in  particular  that  the  annual  commitment 
appropriations  <174.6  million  BCU>  were  used  to  finance  23  new 
operations  <21  national  and  2  regional>.  The  sectoral  make-up  of  the 
1967  programme  shows  the  dominance  of  the  rural  sector.  Total  regional 
projects  in  Latin  America  accounted  for  13%  of  the  commitment 
appropriations. 
Seven  projects,  involving  a  total.  BBC  financial  contribution  of 
76  million  BCU  <35%  of  the  overal~  commitment  appropriations>  were 
cofinanced,  four  with  Member  States; 
<b>  the  acthities  carried  out  tn  1987,  which  showed  a  record  level  of 
commdtments,  namely  342.9  million  BCU  (annual  appropriations+ amounts 
carried  over  from  1966>,  i.e.,  26%  up  on  the  previous  year.  The  level 
of  disbursements,  however,  at  154.3  million  BCU,  was  10%  down  on  1966. 
Bleven projects were completed in 1967; 
(c)  cumulative  assistance  between  1976  and  1987.  Over  the  period  in 
question,  the  cooperation  involved  a  total  of  3U  operations  - for 
which  1  670  million  BCU  was  committed  by  the  BBC  - concerning  33 
countries  <18  in  Asia,  12  in  Latin  America  and  3  in  Africa>  and  21 
international  institutions  and  agencies.  Agriculture  was  easily  the 
dominant  sector  <oore  than  75%>,  cofinancing  (44  projects>  accounted 
for  more  than  26~ of  the  total  appropriations,  while  9%  of  the  funds 
went  on regional  projects·. 
At  the  end  of  1967,  52.2%  of  the  appropriations  colllllli tted  had  been 
disbursed.  In  view  of  the  steady  growth  in. ·the  annual  level  of 
commdtment  appropriations between  1976  and  1987,  this figure conceals a 
more  positive  reality,  since  on  average,  not  including  the  year  of. 
commdtment,  three-quarters  of  project  disbursements  were  made  by  the· 
end  o~  the  fifth  year  of  implementation  ..  On  . the  same  date,  125 
projects,  accounting  for  37%  of  the  appropriations committed, ,had been 
completed. The  qualitative  analysis  is  intended  to  provide  a  concise  picture  of  the 
extent  and  type  of  operations  financed  between  1976  and  1987  in respect  of 
the  12  main  recipient  countries  <seven  in  Asia  and  five  in  Latin  America) 
and  three  regional  integration  bodies,  while  the  major  recipient  country, 
namely  India,  is examined  in greater detail. 
Particular  attention  is  devoted  to the  Mleast  developed  countries•  <lldcs> 
receiving  financial  and  technical  cooperation  fr'om  the  EEC,  1. e.,  ten 
countries  which  received  14~  of  the  overall  commitment  appropriations 
between  1976  and  1987. 
The  evaluation  of  operations  financed  in  the  LAA  developing  countries  has 
begun and  involves examining an initial batch of 9  projects/programmes. 
Lastly,  the  report  describes  the  principal  difficulties  and  problems 
relating  to  the  implementation  of  this  financial  and  technical  cooperation 
and  discusses  the  initial  measures  proposed  in  order  to  solve  those 
difficulties and  problems. INTRODUCTION liTRODIJCTIOI 
OlUGII,  OBJBCTIV'BS  AID  PROCBDIJRBS  Oil  AID  TO  LATII  AliBRICAI  AID  ASIU  <LAA> 
DBVBLOPI:IG  COIJ:ITRIBS  AID  STllUCTIJRB  Oil  THIS  llBl'ORT 
The  European  Economic  Community's  financial  and  technical  cooperation  with 
the  Latin American  and  Asian  <LAA>  developing countries is carried out  under 
Article  930  of  the  General  Budget  of  the  European  Communi ties.  The 
fundamental  objectives  of  this  financial  and  technical  assistance  to·  LAA 
developing countries were  laid down  in Council  Regulation  <EEC>  Ho  442/81  of 
17  February  1981',  which  established  the  general  framework  and  principles 
governing  EEC  operations  in  this  field.  The  relevant  appropriations  are 
intended to cover the following  measures: 
·1.  rural  development  operations  <mainly  food-related)  in Latin American  and 
Asian developing countries,  particularly the poorest  of  those countriesi 
2.  alternatively,  in  certain  specific  cases,  operations  in  favour  of 
possible regional  cooperation,  some  of  the assistance being earmarked for 
measures ·  intended  as  a  response  to  exceptional  circumstances,  in 
particular reconstruction projects in the wake  of disasters. 
The  assistance  is provided  in  the  form  of  grants  and  may  cover  imports as 
well  as  local  expenditure.  The  projects  may  be  financed  autonomously  or 
cofinanced  w1 th  the  BEC  Member  States  or  international  bodies.  As  a  rule, 
part  of  each  project  is  financed  by  the  country  receiving  the  assistance 
<national  contribution>. 
The  rules  stipulate  that  the  Commission  must  inform  the  Council  and  the 
European  Parliament  of  how  the  programme  is being  managed.  This  report  <the 
eleventh of its kind)  is in response to that requirement. 
The  procedures  for  thf:!  adoption  of  development  operations  <projects  and 
programmes>  are  also  laid  down  in  the  aforementioned  Regulation  <BBC>  lo 
442/81.  Since  the  1981  programme  <when  the  current  procedures·  were 
·introduced>,  the financing decisions adopted each year come  within the scope 
· ·of  a  Council  decision adopted at the start of  the year,  which  lays down  the 
general  guidelines  for  the coming  year2 •  The  guidelines,  which  are  based on 
the  contents  of  Regulation  <BBC>  lo  44218.1,  elaborate  upon  the  objectives· 
and priorities of  the assistance,  its geographical  breakdown,  its method  of 
implementation and a  number  of special provisions. 
'  See  Annex  I  for  the full text of this Council  Decision. 
2  See  Annex  II  for  the  Council  Decision  of  27  April  1987,  which  laid down 
the general guidelines for  1987. - 2  -
The  process is facilitated by  the  fact  that,  some  years ago,  a  •flexibility 
reserve•  was  set  up.  In  1987,  in  view of  the  sharp reduction in the overall 
level  of  the  commitment  appropriations,  the  entire  flexibility  reserve  was 
used for Central  America,  in order to honour ·the  BEC's  commitments. 
The  financing decisions for  the various projects are taken by  the Coumnssion 
after  it  has  received  the  opinion  of  a  financing  comDdttee  composed  of 
representatives  of  the  Member  States  and  chaired  by  the  Commission.  This 
committee  meets  several  times  a  year,  enabling  projects  to  be  examined  in 
batches as and  when  they are ready.  In  1987,  the committee  met  seven times. 
The  BBC's  financial  and  technical  cooperation  with  the  LAA  developing 
countries  began  in  1976,  with appropriations  totalling 20  million ECU'.  The 
amount  earmarked  for  this  purpose  has  since  risen  steadily,  to  around  250 
million  ECU  since  1986,  the  cumulative  amount  for  the  period  1976-1987 · 
totalling nearly 1  900  million ECU. 
These  funds  have  been used to finance  development  activities and  projects in 
;33  Asian,  Latin  American  and  African  countries2 •  In  addition,  they  have 
provided assistance  to  14  regional  institutions and  organizations  run  by  or 
operating in those countries and  to five  international agricultural research 
bodies. 
1  In this report  the amounts  are expressed in current  ECUs. 
2  Certain  African  countries  received  this  type  of  aid  until  they  were 
integrated into the  ACP  group in 1984. 1  QUANTITATIVE  ASPECTS - 3  -
1  - QUAJTITAIIVB  ASPECTS 
1.1.  1987  PRQGRA!XH 
1.1.1.  Funds available 
The  budget  authorities  approved  the  sum  of  174.8  million  BCU  for  the  1987 
programme  of  financial  and  technical  assistance  to  LAA  developing  countries 
<Article  930  of  the  General  Budget>.  Of  that  amount,  2  million  BCU  was 
transferred  from  Article  930  to  Article  935  <operations  for  the  promotion  of 
Community  investment  in  the  Latin  American  and  Asian  developing  countries 
under  economic  and commercial  cooperation agreements>.  Table  1  below shows how 
the  amount  in  question  is  broken  down  between·  the  various  headings  of  the 
overall  appropriations  and  by  geographical  region,  in  accordance  with  the 
general  guidelines for  1987  laid down·by  the Council decision of  27  April  1987 
(see  Annex  II>. 
In  1987,  the  allocatfon  of  commitments  by  general  i tams  (6. 0%  in  reserve  for 
disasters and  3.0%  for  managing  the  programmes>  was  carried out  in accordance 
wtth the percentages provided for  in the Council's annual  general guidelines. 
The  same  applies  to  the  breakdown  by  region  of  the  appropriations· committed 
for  standard  proj acts  <75%  for  Asia  and  25~ for  Latin  Alllerica).  Lastly,  the 
flexibility  reserve,  which  was  also  provided  for  in  the  general  guidelines 
<10%  of  the · annual  appropriations,  after  deduction  of  the  general  items> 
represents 9.0% of  the total amount  of  the. 1987  programme. 
Under  the  BBC's  Financial  Regulation,  commitment  appropriations available for 
the  1987  budget ·were  able  to  be  committed  during  1987  and· 1988.  In· practice, 
funds  not  committed as at 31  July  1988  l'fill  be  committed  later in the year but 
set  in  the  normal  manner  against  the  1988  programme.  In  1987,  a  total  of 
223.95 million ECU'  was  committed as at 31  July 1988,  i.e.,  174.80  million ECU 
for  the  1987  programme  and  48. 046  million  BCU  carried  over  from  the  1986 
programme,  involving a  commitment  overrun of  1. 10  milHon  ECU2 • 
Therefore,  while  the  amount  for  the  programme  adopted  in  1987  is considerably 
lower  than that  of  the  1986  programme  <only  about  70~>.  1987  commitments  are, 
given  the  a1110unt  carried  over  from  1986,  virtually  the  same  as  for  the 
preceding year  <221.95  million  HCU  compared with 244.937 million BCU>. 
In  fact,  in  relative  terms  there  was  a  pause  in  1987,  which  made  it possible 
to  absorb  all  the  appropriations  entered  but  not  committed  in  1986,  in 
particular  because  there  were  not  enough  staff  to·  administer  this  form  of 
Community  aid. 
1  The  actual  amounts  in  question  are  221. 95  million  ECU  for  commitments  and 
172.80  million  BCU  for  the  funds  voted,  account  being  taken  of  the  budget 
transfer referred to above. 
2  See  the  corrigendum regarding  the  amount  carried over  from  1986  to  1987  <at 
the  foot  of  Table  1>  and  the  minor  adjustments  made  to  the  1985  and  1986 
reports. - 4  -
TABLE  I;  1987  PR06RAIIftE  COftftlTftENT  APPROPRIATIOKS  AND  CO~~lTIIENTS- l1illion  ECUl  . 
Percentage 
laid  down 
in  general 
guidelines 
Breakdown  Carry-over  Total 
(  1997  froa  1986  funds 
progra~ul  available 
GENERAL  APPROPRIATIONS 
DISASTER  RESERVE 
AGRICULTURAL  RESEARCH 
~ANASEIIENT 
SUBTOTAL  SEN,  APPRCPRIATlONS 
TRANSFER" 
6ED6RAPHICAL  BREAKDOWN 
<STANDARD  PROJECTS): 
ASIA: 
LATIN  MERICA: 
of  which 
Central  Aaerica 
South  Aaerica 
Hi spaniolil 
75.00 
25,00 
6,00 
t,e ' 
3,00 
9,00 
1,14 
SUBTOTAL  STANDARD 
PROJECTS:  100,00  90,89 
SEOSRAPHICAL  BREAKDOWN 
FLE~I81LITV RESERVE: 
ASIA: 
LATIN  MERICA: 
SUBTOTAL  FLEXIBILITY 
RESERVE; 
·  &RAND  TOTAL: 
8,97 
100,00 
10,500 
·t,e 
5,200 
15,700 
2,000 
106,000 
35,400 
141,400 
15,700 
15,700 
17UOO 
-. 
42,131 
5,915 
48,046 
•  TRANSFER  FRO"  930  TO  935,  not  provided  for  in  the  general  guidelines, 
·'  t,e, = token  entry  · 
CCRRI6ENDUII:  CORRECTIONS  TO  BE  MOE  TO  1985  AND  1986  REPORTS: 
10,500 
t,e1  5,Zu0 
15,700 
2,000 
148,131 
41.315 
189,U6 
15, JOO 
15.700 
222,946 
1986  REPORT,  pp,  7 and  8:  1986  prograaae  coa1it1ents  by  project  and  recipient: 
.ALA86121  Indonesia:  9, 7 instead  of  TO  0  ; -0.3 
ALAB6/30  Nicaragua:  5,6  instead  of  4.~  : +I, I  , 
Coaait1ents  Carry-over 
up  to  31  to  1989 
July  1988  progmae 
15,00 
t,e1  5,2110 
20,200 
2,000 
u2.m 
59,260 
39,960 
20,300 
201.750 
-4,500 
t.e.~_ 
O,OvO 
-4,500 
0,000 
5,641 
-17.945. 
-12,304 
15,700 
223,950 .  . -1.104 
· NA/82/13  Nicaragua:  1,96  instead  of  1,95  : +0,01 
1985  REPORT,  p,  16  note  9:  outstanding  balance  of  0,767  to  be  allocated  to  Asia  and  Latin  Aaerica  on  a 751•251 
basis,  Since  in  the  1986  progra1me  a balance  of  0,215 still reaains  for  Africa  !nozaabique  NA/83/06),  only 0,767-
· 0,215  =  0,552  still has  to  be  allocated  (0 .• 14  to  Asia  and  0,138  to  Latin  Aaerica), 
· Total  aaount  carried  over  fro•  1986  to  the  1987  prograa•e  =  48,048  1  llion  ECU 
. i.e.,  Asia;  1•8.18  + 32,479  +  0.~14 - 140,742  + 0,3  =  42,131  1  llion  ECU 
Latln·Aaerica;  59,39  + 11  + 12,347  + 0,138- 75,85.- 1,11  = 5,9151  llion  ECU, - 5  -
1.1.2;  fr01ects fgr which funds bave  been cgpmdttgd 
Co:mmi tments  made  under  the  1987. programme,  together. with  the  project 
titles,  amounts  and  recipient  countries,  are  shown  in  Table  2  <see 
overleaf),  which  also  gives  a  breakdown  of  the  projects  by  ge11.eral 
items and geographicai  region. 
A  number  of  commitments  relate  to  top-up  financing  for  old  projects, 
made  necessary  because  actual  expend!  ture  ·.exceeded  forecast 
expenditure'.  These  top-ups  total  3.01  million  ECU.  Of  the  23  new 
projects  <compared  with  30  in  1986.>,  21  <185.740  million  ECU>  involve 
projects  being  carried  out  in  various  countries  <13  in  all>  and  two 
<26  million  ECU>  relate  to  regional  projects  involving  a  number  of 
countries2
• 
The  amount  earmarked  for  disaster-reiief  projects  <of  which  there  are 
two>  is 6.76~ of the total amount  committed in 1987. 
Lastly,  the sum  of 5.20  million  ECU  <compared  with 5.50  million ECU  in 
1966>,  1. e.,  2. 34~ of  the  total  amount,  was  set  aside  for  overheads, 
which  was  made  up  primarily  of  the  cost  of  reports  by  external 
consultants,  with  a  view  to  contributing  to  the  preparation  of  new 
projects,  and  of  development  consultants  living  in  various  countries 
and  responsible  for  following  up · the  execution  of  programmes ·and 
projects. 
Bote  that  in  1987  no  provision  was  made  for  any  commitment  in respect 
of  agricultural  research,  which  of  course  does  not  mean  that  the 
relevant  programmes  have  been  abandoned  but  is explained  by  the  fact 
that  up  until  1986  the  appropriations  for  research  were  committed  a 
year  ahead  of  actual  expenditure.  It  is  therefore  a  question  of 
standardizing  things:  this in  no  way  jeopardizes the smooth  running of 
the current  research  programmes  and has also  made  it possible partly to 
offset  the  effect  of  the  declfne  in  the  level  of  1987  commitment 
appropriations. 
1.1. 3.  Analysts gf com!rltaents by region.  sectot and t~  pf financing 
<a>  Geographical  breakdown ·of  commitments· 
Table  3  <page  7>  gives,  for  the  1987 . programme"',  the  breakdown  of 
commitments  by  region  and  subregion,  and  by  type  of  project  <standard 
or disaster-relief>. 
1  Additional  commitments  of  less  than  20~ of  the  initial commitment  were,  in 
accordance with the procedure,  decided directly by the Commission. 
2  Bote also that,  despite the 4.5 million ECU  deficit carried over and entered 
in  the  programme,  one  third  of  the  amou·nt  for  the· Salvador  project  <i.e., 
. 3. 5  million  ECU>,  had  to  be  financed  from  the  standard  appropriations. 
Therefore,  the  Mdisaster-relief•  measures  carried out  used  up  18.5 million 
ECU  (11~ of  the annual  appropriations>. 
3  And  for  programmes  in  respect  of  which . commi tmeilts  were  made  during  the 
period 1976-1986. - 6  -
TABLE  2:  1987  PROGRAMME  COn~lTMEMTS (excluding  studies  and  research),  SY  PROJECT  AHD  RECIPIENT 
(million  ECUl 
NO  COUNTRY  TITLE  AKOUNT  s  COFIN  COFIN  LOCAL  TOTAL 
·  01'-l<tJN  AI10UNt  FIN,  COST 
· 1  , STANDARD  PROJECTS 
1,1,  ASIA 
AlA/87/02  BANGLADESH  FLOOD  PREVENTION  2,08  ID{I  17,70  5,60  '·25,38 
ALA/87/05  BANGLADESH  CYCLONE  PROTECTION  II  !FEASIBILITY)  1  '90  t,e,  1  '90 
ALA/87118  BURI1A  FOOT-AND-nOUTH  DISEASE  3,45  0,35  3,80 
ALA/87 /11  CHINA  DAIRY  PROSRA~ME  4,50  4,50 
ALA/87113  CHINA  .  BEIJING  !FLOOD  FORECASTING)  1.50  1.50 
ALA/87/04  INDIA  LIVESTOCK  IMPROVE11ENT  6,10  3,50  9,60 
ALA/87/09  INOlA  CDCONUTSS  KERALA  45,00  13,60  58,60 
ALA/87117  INDONESIA  SEINE  Fl  IIIN6  2,20  FRANCE  1.20  0,45  3.85 
ALA/87119.  INDONESIA  RURAL  ELECTRICITY  18,90  t,e,  18,90 
.ALA/87/06  NEPAL  I  NTEGRATEO  RURAL  DEVELOPMENT  2,71  FRANCE  0,50  - 3,21 
ALA/87115  P~KISTAN  DEVELOPKENTC  BONER  1o,60  4,80  15,40 
ALA/87116  PA:KISTAN  PRIKARY  EDU  ATIDN  15,00  IDA/CIDA  137,40  30,00  182,40 
. ALAIS7/03  SRI  LANKA  RURAL  DEVELOPMENT  25,00  IDA/CIO~  72,20  ~6.85  1U,05 
·  ALA/87/08  THAILAND  ~AC KOCK  IRRIGATION  2,80  0,45  3.25 
ALA/83/W  Cit INA  fRUIT  PRODUCTION  AND  PRESERVATION  0,13  0,13 
ALA/78/13*  LADS  FLOOD  PROTECT! ON  0,40  0,40 
ALA/83/39*  CHINA  PRODUCTION  OF  VEGETABLE  SEEOLIMSS  0, 22  0,22 
ASIA  TOTAL:  142,49  64.20  229,00  105,60  417,09 
·1,2,  LATIN  AAERICA 
1,2,1;  CENTRAL  AMERICA 
ALA/87/U  REGIONAL  REGIONAL  COOPERATIVES  22,00  '  SPAIN  2,50  15,50  40,00 
ALA/87112  EL  SALVADOR  ZACAr.Il  HOSPITAL'  3,50  3,50 
ALA/8711 0  EL  SALVADOR  CRAFTS  6,00  6,00  12,00 
'ALA/87/07  GIJATE~ALA  SUPPORT  FOR  AGRARIAN  CHANGE  5,50  1,40  6,90 
ALA/82113:  NICARAGUA  SUPPORT  FOR  AGRARIAN  CHANGE  1,96  1  '96 
CENTRAL  AMERICA  SUBTOTAL:  38,96  2,50  22,90  64,36 
1,2,2,  SOUTH  A"ERICA 
ALA/87/23  BOLIVIA  LAKE  TIT I  CACA  5,00  0,50  5,50 
ALA/87/01  ECUADOR  DEVELOPMENT  IRRISATEO  AGRIC,  9,00  ITALY  3,84  11.00  23,84 
ALA/87121  PEC  FISHERIES  COOPERATION  6,00  - 2,80  8,80 
ALAm/23*  BOLIVIA  AGRICULTURAL  CENSUS  0,20  0,20 
ALA/82/04*  JUNAC  ENERGY  0,10  0,10 
SOUTH  AMERICA  SUBTOTAL:  20,30  3,84  1UO.  38,44 
LATIN  MERICA  TOTAL:  59,26  26,70  6,34  37,20  102,80 
2,  DISASTER  RELIEF 
ALA/87/20  BANGLADESH  RESETTLEIIENT  AFTER  FLOOD INS  6,50  t,e,  6,50 
ALA/87112  EL  SALVADOR  ZACAII!L  HOSPITAL'  8,50  8,50 
DISASTER  RELIEF  TOTAL:  15,00  '  6,76  15,00 
3,  AGRICULTURAL  RESEARCH  \,eo  t,e,  l,e,  \,eo  · 4,  ADm!STRATION  5,2  2,34  - - 5,2 
6RAND  TOTAL  I  +2+3t4:  221.95  100,00  235,34  142,80  600,09 
• TOP-UPS  ~.e, =  to~en entry 
'  This  is  the  saae  project, - 7  -
TABLE  3:  COIIniTIIENTS  UNDER  THE  1976-1986  PR06RAIIIIES  AND  1987  PR06RAIIIIE  BY  RE6ION 
RES IONS  STANDARD  PROJECTS  0  DISASTER-RELIEF  PROJECTS  PROSRA"IIES  TOTAL  0 
0  0  0  0  0  . 
:1976-86  1987  :  1976-86·  1987  :1976-86  1987 
:an  ECU  s  an  ECU  J  :an  ECU  I  an  ECU  I  :an  ECU  I  an  ECU  I 
ASIA  : 105U2  71,0  U2,49  70,6  :  36,85  36.2  6,50  43,3  : 1091,27  68,8  148,99  '68,7: 
RESIONAL  PROJECTS  34,40  3,3  - :  - - :  34,40  3,2  - : 
SOUTH-EAST  ASIA  304,23  28,9  30,65  21 ,S  :  - - 0  304,23  27,9  30,65  20,6:  0 
SOUTHERN  ASIA  687,81  65,2  111,84  78,5  :  31,60  85,8  6,50  100,0  :  719.'1  65,9  118.34  79.4: 
OTHER  '  27,99  2,7  - :  5.25  14,2.  - :  33,24  3.0  - :  ' 
100,0  100.0  :  :00,0  100,0  :  lC,Q, 0  ~00,0; 
LAm:  ~MERICA  162.59  24.4  59.2&  29,4  :  56,38  55,4  8,50  56,7  :  418,97  26,4  67,76  31,3: 
REGIONAL  PROJECTS  8,93  2,5  - 0  - - :  8,93  2,1  - - . 
' 
SOUTH  AIIERICA  '  . 
'  ' 
RE610NAL  PROJECTS  37,63  10,4  6,10  10,3  :  - - :  37,63  9,0  6,10  9,0: 
NA Tl ONAL  PRDJEC TS  99,08  27,3  14,20  24,0  :  26,33  46,7  - .  125,41  29,9  14,20  21,0:  0 
CENTRAL  AIIERICA  AND 
THE  CARIBBEAN  :  0  0 
REGIONAL  PROJECTS  53,09  14,6  22,00  37,1  :  1010  2,0  - 0  54,19  12,9  22,00  32·,5:  0 
NATIONAL  PROJECTS  163,86  ~5.2  16,96  28,6  :  28,95  51.3  8,50  100,0  :  192,81  46,0  25.!6  37,6: 
100,0  100,0  :  100,0  100,0  :  100,0  100.0: 
AFRICA  67,76  4,6  - :  8,50  8.!  - :  76.26  4,8  - 0  . 
TOTAL:  :  1484 0  77  100,0  201,75  100,0:101,73  100,0  15,00  100,0  : 1586,50  100.0  216,75  100,0: 
ASIA  - RES!ONAL  PROJECTS: 
SOUTH  EAST  ASIA:  . 
SOUTHERN  ASIA; 
.OTHER: 
LATIN  ARERICA  - REGIONAL 
PROJECTS: 
SOUTH  AIIERICA  -
REG!OIIAL: 
NATIONAL: 
CENTRAL  AXERICA  A 
CARIBBEAN:  RESIONAL: 
NATIONAL; 
AFRICA: 
ASEAII,  ADB,  IIEKONS  CO" II ITTEE  .  , . 
INDONESIA,  PHILIPPINES,  THAILAND,  + YIETNAR,  LADS,  CHINA, 
AFGHANISTAN,  BANGLADESH,  BHUTAN,  BUR"A,  INDIA,  IIALOIVES,  NEPAL,  PAKISTAN,  SRI 
LANKA 
North  YEREN,  South  YEHEN,  Vest  Bank  + Saza, 
CFAO,  CIA,  CIIIHYT,  lOB,  DLAOE, 
JUNAC 
BOLIVIA,  COLOIIBIA,  ECUADOR,  PERU, 
BCIE,  CAOESCA,  CAT!E,  INCAP,  IICA 
COSTA  RICA,  DOIIINICAN  REPUBLIC,  HAITI,  HONDURAS,  NICARAGUA,  EL  SALVADOR, 
GUATEMALA,  PANA"A  . 
ANGOLA,  HOZA~B!QUE,  Zl"BABWE. - 8  -
Overall,  excluding  ·.the  col!llliitments  to  cover  overheads,'  the  projects 
<standard  and  disaster-relief)  concerning  Asia ·  involved  the  sum  of 
148.99 million  BCU  in  1987,  out  of  a  total  amount  of  216.75  million  BCU 
<i.e.,  68.7~>.  compared with 67.76 million ECU  (31.3~)  for Latin America. 
In Asia,  the  1987  appropriations were  committed for standard projects in ten 
countries,  including  six  in  Southern  Asia  <which  accounted  for  78~ of  the 
sums  committed  in  this  region>  compared  with  22~  for  Southeast  Asia. 
Southern  Asia  also  received  assistance  for  a  ·disaster-relief  project 
<6.5  million  BCU>  in Bangladesh. 
In  Latin  America,  the  commitments  for  standard  projects  related  to  five 
countries and  three  regional  institutions,  34.3~ going to South  America  and 
65.  7~ to  Central  America  and  Hispaniola.  lfote  that  in  this  subregion,  the 
bulk of  commitments  <56.6~>  was  for projects involving regional institutions 
and  not  for  national  projects.  Central  America  also  received  assistance 
<8.5  million  ECU>  for  one  disaster-relief project,  in El  Salvador  . 
. The  breakdown  of  commitments  by  recipient  country  for  1987 1  is  given  in 
Table  4  <pages  9  and  10>. 
In  so  far  as  standard  projects  are  concerned,  Asia  accounted  for  70.6~ of 
the  total,  compared  with  29. 4~ for  Latin  America.  'India,  with  25.·3~ of  the 
total  for  standard  projects,  received  far  more  than  any  other  country  and 
was  followed  by  Pakistan  <12.7~>.  Sri  Lanka  <12.4~),  Indonesia  <10.5~>.  Bl 
Salvador  (4.7~>  and Ecuador  <4.5~>. 
The  disaster-relief projects in 1987  concerned  Bl  Salvador  <8.5  million ECU> 
and Bangladesh  (6.5 million ECU>. 
(b)  Sectoral  breakdown  of  commitments 
In  this  eleventh  report,  the  classification  by  sector  and  subsector  of  all 
the  projects financed  by  the  BEC  in Latin American  and  Asian countries,  has 
been  simplified  compared  with  earlier editions of  the  report.  The  principal 
change  has  consisted  of  regrouping  the  nomenclature  of  projects  in  the 
agricultural  sector  into  six  subsectors  only.  This  change  in  nomenclature 
has  been  made  not only for  1987  but also for the period 1976-86,  as shown  in 
· Table 5  <page  ll>. 
Although  significance  in  terms  of  trends  cannot  be  attached  to  the 
activities  of  a  single  year,  it  should  be  pointed  out  that  in  1987  the 
relative  importance  of  agriculture  declined .in favour  of  services,  compared 
with the  period 1976-86. 
If the  breakdown  of  commitments  by sector and subsector for the agricultural 
sector is compared  in respect of  Asia·  on  the one. hand. and Latin America  on 
1  And  ·for the period 1976-80  and every year from 1981  to 1986. - 9  -
TABLE  4:  BREAKDOWN  OF  CDmlftEMTS  BY  RECIPIENT,  1976·87  Un aillion  ECU) 
1976- 1981- 1981  1982  1983  198.4  1985  1986  1987  TOTAL  s 
1980  1985 
I.  STANDARD  PROJECTS 
AF&HAMISTAN  1.00  0,00  1,00  0,1 
BAH&LADESil  32,70  83,00  12,00  23,60  17,00  25,50  4,90  3,98  119,68  7,0 
BHUTAN  9.00  3,40  4,50  1,10  9,00  0,5 
BURnA  5,90  8,00  5,50  2,50  us  17,35  1,0 
CHINA  12,00  6,00  6,00  5,15  6,35  23.50  1,4 
INDIA  86,40  251,50  36,00  46,00  64,50  60,00  45,00  67,77  51,10  456,77  26,8 
INDONESIA  28.16  71,74  12,00  11,20  20,60  7,30  .  20,64  10,00  .  21,10  131,00  7,7 
LAOS  4,10  I  ,20  1.20  5,50  0,40  11,20  0,7 
IIALDIVES  0,50  I, 70  1.70  2,20  0,1 
NEPAL  5,20  15,80  3,70  5,30  5,00  1,80  2, 71  23,71  1.4 
PAKISTAN  24,30  45,80  12.00  7,80  26,00  7,80  25,60  103.50  6,1 
PHILIPPINES  8,00  17,90  7,10  .IO.SO  18,50  44.40  2.6 
SRI  LANKA  21 '70  20,00  - 20,00  25,00  66,70  3,9 
THAILAND  21,40  92,07  2,20  17.21  26,74  10.90  35,02  5,60  2,80  12U7  7,2 
VIETNAII  2,40  0,00  - 2.40  0,1 
· WEST  BANK  AND  &AZA  3,65  1.65  2.00  3.65  0.2 
NORTH  YEllEN  3,10  13,74  5,20  2,74  5,80  7,50  24,34  . 1.4 
ADB  4,30  1,00  1,00  5,30  0,3 
ASEAN  0,90  14,63  7,10  0,03  7,50  12,42  27,95  . 1.6 
IIEKON6  CCIIII ITTE.E  0,40  0.75  0,75  1,15  0.1 
· SUBTOTAL  ASIA  250,46  663,48  101,75  105,U  181,j3  123,90  151,26  140,24  UU9  1196,67  70,3 
BOLIVIA  8,70  42,50  16,00  24,50  2,00  20,00  5,20  76.40  A.S 
CDLOnBIA  4,00  4,00  4,00  0,2 
COSTA  RICA  27,95  18,00  9,95  27,95  1.6 
DOIIlNICAN  REP,  12,00  12,00  12.00  0,7 
ECUADOR  2,90  3,00  3,00  - 9,00  14.90  0,9 
HAITI  13,90  7.13  7,13  4.85  . 25,88  1,5 
HONDURAS  14,96  28,65  16.90  9,00  2,75  14,50  58,11  3.4 
NICARAGUA  2,96  24.05  8,25  9,80  3,50  2,50  5,60  1,96  34,57  2.0 
EL  SALVADOR  - 0,00  9.50  9,50  0,6 
PERU  2,00  II ,60  II ,60  16,00  29,60  1,7 
&UATEIIALA  0,00  12.00  5,50  17,50  1,0 
·ANDEAN  PACT/ JUNAC  9,08  25,88  5,07  0,50  6,06  7,26  7,00  0,10  35,06  2,1 
PEC  0,00  6,00  6,00  o  .  .t 
CEMTRAL  AIIERICA  16,50  16,50  2,90  22,00  AI,AO  2,4 
BCIE  3,23  20,00  20,00  23,23  u 
CADESCA  U2  4,82  4.82  0,3 
CATIE  1.87  0,26  0,04  0,22  2,13  0,1 
CFAD  1.80  0,00  1,80  0, I 
Clll  1,40  l,AO  - 1,-to  0,1 
CIIIIIYT  2.00  2.00  3,00  5,00  0,3 
!DB  2,00  0,00  2,00  0,1 
IICA  1.71  1,60  0,11  1.71  0,1 
INCAP  1,80  0,00  1,80  0,1 
OLADE  1,20  0,53  0,53  1,73  0,1 
SUBTOTAL  LATIN  AIIERICA  66.40  233,98  18,45  66,33  41,56  51.80  .49,85  78,85  59.26  438,A9  25.7 - 10  -
TABLE  4 (cont 'd) 
1976- 1981- 1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  TOTAL  s 
1980  1985 
ANGOLA  1,40  22,01  8,75  9,01  4,25  23.41  1,4 
~OZMBIQUE  3,00  26,64  10,66  8,58  uo  0,21  29,85  1,8 
mBABWE  14,50  0,00  14,50  0,9 
SLIBTOTAL  AFRICA  18,90  48,65  0,00  lUI  8.58  9,01'  . 11.65  0,21  0,00  67,76  4,0 
TOTAL  STANDARD  PROJECTS  335,76  946,10  120,20  190,88  237,57  184, 7l  212,76  219,30  201,75  1702,91  100,0 
2,  DISASTER-RELIEF  PROJECTS 
ANGOLA  2,00  2,00  2.00  1.7 
BANGLADESH  0,00  6,50  6,50  5;6 
BDLI\flA  12,40  vo  9,00  0,68  13,08  11.2 
CDLOIIBIA  3,90  3,90  3,90  3,3 
COSTA  RICA  3,60  3,60  3,60  3,1 
OOIIINICAN  REP  4,80  0,00  4,80  u 
OOII!N,  REP,tHAITI  1.50  1,50  4,85  6,35  5,4 
ECUADOR  2.85  2,85  2,85  2.4 
HONOVRAS  1,60  1,60  1,60  1,4 
INDIA.  10,90  11.00  7,00  uo  21,90  18,8 
MEXICO  0,00  5,20  5,20  4,5 
' ~OZAMB  !QUE  2,50  2,50  2,50  2,1 
NICARAGUA  2,50  uo  1,60  4,10  3,5 
PAKISTAN  6.70  2,70  4.00  .  . 6, 70  5,7 
PERU  1,50  0,00  5,00  6,50  5,6 
SALVADOR  - 3,30  3,30  8,50  11.80  10,1 
SRI  LANKA  3,00  0,00  3,00  2,6 
NORTH  mEN  2,75  2,55  0,20  2, 75  u 
SOUTH  YEllEN  2,50  2,50  2,50  2.1 
ZIMBABWE  uo  0,00  4,00  3.4 
CENTRAL  N-1ERICA  1,10  0,00  1,10  0,9 
TOTAL  DISASTER  RELIEF  27,80  58.20  9,70  9,70  11.40  11,50  15,90  15,73  15,00  116,73  100,0 
3,  AGRICULTURAL  RESEARCH 
CIAT  2,95  8,20  1,40  1.60  1,70  1,70  1.80  1,80  12,95 
CIP  1,50  .4,65  0,80  0,90  0, 95  1.00  1,00  I, 00  7,15 
ICRISAT  5,55  7,30  1,20  1,30  1.40  1,60  1.80  1.80  14.65 
IRRI  4,00  8,60  1,50  1,70  1,80  1,80  1,80  1.80  14,40 
ISHAR  0,65  0,15  0,20  0;30  0,50  1,15 
TOTAL  A6RIC,  RESEARCH  14,00  29,40  4,90  5,50  6,00  6,30  6,70  6,90  0.00  50,30 
4,  ADftlN!STRATlOM  6,00  21,50  3,50  4,00  4,00  4,00  6,00  5,50  5,20  38,20 
TOTAL  FUNDS 
COMft!TTEO  (1+2+3+4)  383,56  1055,20  138,30  210,08  .  258,97  206,51  241,36  247,43  221,95  1908,14 - 11  -
TABLE  5:  CO~~lT"ENTS BY  SECTOR  UNDER  THE  1976-36  AND  1987  PROSRA"~ES (in  ailliori  ECUl 
'  1976-86  PR06RAI1ftES  '  1987  PRO&RAII11E  ! an  ECU  s  s  No  of  . : an  ECU  s  s  No  Qf  Addi~. 
:  proj.  proJ.  proJ, 
SECTOR  : 
1 AGRICULTURE  : 1276,01  76,4  100.0  215  U9,85  67,5  100,0  15  4: 
A  - PLANNING  STRATEGY  11.32  o,9  2  .  . 
8 - SUPPORT  FOR  A6RARIAN  REFORI1  82,40  6,5  6  '  7,46  5,0  I  1:  '  C  - INFRASTRUCTURE  383,39  30,0  49  . 22.68  15,1  6  1:  '  0 - PRODUCTION  AND  11ARKETING  288,92  22,6  67  . 59.40  39,6  4  2: 
E  - SUPPORT  SERVICES  263,79  20,7  61  '  22,00  1U  I  -·  '  .  F - 1NTE6RATEO  RURAL  DEVELOP11ENT  245,69  19.3  30  :  38,31  25,6  3  -· 
2 FORESTRY  21,47  1.3  7  .  -· 
3 FISHERIES  65,93  3,9  21  8,20  3,7  2 
4 INDUSTRY-CRAFTS  ,  .  .  connERCE  40,14  2,4  9  6,00  2.7  .  . , 
5 SERVICES  139,08  8,3  100.0  29  37,50·  16,9  100,0  3  1: 
A  - WATER  DISTRIBUTION  NETWORK  92,55  66,5  17  -·  B  - ENERGY  U,03  10, I  6  19,00  so.7  1! 
C  - HOUSING  0,40  0,3  1  -·  0 - EDUCATION  3,00  2,2  1  15,00  40,0  . 
E  - H.EAL TH  29,10  20,9  4  3,50  9,3  -·. 
6 RECONSTRUCTION  PROJECTS  U,43  3,9  19  15,00  6.3  2 
7 OPERATIONS  TO  HELP  REGUGEES  11,00  0,7  4  -· . 
8 TECHNICAL  ASSISTANCE  AND 
~UPPORT FOR  NATIONAL  AND 
INTERNATIONAL  PUBLIC  .  . 
INSTITUTIONS  18,69  1,1  13  0,20  0,1  1: 
. 9 PROJECT  PREPARATION 
nANAGE"ENT  AND  ftOHitORINS  33,0  2,0  5,20  2,3 
TOTAL·  : 1669.75  100,0  318  221,95  .100,0  23  6: - 12  -
the other,  significant differences will  be  observed  <see  Table 6  and  Fig.  1, 
and Table  7  and Fig.  2  below>: 
1.  in  1987,  the  proportion  of  projects  in  the  agricultural  sector  was  . 
considerably  lower  for  the Latin American  countries  than for  the  Asian 
countries; 
ii.  it  was  the  same  for 
0 servicesn-related projects,  while  conversely,  the 
proportion  of  commitments  in  the . •Ftsheriesn,  • Industry,  crafts  and 
commerce- and  •Reconstruction  projects"  sectors  was  far  higher  in the 
Latin American countries than in the  Asian countries; 
iii. the  breakdown  of  commitments  for  1987  in the agricultural sector shows 
major  differences  between  Asia  and  Latin  America:  while  in  Asia,  the 
main  emphasis  was  on  projects  in  the  •Production  and  mark~t!ng• 
subsector and,  to a  lesser extent,  on  the "Integrated rural development 
subsector•,  for  the  Latin  A:me,rican  countries· the  largest  commi t:ments 
were  in  the  "Back-up  services",  • Infrastructure•  and  "Support  for 
agrarian reform•  subsectors. 
Despite  greater  intersectoral  diversification,  the  projects in respect 
of  which  funds  were  comDdtted  in  1987  remain  in  line  with  the 
objectives  and  priorities  stipulated  in  the  Council  Regulation:  the · 
majority  of  them  gave  priority  to  the  most  needy  sections  of  the· 
population  and  were  aimed  at  improving  the  food  situation  in  the 
countries concerned,  in order to help combat  hunger  in the world. 
(c)  Regional  prplects 
In  all,  13%  of  the  commitment  appropriations  under  the  1987  programme 
earmarked  for  projects  consisted  of  regional  projects,  all  in  Latin 
America,  i.e.,  41%  of the appropriations for that region  <Table  3>• - 13 -
TABLE  6:  SECTORAL  AND  RESIONAL  STRUCTURE  OF  COMMITMENTS  (1976-86  AND  1987)  IN  S 
.  . 
:  1976-86  TOTAL  :  1987  TOTAL  : 
SECTOR  : ASIA  LATIN  :  ASIA  LATIN 
AMERICA  AIIERICA 
I  AGRICULTURE  : 84,50  67,03  76,21  71,41  64,14 
2 FORESTRY  1,60  0,94  1,32  o.oo  0,00 
3 FISHERIES  2,60  0,31  3,95  1,48  8,85 
4 TRADE  AND  INDUSTRY  0,50  13,82  2,38  0,00  8,85 
5 SERVICES  7,49  8,22  8,38  22.75  5,31 
6 RECONSTRUCTION  SCHEMES  2,09  6,72  3,87  4,36  12,54 
7 AID  TO  REFUSEES  0,35  1,17  0,68  o.oo  0,00 
8 TECHNICAL  ASSISTANCE  0,87  1,80  I.  II  o;oo  0,30 
TOTAL:  :100,00  100.00  : 97,90  100,00  100,00 
·,:' 
Fro.  l:SECTORAL  AND  REGIONAL  STRUCTURE 
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TABLE  7;  AGRICULTURAL  SUBSECTORAL  STRUCTURE  (1976-86  AND  1987)  INS 
'.  .  .  1976-86  .  1987  .  . 
AGRICULTURAL  SUBSECTOR  :  ASIA  LATIN  A!IERICA  :  ASIA  LATIN  AMERICA 
A  PL~MNIM6 STRATEGY  0,00  4.20  0,00  ' 0,00 
B  SUPPORT  FOR  AGRARIAN  REFCRII  0,00  ,29.32  0,00  17,17 
C  INFRASTRUCTURE  3Ua  6,82  8,16  32.21 
D  PRODUCTION  AND  "ARKETIN6  28.62  6.45  55,83  0,00 
E  BACK-UP  SERVICES  19.65  11,43  0,00  '50,,62 
F INTEGRATED  RURAL  DEYEL,  12.65  '41.78  ..  36.01  ' 0,00  . 
TOTAL  AGRICULTURE  100,00  100,00  100,00  100,00 
FI&,  2:  AGRICULTURAL  SUBSECTORAL  STRUCTURE 
COMMITMENTS  1967 
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(c)  Structure of  the  financing 
As  in  earlier  years,  the  financing  of  JDOst  of  the  projects  for  which 
funds  were  committed  by  the  EEC  in  19~7  was  augmented  by  a  financial 
input  from  the  country  receiving  the  aid,  either· in the  form  of  various 
contributions in kind,  particularly in terms of the services rendered by 
administrative staff,  or  in the  form  of  part-payment  of  local  purchases. 
The  existence  and amount  of  these  local financings  vary according to the 
type  of  project  and  the  wealth of the country in question. 
A number  of  projects  (five  in  Asia  and  two  in Latin  America)  are  being 
cofinanced  with  EEC  Member  States  or  international  bodies.  Cofinanced 
projects implemented since  1976  are  listed in Annex  III. 
In  fact  35~  of  the  1987  commitment  .appropriations  were  allocated  to· 
cofinancing operations  <Table  8). 
Note  that  in  the  case of projects for. which  funds  were  committed in 1987 
and  which  were  to  be  cofinanced  with  Member  States  <France  <2>,  Italy 
and  Spain  (1  each>>,  the  amount  of  finance  provided  by  the  countries in 
question  was  lower  than  the  EEC  input,  while  in  the  case  of  projects 
cofinanced  with  international  bodies  <in  this  instance,  the  IDA,  for 
three  projects  carried  out  in  Asia>,  the  EEC' s  financial  contribution 
was  far  below that of  the international body and  was  merely a  top-up. 
TABLE  8:  SUMMARY  OF  COFINAIICEO  PROJECTS  BY  SOURCE  OF  FINANCING 
SOURCES  NO  OF 
OF  CDFINANC!N6  : PROJECTS 
EEC  ftEftBER  STATES:  4 
OTHER:  3 
TOTAL:  7 
• 
•• 
: INCLUDING  LOCAL  FINANCIM6 
: FR  (2)  I  IT  (1 )  I  ESP  (l)  • 
•••  : lOA 
1987  (aillion  ECUl 
CDFINANC!NS  EEC. 
CDNTRIBUT,  CONTRIBUT, 
8,04  3UO 
227,30  42,10 
235,34  . 78,00 
.. 
.•:  TOTAL  t 
:COST  m•  EEC  CONTR!B,/ 
:TOTAL  CO~ft!T~ENTS : 
70,89  . 16,17 ... 
351,85  18,97* .. 
422,7C  35,14 - 16  -
1. 2.  ACTIVITIES  II 1987 
1.2.1.  ADQUnts  coDidtted and  dishursed 
Commitments  entered  in  the  accounts  during  the  1987  calendar  year 
totalled  342.9  million  ECU,  as  against  268.58  million  ECU  in  1986, 
· 1. e.,  an  increase  of  nearly  28~.  The  figure  in  question, · which 
comprises  appropriations  under  the  1987  programme  and  the  balances 
outstanding from the  1986  programme,  is the highest  since  1976. 
In  line  with  the  EEC' s  Financial  Regulation,  the  appropriations 
available  in respect  of  an annual  budget  may  be  committed during the 
year  in  question  but  also  during  ·the  following  year.  By  31  July 
1988,  223.95  million  ECU  had  been  committed  under  the  1987 
programme,  against  the  222.846  million  EC!1  available,  which  means 
that  a  slight  deficit  was  carried  over  against  the  1988  programme 
<-1. 1  million ECU>. 
It should be  noted that the amount  of disbursements  in 1987  was  only 
154.3  million  ECU,  compared  with  171.7  million  ECU  in 1986.  Table  9 
below  shows  disbursements  in  1987,  in relation to  the  calendar year 
in which  funds  were  committed for the projects. 
Table 9:  Disbursements in 1967  by calendar year of cODDdtuent 
<in  million ECU> 
Calendar year  Commitment  Disbursements 
of commitment  appropriations  in 1987 
1976  20.0 
1977  45.0  1.0  2 
1978  70.0  0.7  2 
1979  110.0  1.3  1 
1980  138.5  1.7  1 
1981  150.0  7.1  5 
1982  243.0  10.0  7 
1983  212.2  13.0  6 
1984  218.0  21.6  9 
1985  264.0  18.9  13 
1986  248.2  64.8  24 
1987  172.8  13.6  2 
TOTAL  1  891.7  154.3  8 - 17  -
1.2.2.  Projects completed in 1987 
For  the  purposes  of  this  report,  a  project  is  considered  t'o  have 
been  "completed"  when  the  relevant  disbursement,s  amount  to  951  of 
the  sums  comDdtted.  This purely financial criterion is in some  cases 
qualified  by  technical  considerations,  where  they  apply.  For 
instance,  a  given  project  may  be  regarded  as  completed  even.  if 
disbursements are  below  951',  whereas  another  project  in respect' of 
which  the  full  amount  has  been  disbursed  may  not  be  regarded  as 
completed  because  of  the  actual  progress  made 2 ,  which  generally 
means  that  further  sums  have  to  be  committed  to  enable  the  project 
to be  brought  to a  conclusion in line with the initial objectives. 
On  the  above  basis,  11  projects  can  be  regarded  as  having  been 
completed  during  1987.  These  . are  listed,  with  their  main 
characteristics,  in Annex  IV.  Some  of the projects already go  back a 
long  way  <the  amounts  having  been.  committed  between  1978  and  1980> 
and  concern  Latin  American  countries.  Other  more  recent· projects 
<1981  to 1983>  relate to Asian countries.  · 
On  ~he  whole,  the  implementation  of  these  projects  would  appear  to 
have  been  consistent  with  their  initial  objectives,  but  in  many 
instances  <including recent  projects)  there have  been hold-ups of an 
administrative nature. 
It  should  be  noted  that  two  projects  concerning  India  <84/10  and 
85/12>  have  not  been  included  in  the  list  referred  to  above, 
although  they  could  be  considered  to  have  been  completed,  solely 
from  the  point  of  view  of  disbursements,  ·which  attained  the  1001 
mark  in 1987.  However,  the  disbursements in question related only to 
the  supply  of  fertilizer  by  the  EEC  and  not  to  the  development 
projects associated with  the assistance in question3 • 
1  This  was  the  case  in  1987  with  project  80/19,  concerning 
integrated rural  development  in Jacmel,  on  Haiti. 
2  This  was  the  case  in  1987  with project  82/13,  concerning agrarian 
reform and  integrated rural  development  in Nicaragua. 
3  See section 2.2 concerning  India. - 18  -
1.2.3.  Anal1s1s of overheads 
Part  of  the  appropriations  under  the  EEC' s  annual  programmes  of 
financial  and.technical  assistance  for  the·LAA  developing countries, 
lim! ted  to  3~  maximum  of  the  amounts  committed,  is  used  for 
administering the programmes,  namely  for: 
(a)  studies  and  reports  commissioned  from  outside  consultants,  with 
a  view to the  preparation,  follow-up  and  formulation  of projects 
under the  EEC's  financial  and technical  cooperation arrangements 
<Article 930); 
(b)  carrying  out  technical  assistance  operations  by  expedited 
procedure,  in  favour  of  LAA  developing  countries  or  groups  of 
countries; 
(c)  the employment  of  development  consultants in EEC  Delegations and 
offices  in  various  countries  on  a  long-term  basis,  to  be 
responsible  principally  for  following  up  and  monitoring  the 
implementation of  development  projects. 
Annex  V lists for  each  of  the  three  types of  measure  the operations 
and  amounts  committed  during  1987.  'The  total  amount  was  more  than 
6.9 million  ECU,  broken down  as.follows: 
40.5~ for short-term studies and reports; 
20.6~ for technical assistance operations; 
38.9~ for the services of experts on  a  long-term basis. 
Note  that ·the  amount  actually  com:mi tted  in  1987  for  this  type  of 
operation  was  considerably  in  excess  of  the  amount  available'  as  a 
result  of  the  balance  from  the  preceding  year  being  used.  The 
expenditure  in  question  is  essential  to  compensate  for  the 
shortcomings  of  the  recipient  countries  and  complement  the  skills 
and assist  the staff of  the  Commission's administrative departments .. 
It .should  be  pointed  out  that,  as  a  general  rule,  disbursements  in 
respect  of  operations  of  this kind are  made  within a  very reasonable 
period of time,  i.e.,  within  no  more  than two  years in virtually all 
cases. 
The  procedure of  framework  contracts w1 th  int.ernational consortia of· 
consul  tancy  firms  which  began .in  1985  and  carried  on  in  1986,  was 
continued  and  systematized  in  1987.  Thus  the  interim  framework 
contract  drawn  up  in  1985  was  extended  in 1986  and  1987,  to the· tune 
of  700  000  ECU,  to allow  time  to  fi~lize a  more  carefully-crafted 
framework  contract  formula  covering  the  following  three  fields  of 
activity  relating  to  a  number  of  budget  instruments,  including 
Article 930: 
A - Rural  development  and  infrastructure 
B - Industry,  commerce  and services 
C - Training,  scientific research,  health,  refugees. 
1  See  Table  1  above. - 19  -
After  a  call for  tenders  in accordance  with the Community  procedures 
<prequalification  and  invitation  to  tender>  for  each  of  the  three 
areas  in question,  two  new  framework  contracts per.sector  have  been 
signed since January  1988  with consortia of consultancy firms.formed 
for  that  purpose.  This  procedure  will  give  the  EEC  the  required 
flexibility to award  contracts for studies which  more  often than not 
are  needed  urgently,  and at  the same  time  it will  enable  the  EEC  to 
get  the  consortia  selected  for  each  of  the  different  fields  to 
compete  with one  another. 
The  development  consultants. seconded  to  the  delegations .have,  since 
1  January  1988,  when  the  European  Association for  Cooperation  <EAC>* 
disappeared,  been  attached  administratively  to  DG  IX  <Directorate 
for  the  Administration  of  the  Delegations>.  At  the  end  of  1987, 
there  were  eight  of  these  development  consultants,  working  in  the 
delegations  in  Bangladesh,  India,  Indonesia,  Pakistan,  Thailand, 
Costa  Rica  and  Venezuela,  while  a  consul  tancy  firm  provides  full-
time  technical  consultancy  services  to  the  development · officer 
responsible for Haiti  and  the  Domini~an Republic. 
*  A body  set  up  under  Belgian  law,  which  managed  the staff seconded 
to delegations in both  ACP  and  LAA  countries. - 20  -
1. 3.  CJJlllJLAIIYB  ASSISIUCB  ptlQI 1976 tg 1987 
L 3. 1.  Colllllitmenta 
The  commitment  for  financial  and . tech,llical  cooperation  for ·the  LAA 
developing  countries  under  Article  930  of  the  General  Budget  totalled 
1  670  million  BCU  between  1976  and  1987.  The  annual'  colilmi tlllent 
appropriations entered in the  budget  and the.accounts are shown  again in 
the  first  two  columns  of  the  Table  dealing  with  disbursements  annexed 
hereto. 
The  detailed data  on  projects for  which  funds  have  been  committed since. 
1976  have already been presented above  <see  Tables 3,  4,  5,  6,  7  and 8>. 
<a>  Geagraphical  breakdown 
Overall,  the structure of commitments  by  region and subregion varied 
only slightly between  1976  and 1987. 
Over  that  period,  68.8%  of  the  projects  <standard  and  disaster- . 
relief>  were  concerned  w1 th  Asia  <68.  7~  in  1987>,  compared  111th 
26.4%  for projects concerned with Latin America  (31.3%  in 1987>,  the 
remainder consisting of aid to non-associated African countri.esl. 
The  analysis  by  recipient  country  shows  that  in  1987  there  was  a 
break with the trend for  previous years in terms of  the breakdown of 
comm1 tments  by  continent.  While  Asia's  share  of  total  commitments 
for  standard  projects  was  on  a  downward  trend  up  until  1986  <from 
74.8%  for  the  period  1976-80  to  71. U.  for  the  period  1981-85  and 
64.9%  in  1986>,  it increased  to  70.6%  in  1987.  Of  course  in so far. 
as Latin America  was  concerned,  the trend was  the reverse. 
India,  with  26.8%  of  the  commitments  for  standard projects over the 
whole  of  the  period  1976-87,  received  far  more  than  any  other 
country.  Next  came  Indonesia  <7.7%>,  followed  by  Bangladesh  <7.0%>, 
Pakistan  <6.1%>,  Bolivia  <4.5%>,  -Sri  Lanka·  <3.9%>  and  Honduras 
{3. 4%).  .In  accordance  with  the  annual  guidelines,  the  Asian 
countries  therefore  received,  in  absolute ·terms,  a  far  greater 
aiDOunt  of  financial  and technical assistance than the Latin American · 
countries,  but  the  breakdown  would  be  reversed if this  assistance 
were  related to population. 
With  regard  to  the  "disaster-relief"  projects,  the  breakdown  of 
commitments  by  year  and  type  is far  more  erratic  and  therefore  the 
results  are  not  particularly  significant.  Over  the  whole  of  the 
period  1976-87,  India,  Bolivia  and  Bl  Salvador  were  the  biggest 
recipients of  funds relating to this type of project. 
If all  the  different  types  of  projects are  lumped  tqgether,  a  total. 
of 33  countries  (18  in Asia,  12  in  ~atin America  and 3  in Africa>, 
'  At  the  time,  this applied to Angola,  Mozambique  and Zimbabwe. - 21  -
16  international  institutions  <3  in  Asia .and  13  in  Latin  America> 
and  5  agricultural  research bodies  received  financial  and  technical 
assistance  from the  EEC  between  1976  and  1987  under ·the arrangements 
for  the  LAA  developing  countries,  the  number  of  projects  financed 
totalling 341. 
(b)  Sectoral structure 
Over  the  period  1976-86,  the  shar.e  accounted  for  by  agriculture  was 
76.4~  (67.5~  in  1987),  which  is  wholly· consistent  with  the 
directives contained in Regulation 442/81.  The  remainder  was  divided 
between  the  other  sectors  of  activity  <which  incidentally  were 
related  to  the  rural  environment>,  the  most  important  being  the 
services sector with  8.3~  <16.9%  in'1987>  <see  Table 5  above>. 
Figs.  3  and  4  below  show,  by  region  for  the  period  1976-86,  the 
sectoral  and  subsectoral  structure of ·the  projects.  There  would  not 
appear  to  be  any  particularly  significant  difference  between  Asia 
and  Latin  America  in so far  as  the  breakdown  of  projects  by  sector 
is concerned.  Note,  however,  that  in the  case  of  Latin  ADerica  the 
share of the agricultural sector is smaller than in the case. of Asia 
and  that,  to  compensate  for  this,  projects  of  an  industrial  nature 
accounted for  13.8~ of  the total in Latin America,  whilst  the amount 
for projects of that kind in Asia was  not_significant. 
Very  considerable  differences  do.  exist  with  regard  to the  breakdoW-n 
of  projects  within  the  agicultural  sector,  greater importance  being 
attached in Asia to infrastructure and  production/marketing projects 
than  in  Latin  America,  while  the  situation  was  the  other  way  round 
for  projects  concerned  with  agrarian  reform  and  integrated  rural 
development. 90 
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SECTORAL  AND  REGIONAL  STRUCTURE 
COMMITMENTS  1976-86  (in 1) 
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(c)  Structure of  the  financing  (cofinancinglalitonomous  fipancing> 
Annex  II I  lists  the  projects  for  which  funds  have  been  committed 
since  1976  and  which  have  been cofinanced,  either with an  EEC  Member 
State  or  with  an  international  body.  ·The  number  of  projects 
cofinanced  between  1976  and  1987  comes  to 88,  out  of  a  total of  341 
projects financed  <i.e.,  well  over a  quarter). 
Between  1976  and  1987,  28%  of  the  cumulative  commitment 
appropriations  were  used  for  cofinancing  operations,  53~  with  the· 
Member  States  <Table  10). 
TABLE  10:  SU~~ARY OF  COFINANCED  PROJECTS  BY  SOURCE  OF  FINANCIN6 
1976-1987  !1illion ECUl 
SOURCES 
OF  COF!NANCIN6 
EEC  ~E"BER STATES: 
OTHER: 
TOTAL: 
'  .. 
NO  OF  CilFINANCIN6  EEC.  :  TilTAL 
;  PROJECTS  ;  CO!HRIBUTION  ;CONTRIBUTION.  :  COST* 
44 
88  ' 
549,92  . 
94(59 
1496,51 
285,21  : 1729,71 
253,00  : 178U2 
538,21  : 3512,13 
a  INCLUDING  LOCAL  FINANCING 
I 
:  EEC  CONTRIBUTION/ 
;TOTAL  COH~ITHENTS 
15,08 
13,37 
In  terms  of  the  number  of  projects,  there  was  a  downward  trend  in 
cofinancing  operations  between  19~3  <which·  was  a  record  year,  with 
12  projects  cofinanced)  and  1986  <w.ith  only  4  projects cofinanced). 
This  decline  appears  to  be  due  to  'the  practical  difficulties 
involved  in  setting  up  cofinancing  operations,  particularly  with 
certain  bodies  that  have  cumbersome  procedures,  such  as  the  Asian 
Development  Bank  or  the  Interamerican Development  Bank. 
(d)  Regional  projects 
Between  1976  and  1987,  9~  .of  the·  cumulative  commitment 
appropriations  allocated to projects consisted  of  regional  projects, 
about  a  quarter  of  which  were  in  Asia  and  three  quarters  in  Latin 
America,  i.e.,  3%  and  26%  respectively  of  the  appropriations 
earmarked for projects in each  of  those  two  regions. - 24  -
In  other  words,  over  the  perio<i  in question  the.  ratio,  in terms of 
relative  importance,  of  national  projects  to  regional  projects  was 
10  to  1  <Table  3>. 
1.3.2  .fraject df§bursements 
As  at 31  December  1987,  52%  of  the cumulative commitments since  1976  had 
been  disbursed  <Table  11>.  In  view  of  the  steadily  rising  curve  of 
commitments  since  the  inception  of  this  type  of  aid,  this  rate  can  be 
considered satisfactory. 
The  detailed table giving disbursements  per  calendar  year  corresponding 
to  the  commitments  entered  in  the  accounts  for  each  calendar  year  is 
shown  in  Annex  VI I  while  Annex  VII  presents,  in  terms  of  the  amounts 
involved  and  the  number  of  projects,  the  trend  between  1976  and  1987  of 
commitments  and  disbursements,  broken  down  between  development  projects 
proper,  studies  and  technical  assistance  operations,  and  administrative 
expenses  <experts seconded to the delegations on  a  long-term basis>. 
Table 11:  Amounts  coDDitted and disbursed between 1976 and 1967  (million BCU> 
Year  of  Conu1 i  t11en ts  Share  of  Share  of  Share  of  Disbursements Disburse11ents 
com11itment  entered  in  develop11ent  studies  adainistrat,  aade  as  S of 
accounts  projects  m  and  TA  expenses  collmittaents 
operations  m 
m 
1976  20.96  100,0  20,89  99,7 
1977  43.61  99,5  0,5  41,33  94,8 
1978  29,68  99,8  0,2  25,34  85,4 
1979  117,63  99,5  0,4  0,1  109,98  93,5 
1980  132,45  99,0  0,5  0,5  119,14  90,0 
1981  153,54  98,4  0,8  0,8  109,10  71,1 
1982*  134,69  99.5  0,8  0,7  94,72  70,3 
1983*  227,41  99.1  0,9  1.0  164,14  72,2 
1984*  249,34  99.1  0,1  0,9  143,34  59,1 
1985*  149,71  97,4  1,2  1,4  48,75  . 32,6 
1986*  268,58  98,2  0,7  1, 1  85,54  31,8 
1987*  342,90  98,0  0,9  1, 1  13,65  4,0 
Total  1 970.50  98,5  0,7  0,8  975,92  52,2 
•  Including  top-ups  for  projects  in  respect  of  ~hich su11s  were  committed  in  earlier  years, - 25  -
Note: 
(a)  the  sharp  growth  between  1976  and  1987  in  the  amounts  committed, 
which  was  virtually  continuous  despite · large  falls,  coinpared  with 
the  preceding year,  in 1978,  1982  and 1985; 
<b>  the  increasingly  large share accounted for since 1978  by studies and 
technical  assistance  operations  and,  since  1979,  by  administrative 
expenses.  Note  that  the  proportion  of  these  two  items  together  has 
stabilized  at  around  2%  since  1983,  without  ever  having  exceeded 
that  threshold. 
Fig.  5  below shows  the  trend between 1976  and  1987  of disbursements as a 
percentage  of  commitments  for  the  year  <all.  types  of  operations· 
together>: 
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For virtually all commitments  between  1976  and 1987,  70%  of the project-
related disbursements  were  made·  by  the fifth year after work  had started 
on  the  projects  in  question.  It  can  therefore  be  said  that,  on  the 
whole,  except  in  special  cases,  financial  and  technical  assistance 
operations  involving  the  LAA  developing  countries  have  been  paid  for 
within reasonable time-limits. 
The  average and  cumulative  project  dis.bursement  percentages,  in relation 
to the  number  of years following commitment,  are as follows: - 25  -
TABLE  12:  AVERAGE  AND  CUMULATIVE  DISBURSEMENT  PERCENTAGES 
IN  RELATION  TO  THE  NUMBER  OF  YEARS  FOLLOWING  COMMITMENT' 
NUMBER  OF  YEARS 
FOLLOWING  COMMITMENT 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
AVERAGE  DISBURSEMENTS 
CIN  S> 
4,5 
20.8 
21,3 
10,9 
10.4 
7,3 
6.0 
2.9 
2,9 
2.5 
1,5 
0,0 
'  CALCULATED  ON  THE  BASIS  OF  ANNEX  VI 
CUMULATIVE  AVERAGE 
DISBURSEMENTS  <IN  Sl 
4,5 
25,3 
46,6 
57,5 
67,9 
75.2 
81.2 
84,0 
86,9 
89,4 
90,9 
90,9 
The  data  contained  in  Table  12  are  expre·ssed  in  the  form  of  bar .charts 
in·  Figs.  6  and  7  below. 
.  . 
On  average,  excluding  the  year of  commit~nt,  half  the  disbursements  in 
respect  of  financial  and  technical  assistance  programmes are  made  by  the 
end  of  the  third year  of  execution  and  three  quarters  by  the  end  of  the 
fifth  year.  These  results  confirm the  ob~ervations made  during  previous 
years.  However,  these  are  average  values  and  conceal  a  complex 
situation,  related  to  the  very  nature  of  projects  and  the  difficulties 
encountered  when  executing  them,  as  this  may  take  from  two  to  eight 
years,  or even as long as ten years. ~ 
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AVERAGE  DISBURSEMENTS  AS  % OF  COMMITMENTS 
BY  CALENDAR  YEAR  FROM  1976  TO  1987 
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•·  1.3.3.  Sul!I!!!IU7  pf CODPleted protects between 19'16  and  1987 
Table.  13  below  presents  a  summary  <alilounts  and  number>  of  projects 
completed as at 31  December  1987,  a  distinction being made  between  Asia 
and Latin America. 
It can thus be established that,  for the whole of the period 1976-87: 
37%  of  the  total  number  of  projects  financed  have  been  completed, 
(125/3-\1) j 
in terms  of value,  those  125 projects accou'nt  for  42%  of total  funds 
committed  <compared  with the overall disbursement  rate· of 52%>. 
TABLE  13:  SUIIIIARY  OF  COftPLETED  PROJECTS  <EXCLUDIN&  A6.RICULTURAL  RESEARCH),  1976-87  <in  1illion ECUJ 
TOTAL 
:  ASIA 
. :  AIIOUNT  NO  OF 
PROJECTS 
:  LATIN  AIIERICA 
:  AIIDUNT  NO  OF 
PROJECTS 
TOTAL.  : I  OF  TOTAL  CDIIIIITIIEMTS• 
:  AIIOUNT  NO  OF  :  AIIOUNT  NO  OF 
: ,  PROJECTS  : .  PROJECTS 
:  690,89  85  :  101,68  AO  :  792,57  125  42.38  36,66 
•  TOTAL  CDftiiiTIIENTS:  1870  IIILLIDN  ECU  FOR  341  PROJECTS 2  - QUALITATIVE  ASPECTS - 29  -
2.  QUALITATIVE  ASPRCIS 
The  purpose  of  this  second  part,  which  is  new  compared  with  the  earlier 
editions  of  the  annual  report,  is to  present  in  a  qualitative  manner  the 
type  of  operation  carried  out  since  1976  in  respect  of  the  principal 
recipient  countries  or  organizations,  to take  a  look at the  particular case 
of  India and  the  least developed  countries  <lldcs>,  and  to  outline  the  main 
problems ·and  difficulties arising .in  connection  with  the  implementation  _of 
the  EEC's  financial  and  technical  cooperation  with  the  LAA  developing 
countries. 
This  review  of  the  main  recipient  countries  is  therefore  not  intended  to 
deal  with  the  problems  of  their  development,  since  this  matter  has  already 
been  the  subject  of  various  internal  reports,  any  more  than it is intended 
to evaluate  Community  aid to  the  places  in question,  which  is to be  covered 
in a  forthcoming  report.  It consists  primarily;  at  this stage,  of  a  report, 
with  brief  comments,  on  the  nature  of  the  EEC' s  financial  and  technical 
cooperation and the conditions under  which it is implemented. 
Before  dealing  with  these  matters,  in  order  to  give  a  clear  idea  of  the 
principal  recipients'  relative  shares  of  the  assistance,  Fig.  8  below 
illustrates  the  percentage  breakdown,  by  group  of  recipients,  of  the  total 
aid granted between 1976  and  1987. 
FIG.  8: 
BREAKDOWN  BY  GROUP  OF  RECIPIENTS 
1976-87  <EXCLUDING  AGRIC.  RESEARCH  AND  OVERHEADS> 
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2.1.  DESCRIPTIVE  AI!LYSIS  BY  RECIPIEJI 
This  analysis  has  been  made  firstly in respect  of  the countries  that 
have  received the  largest  amounts  of aid and,  secondly,  in respect of 
the  principal  regional  or subregional  bodies  in questi.on. 
2.1.1.  Principal recipient countries 
India,  with  more  than  478  million  ECU  between.1976  and  1987,  is the 
main  recipient  of  financial  and  technical·· assistance.  Special, 
detailed attention will  be  devoted to it .in  section 2.2. 
Apart  from  India,  the. countries selected  for  this  first  qualitative 
analysis  are  those  which  have,  si  nee  1976;.  · received  cumulative  aid 
for  development  projects  {both standard and disaster-relief projects) 
in excess  of  30  million  ECU.  There  are  11  such countries'  <6  in  Asia 
and  5  1 n  Latin  America).  Note  that although funds  have  been committed 
for  a  large  number  of  projects  in  China  since  1983,  that  country  is 
not  included  in  the  list  because,·  despite' ,.the.  scale  of  ·t~chni(;:al 
assistance  operations,  the  amounts  involved·  are  not  particularly 
high. 
Fig.  9  below  shows  the  ranking  of  the  11  countries  in  question,  in 
descending  order  of  importance,  according to the  amount  of  total aid 
received between  1976  and  1987. 
Annex  VIII  contains  a  list  of  the  operations  financed  under  the 
financial  and  technical  assistance arrangements  between  1976  and  1987 
in respect  of  each of  the  main  recipients in .question. 
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. .  (a)  Indonesia 
Indonesia,  with  131.00  million  ECU  since  1976,  is  the  second  biggest 
recipient  of aid after  India.  The  amount  in question covered 22  standard 
projects  <Indonesia  has  never  received  assistance  under  disaster-relief 
projects),  funds  being  committed  regularly  in  respect  of  two  or  three 
projects every year  from  1976  onwards. 
The  EEC' s  first  projects  in  Indonesia  were  cofinanced,  mainly  with  the 
Asian  Development  Bank.  They  involved  major  irrigation  projects,  which· 
got  off  to  a  slow start,  and difficult  migration  projects.  After  a  few 
years,  autonomous  projects  were  carried  out,  ·as  well  as  projects 
cofinanced  with  the  Member  States,  concerning  the  agricultural  sector, 
irrigation  and  rural  credit.  The  more  recent  operations  consisted  of 
contributions to sectoral  programmes  on a  national scale. 
Progress  in executing  the  projects has  been  uneven.  Only  9  projects out 
of  22  had  been  fully  disbursed  as  at  31  December  1987,  as  national 
procedures  in  Indonesia  are  complex,  sometimes  resulting in fairly  long 
periods  between  the  financing decision,  the signing of the  agreement  and 
the actual  commencement  of  work  on  the projects. 
(b)  Bangladesh 
With  some  107  million inhabitants,  Bangladesh,  which  is classified among 
the  lldcs,  is one  of  the  poorest countries in the  world. 
It  possesses  no  natural  resources  <apart  from  gas),  but  it does  have  a 
fertile  soil.  However,  the  land  tends  to  be  divided  up  into tiny plots 
<land  tenure  system>  and  is  extremely  susceptible  to  flooding  <flat 
topography>. 
Bangladesh is the third recipient  country,  with  126.18 million ECU  since 
1976,  for  18  projects  (including  6.5  million  ECU  for  a  disaster-relief 
project>.· It  received  particularly  large  amounts  of  assistance  between 
1981  and  1984  <of  the  order  of  20  milion  ECU  a  year  on  average>.  The 
alll()unt  of  aid  has  since  been  below  5  million  ECU  .a  year  <nOt  counting 
the  rehabilitation  project  to  deal  with  the  effects  of  flooding,  for 
which  funds  were  committed  in  1987>,  and  no  commitments  were  made  for 
any projects in  1986. 
The  early  projects  financed  by  the  EEC  in 'Bangladesh  consisted  mainly, 
for  want  of  sufficient  experience,  of  cofinancing  operations  with  aid 
agencies/international  development  banks.  As  experience  was  gained, 
autonomous  financing operations became  possible. 
The  EEC's aid has so far  been directed mainly at increasing agricultural 
production  <irrigation,  drainage>  and  agricultural  diversification 
<cereals,  livestock,  cotton,  tea)  and rural  development,  including basic 
infrastructure and cyclone protection  infrastructur~. - 32  -
The  pace  at  which  the  projects  have·  been  executed,  based  on 
disbursements  made,  is  uneven,  some  older projects  having  been only 50% 
disbursed  or  even  less.  Six  projects  out  of  a  total  of  18  have  been 
fully  completed,  while  execution  of  the  five· projects  for  which  funds 
have  been  committed since  1984  has hardly started. 
"t.'' 
Institutional  and  legislative  problems  make  it difficult  to  define  goo~ 
rural  projects  for  Bangladesh,  which ·explains  the  sharp decline  in  the 
level  of  commitments  since  1984  and the  need  to refrain from  now  on  from 
excluding  infrastructure  projects,  on  which  lasting  development  is. 
dependent.  Bangladesh's  absorption  capacity,  in  terms  of  project 
execution,  remains  very  low  and  makes  cooperation difficult. 
<c> · Thailand 
With  commitments  amounting  to 121.87 million ECU,  Thailand is the fourth 
largest  recipient  of  EEC  financial  and  te-chnical  assistance.  This 
assistance,  which  started  in  1977,  consists  of  a  total  of  23  projects 
relating to  production,  research and  agricultural  services.  The  amounts 
committed,  which  were  at  their  peak  in  1983  and  above  all  in. 1985, 
declined in 1986  and  1987. 
The  vast  majority  of  these  projects  are  concerned  with  the 
diversification  of  agricultural  production,  particularly  in  the  north-
eastern  part  of  the  country.  They. are  in  response  to  a  commitment 
entered  into  by  the  EEC  when  the  EEC-Thailand  agreement  on  the 
limitation of  cassava exports  to  the  EEC  <Article  6)  was  signed  in.1982 
<it  was  renewed  for a  further  four years in 1986>. 
True  diversification  cannot  be  achieved  as  rapidly  as  one  would  like: 
the  prices  offered to  the  small  farmers  for  cassava  are still extremely 
attractive  and  the  poor  or  marginal  land  on  which  cassava  is grown  is 
unsuited  to alternative crops.  Nevertheless,  despite  these difficulties, 
the  diversification  measures  taken  are  helping  to  improve  the  income  of 
the  rural  population  by  providing  a  considerable  top-up.  This 
diversification exercise  is a  long-term operation and  the real  benefits 
will  'be  achieved  only  gradually,  after  a  number  of  years.  EEC  support 
for  the  development  of  .. Thailand  now  comes  under  the  "Action  Plan" 
relating  to  this  problem.  The  north-eastern  region  is  still.  a  very 
unproductive area agriculturally. 
Ten  of  the  projects for  which  funds  had  been coEmdtted  had  been executed 
in  full  by  the  end  of  1987,  while  for  the  six' projects  in  respect  of· 
which  commitments  have  been  made  since  1984,  the  rate  of  implementation 
is just over 50%,  which is satisfactory. 
(d)  Pakistan 
The  cumulative  amount  of  EEC  financial  and  technicat'  cooperation 
assi~tance  to  Pakistan  (1976-87>  is  110.6  million  ECU,  of  which 
6. 7  million  ECU  was  from  the  reserve  for  disaster  relief.  This  amount 
represents  the  contribution  towards  the  financing  of  15  development 
projects. - 33  -
The  first  projed:s  were  concerned  with  infrastructure,  such  as  the 
Tar  bela  dam,  and  were  cofinanced  w1 th  international  development·  banks. 
Later  on,  EEC  aid,  which  was  provided  on  a  more  autonomous  basis,  was 
concentrated  on  projects  involving  irrigation,  services  in  rural  areas, 
water supply and,  more  recently,  education. 
Only  three  projects  out  of  a  total  cif  15  have  been  fully  completed, 
while  disbursements  in  respect  of  the  six projects for  which  funds  have 
been  committed  since  1984  stood at  less  than  6%  as at  31·December  1987. 
This  extremely  low  disbursement  rate  <only  22.8%  of  the aid total ·at  the 
end  of  1987>  illustrates  the  difficulties  involved  in  cooperation  with 
this country,  which  are  mainly  due  to the  complex  administrative  set-up 
<sharing  of  responsibilities  between  federaf  and  provincial  .l.evels>, 
rigid  procedures  and  the  limited  effect!  veness  of  the  often  resource-
starved services. 
The  opening  of  the  Commission  Delegation  in  Islamabad  in  1985  and  the 
fact  that  its resources  have  to some  extent  been  increased  have  enabled 
a  closer  dialogue  to  be  conducted  with  the  authorities  and  project 
follow-up  to  be  enhanced,  which is necessary to improve  this cooperation 
with a  country which  is one  of  the  most  difficult of  the aid recipients. 
(e)  Bolivia 
Bolivia,  with  89.48  million  ECU  committed  for  projects  <including 
13.8 million  ECU  for disaster-relief  projects>,  is the biggest recipient 
of  EEC  financial  and  technical  assistance  in  Latin  America.  This  aid  -
involving  12  different  projects'  <on  a  number  of  which  there  have  been 
cast  overruns,  notably  because  of  exceptional  financial  and  economic 
situations)  - concentrated  mainly  on  rural  development,  particularly the 
implementation  of  microprojects,  and  infrastructure  under  flood 
prevention and reconstruction programmes. 
The  pace  of  implementation  is  satisfactory,  given  that  six  of  the 
projects  in  respect  of  which  funds  had  been  committed  since  1976  have 
been  completed  and  that  for  the  other  five  projects,  for  which  funds 
were  committed  between  1984  and  1986,  the  disbursement  rate  is  of  the 
order of  50%. 
The  project  execution  rate  is all  the  more  remarkable  in  view  of  the 
fact  that  conditions  generally  in  Bolivia  <social,  economic  and 
financial>,  particularly during  the  period  1983-85,  have  been  extremely 
unfavourable,  for  the  execution  of  development  projects  too  <record 
hyperinflation,  general/sectoral  strikes,  the  tin  crisis,  political 
upheavals  and  frequent  changes  of  those  in  power,  natural  disasters, 
etc.>. 
It  should  be  noted  that  this  financial  and  technical  cooperation  was 
"put  on  iceN  for  two  years  <1980-82>  but  accelerated  from  1983  onwards, 
as soon as a  democratic,  constitutional regime  was  reinstated.  Against  a 
background  of  near-emergency  (drought,  flooding>,  and  despite  very 
unfavourable  conditions,  an  original  modus  operandi  was  evolved  for 
rural  development  projects,  which  was  to  be  applied  in  turn  to  other 
areas of Bolivia,  Peru,  Central  America  and  the  Ph~lippines. 
1  Including a  further project  under  Article 958  appropriations. - 34  -
In  a  nutshell,  this  involved  the  rural  microprojects  programme 
<predevelopment>,  to  be  implemented  in  a  dynamic  manner,  deliberately 
concentrated  over  three  years,  and  normally  to  be  followed  immediately 
by  another  five-year  development  programme,  based  on  promoting  security 
of  production,  training and  the  organization of  small  farmers,  in order 
ultimately  to  encourage  them  to  become  less  dependent  on  the  public 
services  <self-development). 
The  characteristics of  the  microproject  programmes  can  be  summarized as 
follows: 
1.  an  autonomous  management  structure  <national  and  expatriate  co-
management>,  with  the  power  to deploy  and  take  decisions affecting 
all  the  resources  made  available  to  the· programme  <staff,  funds, 
equipment>;  ~' 
11.  the  co-managers  have  full  responsibility  for  executing  the  work 
programmes  previously  approved  by  the  national  author! ties and  the' 
Commission; 
iii.  real  decentralization  of  decision-making,  with  ongoing 
identification of  grassroots activities  with  the  rural  communities 
concerned; 
iv.  voluntary,  enthusiastic  and  large-scale  participation  of  the  rural 
communities in the  work  and activities;;, 
v.  ongoing  monitoring/transparency  of· the  activities  in· relation  to 
the Bolivian and  Commission authorities;. 
vi.  geographical  decentralization,  to  s'upport .the  regional  development 
corporations,  and  the  taking  up  of  permanent  residence  by  the 
expatriate and  national staff in the rural  environment  in question. 
This  approach  has  produced  concrete results,  which  speak for  themselves, 
a  fact  acknowledged  by regular  internal  inspection teams  and  in turn  on 
the  occasion  of  visits  by  Financial  Control  <April  1986>  and  the  Court 
of  Auditors  <February  1987>.  EEC  cooperation  'enjoys  a  high  level  of 
credibility  in  Bolivia, ·  both  among  the  farming  community  and  the 
national  development  officials  and  local,  regional  and  national 
author! ties. 
(f)  Sri  tanka 
Since  1976,  funds  to the  value of 69.70  million  ECU  have  been  committed 
for  'eight  development  projects  in  this  country  <including 
3.0 million ·ECU  for disaster-relief projects>. 
Owing  to  the  country's  size,  in  the  early  years  of  the  aid  Sri  Lanka 
received  only  limited  contributions,  which  made .it  impossible  to  have 
sufficient  influence  on  the  nature  of  ·the  projects  (mainly 
infrastructure),  The  pdnciple  of  concentrating  aid  <larger  amounts of 
finance,  but  more  spaced  out  in  time>  provided  a  solution  'to  this 
difficulty.  · - 35  -
Tbe  characteristic  feature  of  financial  and  technical  assistance  in  Sri 
Lanka  is  that,  since  1980,  it  has  consisted  almost  entirely  of  a  single 
programme,  the  Mahaweli  Ganga  integrated rural  development  programme,  which 
is being carried cut  in a  number  of  phases  <with  15.40 million ECU  commdtted 
in  1980,  20  million  ECU  in  1983  and  25  million  ECU  in  1987,  as  part  of  a 
cofinancing operation with the  IDA>. 
A recent  evaluation  of  the  Mahaweli  Ganga  programme,  the  findings  of  which 
were  pcsi ti  ve,  emphasized  the  merits  of  the  management  structure  that  had 
been  set  up.  This  programme  also  received· the  counterpart  funds  from  EEC 
food  aid.  D1 versification  of  agricultural  production  and  support  for  the 
social  aspects,  in  a  framework  of  integrated  rural  development,  have 
consolidated the  impact  of the  Community  contribution. 
Five  of  the  projects  for  which  funds  had  been  committed  had  been  completed 
as at 31  December  1987. 
<g>  Honduras 
Honduras  is the  poorest country  in Central  America  and the main  recipient of 
EEC  financial  and  technical  cooperation  in  this  region.  The  cooperation 
started  in  1977  and  has  involved  cumulative  overa11  assistance  <1977-87) 
worth  59.71  million  ECU,  of  which  1.6  million  ECU  came  from  the  reserve  for 
disaster relief. 
The  majority  of  the  prcj ects  are  small  rural  development  praj ects  casting 
around  2  million  to  3  million  ECU,  apart  from  a  project  <for  which  funds 
totalling  16.9  million  ECU  were  committed  in  1982>  aimed  at  promoting 
agrarian  reform,  and  a  project  for  which  funds  were  committed  in  1986,  for 
health  development  in  rural  areas,  following  a  similar  project  <for  which 
the  commitment  was  made  in  1979)  which  was  'brought  to  a  successful 
conclusion.  No  funds  were  committed  for any projects in 1987. 
Project execution,  based  on  the  disbursement  rates,  has  been  sluggish~  Vhile 
aut  of  eleven  projects  financed,  six have  been  completed,  the  five  projects 
financed  between  1980  and  1986  have  on  average  been  30%  executed. 
Cooperation  with  Honduras  is  taking  place  under  relatively  difficult 
conditions.  The  country's  foreign  aid  absorption  capacity  is ··severely 
constrained,  primarily  because  of  the  weakness  of  the  administration,  the 
precarious  s1 tuation  of  most  project  execution  agencies  <Banasupro,  IHXA,  · 
IHCAFE,  etc.),  the  exaggerated  impact  of political factors  on  the operation 
of projects  <appointment  of  the  local staff). 
This  explains  why  a  number  of  the  projects  supported  by  the  EEC  since  the 
late  seventies  have  been  unable  to attain their  objectives  in full  or  have 
had  to  be  reformulated  <this  applied  in  particular  to  the  following 
projects:  small-scale  fisheries,  grain  storage,  the  Yare  native  community, 
Banasupro purchasing centres.). 
Of  the  projects currently  in progress,  a  special effort  is at present  being 
made  to ensure  the  smooth  operation of  the  two  major projects concerned with 
support  for agrarian reform,  in the  Danli  and Choluteca  regions. 
In · sa  far  as  the  laying-on  of  rural  water  supplies  and  hygiene  are 
concerned,  the  relatively  favourable  experience  gained  with  the  Ministry  of 
Health  in  the  first  project  <Olancha)  should  be  confirmed  with  the 
implementation  of  a  second  major  project  in another'region  <F.  Marazan- El 
Paraiso). - 36  -
(h)  Philippines 
The  programmes  in respect  of  which  funds  were  committed  by  the  BEC  did not 
start  until  1979.  There  was  one  project  in  1979,  'one  in  1980  and  one  in 
1981,  then,  after a  three-year  break,  one  project  in  1985  and  one  in  1986, 
i.e.,  five  projects  in  all,  totalling  44.40  million  BCU,  which  puts  the 
Philippines  in ninth place  among  the  recipient countries.  The  amount  of  the 
annual  commitments  increased  gradually,  to  10.8  :inillion  ECU  in  1985  and 
18.5  million  BCU  in 1986.  The  projects for  which  funds  have  been  committed 
are concerned primarily with rural  development. 
Between  1979  and  1981  the  projects  were  cofinanced  with  the  ADB  and  then 
with  a  Member  State.  Note  that  concern  for  the  environment  was  amply  taken 
account  of  in a  number  of these projects. 
Since  1985,  two  major  autonomous  rural·  de·velopment  projects  have  been 
adopted,  to  help  marginal  rural  population  groups,  in direct  pursuance  of 
the  new  regime's  development  policy,  which  is  based  on  geographical 
decentralization and  services to assist as a  matter  of  priority regions  in 
.urgent  need and seeking political stability. 
In  this connection,  note  the  recent  implementation  of  a  programme  of  rural 
microprojects  (Central  Cordillera),  based  on  experience  gained  in  Bolivia 
<procedure  and structure>,  adapted to the Philippine context. 
Two  of  the  f1  ve  projects for  which  funds  had  been  committed  had  been fully 
executed as at 31  December  1987,  while as of  that date no  disbursements had 
been  made  in respect  of  the  two  projects for  which  funds  were  committed  in 
1985  and  1986. 
(i)  Nicaragua 
Since  1979,  liJicaragua  has  received  eight  projects,  totalling 38.67  million 
ECU,  of  which  4.10  million  ECU  was  for  disaster-relief  projects.  No  funds 
were  committed  for  any  projects  in  1987.  · The  type  of  project  for  which 
. commitments  have  been  made  is very varied,  such as technical assistance for 
various  bodies,  agricultural  production,  support 'for  the  implementation  of 
agrarian reform and agricultural  back-up services. 
Of  the  eight  projects for  which  funds  were  committed·in this country,  three 
· could  be  regarded  as  having  been  completed  as at  31  December  1987.  As  of 
that  date,  the other five projects had  on  average  been  58%  disbursed. 
In  view  of  the  objective difficulties 'facing  liJicaragua,  EEC  financial  and 
technical  cooperation,  which  was  initially  based  on 
rehabilitation/technical  assistance  and,  since  1982,  has ·concentrated  on 
support  for agrarian reform and small  farmers,  has generally been  conducted 
in a  satisfactory manner. 
Thus  significant  results  have  been  able  to  be  achieved,  particularly  with 
regard  to  organizing  agricultural  associations  and  training  those  in 
charge,  and  stepping  up  production  of  basic  grains  by  means  of ·improving 
production  techniques  <use  of  draught  animals,  etc.)  and  post-harvest 
treatment. - 37  -
·Owing  to  the  continuing  deterioration  of  the  country's  economic  and 
political  situation  since  1983,  which  in  particular  has  resulted  in 
consl.derable  difficulties  in  obtaining  supplies  of  'materials  and  in  the 
availability of  national staff and counterpart  funds,  the  EEC  projects have 
suffered substantial delays. 
Thus  additional  funds  have  been  committed  for  the  first  two  agricultural 
development  operations,  to enable their objectives to be  attained. 
(j)  Ee..r..u. 
With  a  total  of  36.10 million ECU  <including 6.50 million  ECU  for disaster-
relief  projects)  covering  six  development  projects  altogether,.· Peru  ranks 
eleventh  among  the  countries  receiving  EEC  financial  and  technical 
assistance  (and  fourth  in Latin  America>.  The  projects for  which  funds  have 
been  committed  in  this  country  consist  of  infrastructure  projects 
<reconstruction/prevention)  and  rural  development  projects  <microprojects>. 
Out  of  six  projects,  three  are  being  cofinanced  with  EEC  Member  States 
<Belgium,  Italy  and  the  Netherlands).  No  commitments  were  made.  for  any 
projects in  1987. 
·As  at  31  December  1987,  two  projects  had  been  completed,  while  the  two 
projects  for  which  funds  had  been  collllllitted  in  1986  had  on  average  been 
more  than  26%  disbursed. 
In  addition  to  a  certain  degree  of  structural  inertia  in  its 
administration,  Peru  has  very  serious difficulties of all  kinds  to  6o'ntend 
with,  which  makes  development  cooperation no  easy matter,  particularly from 
the  budgetary point of  view  (national  financial  contribution>. 
Note  si  nee  198-7  the  Pampa-Puna  rural  mi'croproj ects  programme  <LAA/86/ 1>, 
which  consists  of  applying  in  the  department  of  Puna·  ("Andean  Trapezium">, 
in  support  of  the  Puna  devlelopment  corporation,  the experience acquired in 
Bolivia  in  a  similar  ecological  context  <Altiplano,  altitude  3  800  to· 
4  200  m).  · 
This  rural  micraproj ects  programme  provides  direct  support  far  a  pripri  ty 
aspect  of  Peruvian  government  policy,  1. e.,  the  development  of  marginal 
rural  areas  and  bringing  back  of  their  inhabitants  into  the  mainstream of 
the  national  economy,  in  particular  via  effective  decentralization at  the 
level  of  the  rural  microregions.  Despite  a  .very  difficult  context, 
complicated  by  an  element  of  risk  relating  to  the  security  of  the  region 
and  prablelllS  of  an  institutional  nature,  this  programme  is  being  carried 
aut  in  a  satisfactory  manner.  Apart  from  the  fact  that  it  is  being 
positively  received  by  the  rural  communities  concerned,  it is contributing 
towards  lasting structural  development. 
(h)  Costa  Rica 
EEC  financial  and  technical assistance to this country has  been confined to 
three  projects,  in  1982  and  1985,  and  amounts  to  31.55  million  ECU 
(including  3. 60  million  ECU  from  the  disaster-relief  reserve).  The  two 
standard  praj ects  have  been  concerned  with  the  implementation  of  agrarian 
reform and  rural  development  operations. - 38  -
None  of  the  projects  for  which  funds  had  been  committed  had  been 
completed  as at  31  December  1987  but,  for  the  two  more  recent  projects 
{funds  committed  in  1985>,  the  disbursement  rate  was  around  18%,  which 
can  be  regarded as a  satisfactory pace. 
Although  EEC  financial  and  technical  cooperation'  with  Costa  Rica  has, 
under  the  standard  aid  arrangements,  so  .far  been  confined  to  two 
projects  in  support  of  agrarian  reform  (the  second  of  which  did  not 
commence  until  1987),  overall,  the  experience  must  be  regarded  as  a 
positive  one. 
These  projects  are  being  carried  out  under  favourable  conditions,  with 
in  particular  very  good  integration  and  'on-the-spot  presence  of  the 
various  local  authorities  concerned,  and  .coherent  but  sufficiently 
flexible  follow-up  of the  economic  and social activities. 
The  Costa  Rican authorities regard these operations as model  schemes,  to 
be  followed  in  the  case  of  other  projects  involving  the  settlement  of 
small  farmers  on  new  land. 
The  main  difficulty encountered  in the  implementation of the  projects in 
Costa  Rica  concerns  the  availability  in appropriate  amounts  and  on  time 
of  the  scheduled  local  contributions  (in  particular  of  land  and ·. 
financial  resources for infrastructure work  and of credit>. 
This  difficulty,  which  is  due  primarily  to  the  economic  and  financial 
crisis  by  which  the  country  has  been  beset  for  some  time,  has  not, 
however,  been such as to jeopardize  the  pursuit  of  these projects. 
2.1.2.  Kain recipient organizations 
We  have  seen  that,  in  terms  of  appropriations,  10%  of  the  projects 
financed  between  1976  and  1987  were  regional  projects  and  that  the 
relative  proportion of  EEC  financial  and  technical assistance to the  LAA 
accorded  to  regional  cooperation  bodies'  varies  considerably  in  the 
cases  of  Asia  and  Latin America  (3%  and  26%  respectively of  the projects 
carried out  in those  two  regions>. 
In  the  case  of  Asia,  three  bodies  are  involved  <ASEAI,  the  Asian 
Development  Bank  and  the  Interim Mekong  Committee>,  while  in the  case of 
Latin  America  13  bodies  have  been  involved  <the  main  ones  being  the 
JUHAC  of  the  Andean  Pact,  and  various  bodies  related  to  the  Central 
American  Common  Market,  a  recipient  which  has  recently grown  to  include 
the six countries of  the Central  American  isthmus. 
This  type  of  cooperation  is  concerned  with  three  categories  of 
assistance: 
i.  support  for  bodies  whose  brief is the  economic  integration of their 
member  countries; 
11.  support  for  sectoral  bodies  covering a  number  of  countries; 
'  Excluding aid for  international  agr,icul tural  research. - 39  -
iii.  regional  projects  implemented  in an  area  that  covers  more  than one 
country. 
The  first category of assistance is by  far the  most  important. 
The  regional  cooperation  provided  for  in  the  rules,  the  importance  of 
which  is  stressed  in  the  annual  guidelines,  often  means  that  attention 
must  be  focused  on  areas  other  than  the  rural  sector,  in order  to  meet 
the  requirements. 
Altogether,  15  regional  projects,  involving  a  total  contribution  of 
80  million  ECU,  were  financed  between  1976  and  1987  in  respect  of  the 
f1  ve  countries  of  the  Central  American  Co!JIIIIJn  Jlarket  <Costa  Rica,  El 
Salvador,  Guatemala,  Honduras  and  Nicaragua>  and,  in  the  case .,of  some 
projects,  the six countries of the Central  American  Isthmus  <i.e.,  plus 
Panama>. 
The  main  points to be  noted are as follows: 
1.  in  1984,  assistance  totalling  20  inillion  ECU  was  provided  via  the 
Banco  Centro-Americana  de  Integraclon  Economlca  <BCIE>  for  the 
development  of small  and  medium-sized enterprises; 
ii.  in  1985  and  1985,  15.5  million  and  2.9  million  ECU  were  committed 
for  health programmes  and  funds  were  also committed for a  programme 
to assist agricultural  cooperatives; 
iii.  in  1987,  there  was  a  programme  worth  22  million  ECU  for  assisting 
agricultural cooperatives. 
While  eight  projects  have  been  completed,  the  ~verage disbursement  rate 
for  the  six projects  financed  between  1980  and  1985  is only  30%,  which 
illustrates the difficulties encountered in the  regional  context. 
Between  1977  and  1985  funds  totalling 34.73  million  ECU  were  committed 
for  13  projects  with  the  JUIAC  of  the  Andean  Pact.  These  projects  were 
concerned  with  rural  development,  agricultural  and  forestry  production, 
energy,  industry  and  food  security.  They  are  preinvestment  operations 
with great potential  in terms of multiplier and  knock-on effects. 
Since  two  three-year  programmes,  each  worth  7  million  ECU,  were  decided 
on  in  1984  and  1985  <one  on  food  strategy  and  security,  the  other  on 
industry and subregional  trade),  no  new  projects were  adopted in 1986  or 
1987. 
Even  if  the  JUNAC  is up  against  the  inevitable difficulties inherent  in 
promoting  the  social,  economic  and  political  integration  of  the· five 
member  countries  <Bali via,  Colombia,·  Ecuador,·  Peru  and  Venezuela), 
progress  is being  made,  with  the  recent  adoption  of  the  Quito  Protocol, 
which  has  amended  the  Carthagena  Agreement  and  shifted the  emphasis  in 
the  integration  process  towards  giving  equal  importance  to  the 
development  of  agriculture  in  the  wide  sense  and  industry  (small  and 
medium-sized enterprises,  capital  goods). 
Project  disbursement  has  been  satisfactory.  Eight  ope rat  ions  have  been 
completed,  although  the  projects for  wh!ch  funds  were  committed  between 
1981  and  1985  have,  on  average,  been only 60%  disbursed. - 40  -
On  the  occasion  of  its  recent  visit  <February  1987>,  the  Court  of 
Auditors  commented  on  what  a  responsible  organization this  b~;~dy  was  ,and 
on  the  rigorousness  and  trans·parency  of  its · financial  .accounting 
procedures. 
Between  1978  and  1986,  funds  totalling 27.95  million  ECU  were  committed 
for  ten  projects  with  ASHA.J'.  The  projects  were  concerned  :mainly  with 
forestry  development,  fisheries and industrial cooperation. 
On  the  basis  of  the  disbursement  rates,  the  pace  of  project  execution 
appears  to  be  very  slow.  None  of the projects,  not  even any of  the older 
ones,  have  been  fully  disbursed.  As  at  31  December  1987,  no 
disbursements  had  been  made  in  respect  of  the  three  projects  for  which 
funds  were  committed  in 1986.  There  were  no  commitments for  new  projects 
in 1987. 
While  regional  cooperation  programmes  are  unquestionably  important  in 
terms  of  the  contribution  they  make  to  the  regional  or  subregional 
integration of  the countries concerned,  they are often awkward  to define 
and  above  all  implement,  since,  by definition,  they depend  on  the  drive 
shown  by each of  the  member  countries :concerned. 
You  · are  reminded  that  the  Tenth  Report  <the  preceding  annual  report) 
included  a  special  chapter  dealing  with  regional  cooperation,  in 
particular  the  three  subregional  bodies  ASEAI,  the  Andean  Pact  and  the 
Central  American  Common  Xarket.  Please  refer to that  report  far  further 
details. - 41  -
2 . 2 •  .l.!1llA. 
Vi th  an  area  of  nearly  3  290  000  Jtm2,  a  population  of  750  million  in 
mid-1985  and a  per capita· GNP  of  US$  270  in 19861 ,  India is one  of  the 
most  important  countries covered by financial  and  technical cooperation 
with  the  LAA  developing  countries.  It  is  also,  as  a  resu  1  t  of  its 
position,  the  country  to have  received since  1976  the  largest  amount  of 
aid  under  Article  930.  A review  of  this aid  over  the  period  1976-87  is 
given  below. 
2.2.1.  Characteristics of financial  and  technical cooperation 
(a)  Overall  amount  and  trPnd since  1976 
Between  1976  and  1987,  EEC  aid  to  India  totalled  983  million  ECU 
<see  Annex  IX>.  Over  the  same. period,  financial  and  technical 
assistance  amounted  to  478.67  million  ECU,  i.e.,  approximately  50~ 
of  the  total aid,  while  food  aid,  notably under Operation  Flood  II, 
accounted for  40Z. 
The  trend  of  financial  and  technical  cooperation  between  1976  and 
1987  <see  Table  14  and  Fig.  10  below)  shows  a· marked  rise  in 
commitments  between  1976  and  1983  <up  to  around  60  million  ECU  a 
year),  at  which  point  they  stagnated  until  1986,  after  which  they 
fell  to  50  million  ECU  in  1987  <this  was  mainly  due  to  the  fall  in 
the  level  of  total  commitment  appropriations). 
<b>  Type  of  pro1Pct  for  which  funds  bayP  bePn  committed 
Financial  and  technical  cooperation  funds  were  committed  for  a 
total  of  38  development  projects  between  1976  and  1987.  The 
projects are  listed,  year  by  year,  in  Annex  X. 
The  majority  of  the  operations,  which  were  broadly  speaking 
agricultural,  can  be  divided up  into the  following  main categories: 
small-scale irrigation schemes  29% 
development  of  oilseeds  27% 
integrated management  of  water resources  25% 
storage of agricultural production  19~ 
100~ 
The  projects  selected  are  therefore  on  the  whole  productive 
projects,  whereas  in the early years many  of  the projects for  which 
funds  were  committed  were  of  a  social  nature. 
Most  of  the  States  of  the  Union  have  received  EEC  financial  and 
technical  assistance,  although  the  aid  has  been  more  concentrated 
in  the states of  Uttar Pradesh,  Maharashtra,  Tamil  Nadu,  Madhya  and 
Andhra  Pradesh. 
1  Source:  World  Bank  Atlas,  1986. - 42  -
TABLE  14:  FINANCIAL  AND  TECHNICAL  ASSISTANCE  ACCORDED  TO  INDIA,  1976-87  (in  aillion  ECUl 
PROJECTS  WITHOUT  SIJPPLY  OF  DISASTER  TOTAL  S FERTILIZER 
FERTILIZER  FERTILIZER  RELIEF  ·  SUPPLIES 
(VEGETABLE  DIU  (VESETABL~ DILl 
1976  6,00  6,00 
1977  12,00  12,00 
1978  15,40  2,00  17,40 
197'3  25.00  '4,50  29,50  84,7 
1980  28,00  4,40  32,40  86,4 
19~1  36,00  7,00  43,00  83,7 
1982  1,00  45,00  4,00  50,00  90,0 
1983  31.50  33,00  64,50  51,2 
1'384  15,00  45,00  '  60,00  75,0 
'  1985  45,00  45,00  100,0 
1986  22,77  45,00  '  67,77  66,4 
1987  27,30  23,80  51.10  46,6 
TOTAL;  130,97  325,80  21,90  478,67  68,1 
Fig.  10: 
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.Projects  were  selected  on  the  basis  of  the  proposals  presented· to  the  EBC  by 
the  Indian  government,  ·in  the  light  of  the  priorities  defined  by· the 
governments  of  the  different  states  and  with  regard  for  an  equitable  spatial 
distribution.  Attention  was  of  course  also  paid  to  ensuring· that  the  proposed 
projects  were  consistent  with  Regulation  442/81  and  the  annual  guidelines,  as 
well  as technically and  economically viable. 
The  very  nature  of  the  projects  is  such  that  nearly  all  the  costs  involved 
. consist  of  local  costs,  which  very  much  need  to  be  met  by  aid  in  the  form  of 
·:.financial  transfers,  to  help  the  poorer  sections  of  the  community  to  improve 
their standard  of  living.  Since  1979,  the  EBC  has regularly  use  the  device  of 
supplying fertilizer  in order to generate  in  the  second phase  the  funds  needed 
to meet  these  local costs. 
This  combined  approach  was  introduced  in  order  to  take  account  of.  India's 
undeniable ·ability to  provide  the skills and  equipment  needed  for carrying out 
development  .projects,  especially  with  regard  to  agriculture  and  social 
infrastructure.  The  principal  requirement  is  therefore  the  · financial 
contribution,  and  not  knowhow.  Consequently,  the practice of aid in the form of 
commodities  is  a  contribution  to  development  in  a  way  which  satisfies  both 
Indian  and  European  interests.  That  is  why  the  supply  of  fertilizer  and  the 
corresponding  development  projects.  are  always  integrated  under  the  same 
financial  agreement,  without  this  meaning  that· the  development  projects 
themselves  are  the  counterpart  in  accounting  terms  of  the  Community  financing 
·operation. 
While  it is a  direct  response  to  the  need  for  development  among  the poor  rural 
communities,  this financing device  <supplies>  has the  follo,wing  advantages: 
rapid disbursement, 
it helps with  India's balance of  payments  problems, 
.. it supplies inputs  which are essential  for  Indian agriculture, 
the benefits are transferred directly to the rural  communities. 
The  proposal  each  year  for  fertilizer  supplies  <or  vegetable  oil  in  1987>  on 
average  accounts  for  68~ of  the  total  financial  and  technical  assistance,  in.· 
accordance  with the following annual  pattern from  1976  to 1987: 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
0 
0 
0 
84.7 
.86.4 
83.7 
90.0 
51.2 
75.0 
100.0 
64.4 
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However,  in view of  the objective of seizing the opportunity of project 
financing  to  provide  a  certain  degree  of  technology  transfer  and  the 
Court  of  Auditors'  recommendations',  the proportion of aid accorded via 
the financial  device of supplies has been substantially reduced. 
late  that  hardly  any  of  the  projects  for  which  funds  have  been' 
committed  since  1976  have  been  cofinanced,  apart  from  the  three 
projects 79/9,  81/10 and  82/10,  which  were  integrated into ,the  ARDC  III 
and  ARDC  IV  international agricultural cooperation projects. 
The  project disbursement  rate is relatively high,  mainly  because of the 
supply  arrangement  used.  The  normal  cycle  of  rural  development 
projects,  however,  is  relatively  long.  Two  projects  for  which  funds 
were  comDdtted  in 1979  and  1980  <with  disbursement .rates of 90%  and  78% 
respectively>  have  not  been completed. 
These  considerable  delays · are  mainly  due  to  the  very  cumbersome 
administrative  procedures  according  to  which  the  Indian  government 
implements  the  EBC's  financial  and  technical  cooperation. 
Improvements  have,  however,  recently  been  made  which  should  speed  up 
disbursement  and  project  execution.  In  particular,  these  improvements 
consist  of  a  system  of  financial  advances  granted  directly  to  the 
projects  <replacing  the  system of  applications  for  reimbursement),  the 
systematic  presence  of  European  technical  assistance,  in  order.  to· 
ensure  that  projects  are  better  prepared,  and  ongoing  follow-
up/monitoring/evaluation of  project execution. 
2.2.2.  Institutional procedures 
These  are  very  much  governed  by  the  fact  that  India is a  federal  state 
<the  Indian  Union),  which  groups  together  25  autonomous  States,  but 
with very substantial  powers  being retained by central government. 
As  in the case of all  international aid received by  India, .. projects are 
channelled  through  the  Ministry  of  Finance,  with  which  the  projects 
committee  deals.  Under  the  Canst!  tution,  EEC  grants  are,  as  w1 th  all 
other  international  aid,  directed  to  development  projects,  paid  into 
the  "Consolidated  Fund  of  India"  and  are  administered  under  five-year 
plans  in  accordance  with  the  procedures  adopted at  the  instigation of 
two  committees,  the planning and finances committees: 
for  central  projects,  administered  by  the  Union,  100%  of  the 
grants  earmarked  for  projects  are  transferred  by  the  Fund  in  the 
form of  loans and grants; 
for  projects  administered  by  the  States  of  the  Union,  the 
expend! ture  commit ted  for  executing  the  development  project  is 
reimbursed  retrospectively  upon  production  of  suppporting 
documents. 
1  Report  No  4/86 on  financial  and  technical cooperation with  India. - 45  -
Reimbursement  is partial,  although there are exceptions:  the amount  met 
by  the  Consolidated  Fund  is normally  limited  to  70%  of  the  expenditure 
covered  by  the  foreign  aid,  the  remaining  30%  and  any  cost  overruns 
being  met  by  the  State  from  the  general  development  budget  <"pool ·of 
plan assistance")  in the  light of  the  1'addi  tionali  ty"  system.  Transfers 
from  the Consolidated Fund  to the States are  never entirely in the form 
of  grants  (save  for  exceptional  social  projects,  such  as  "cyclone 
shelters"),  even if the  foreign aid ·was  100%  in  the  form  of grants.  As 
a  general  rule,  the  transfers are  70%  in  the  form  of  loans  and  30%  in 
the  form  of  grants,  but  for  the  States  regarded  as  particularly 
disadvantaged,  the  breakdown  of  these  transfers  can  be  10%  loans  and 
90%  grants  . 
. Even  though  the  system is criticized by  certain donors,  the  Commission 
has  found  that  everyone accepts it. 
However  valid the  Indian system is,  the crucial question is whether its 
application to Community  aid fails to comply  with the letter and spirit 
of  the  financing  agreements .. The  recipient  of  the  Community  aid  in the 
financing  agreements  is  always  the , "Republic  of  India",  i.e.,  the 
Federal  Union  of  the  States,  never  an  individual  State.  Furthermore, 
the  majority  of  projects  financed  by· the  EEC  are  basic  infrastructure 
projects  <irrigation,  water  supplies>,  which,  at  the  local  level,  are 
undertaken  by  the  departments  of  the  State  concerned  under  its 
development  plan  and  in  due  course  transferred  free  of  charge  to  the 
rural  inhabitants  (individuals  or  village  communities),  who  in  actual 
fact  are  the  ultimate  and  real  beneficiaries  of  the  projects.  That  is 
why,  if  a  financing  agreement  provides  for  Community  financing  of  100 
ECU,  works  to  the  value  of  100  ECU  <or  the  equivalent  in  rupees>  are 
carried  out  and  transferred  to  the  recipient  population,  in  full 
compliance  with  the  main  objective  of  the  EEC  commitment  in  favour  of 
development. 
2.2.3.  The  leyYing of customs duties 
Although  duties  and  taxes  are  not  financed  from  the  EEC  resources, 
where  they  are  levied,  this  increases  the  cost  and  finance  charge  of 
projects  and  means  a  reduction  in the  addit~onal  finance  intended  for 
projects for  which  the  EEC  is providing grants.  That  is  why  the  Indian 
authorities have  been  urged to consider general. relief from such taxes. 
Even  though  the  Indian authorities have  so  far agreed  only  to  consider 
relief  from taxes  on  a  case-by-case basis and are therefore prepared to 
deal  with  this  matter  outside  the  normal  projects budget,  negotiations 
are continuing. - 46  -
2.2.4.  Overall  assessment 
On  the  whole,  a  positive  verdict  can  be  given  on  the  results  of  EEC 
financial  and  technical cooperation with  India. 
The  Indian  context  is  a  favourable  one,  compared  with  that  of  other · 
developing  countries,  because  the  technical  departments  operating  in 
areas  relating  to  rural  development  are ·generally efficient  in terms  of 
project  definition  and  implementation.  In  some  cases,  specific 
structures  have  been  set  up  for  ·the  ·purposes  of  follow-up  and 
monitoring. 
Therefore it would  appear that  development  pro)ects for  which  funds  have 
been  committed  in  a  country  such  as  India  qould  move  much  further  than 
is  the  case  at  present  towards  genuine . · codpe_ration  proj ec.ts.  The 
selection  of  a  number  of  quite  specific  niches  in  which  EEC  aid  would· 
specialize  would  have  the  advantage  of  both  encouraging  resources to  be 
concentrated  as  much  as . possible  and· fo.stering  the  follow-up  and 
supervision  of  operations  that  have  been carried  ..  out.  Such  an  approach, 
which  might  apparently  be  supported  by  the  Indian  authorities,  would 
increase  the effectiveness of  EEC  financial. and technical  cooperation. 
2.2.5.  Operation  FLOOD 
Lastly,  attention  should  be  drawn  to  a  major  development  project· with 
structural  effects  financed  by  the  EEC  in·  favour  of  India,  namely· 
Operation  Flood,  to  which  the  EEC' s  cumulative  financial  contribution 
stands  at  around  400  million  ECl1  (i  .• e.,  40%.of  the  tota'l  Community  aid 
to  India  between  1976  and  1987).  This  programme  to  develop  the .dairy 
sector  has  in  many  respects  been  ..  exemplary ·and  has  already  been  the 
subject  of  special  reports  by  the.· Commission  to  the  Counc 11  and  the 
European  Parliament.  However,  since  .this  development  project is  funded 
via  food aid,  it is mentioned  here  only for  the  record. - 47  -
2. 3.  THB  LEAST  DBYHWPBD  COOJIRIBS 
The  concept  of  the  "least  developed  countries"  <lldcs>,  which  was 
defined  by  the  11ni ted  Nations  in  the  period  01969-70;  was  based  on . a 
combination of  three criteria: 
i.  per capita  GNP  <with  a  threshold fixed at  liS$ .100  at the  time>; 
ii.  the  literacy rate  <20%>; 
iii.  the rate of  industrialization in relation to GNP  <lOS>. 
A country  was  regarded as  being one  of  the  lldcs if its figures for the 
three  criteria  were  below  the  thresholds  referred  to  above.  Initially, 
26  countries fell  into this category. 
This  concept  has  been  updated  a  number  of  times  with  regard  to  the  per 
capita  GNP  threshold.  The  latest  updating,  which  was  undertaken  by  the 
OECD'';  categorizeS!  41  countries  as  lldcs.  Of  the  LAA  developing 
countries  which,  during  the  period  1976-87,  received  EEC  financial  and 
technical  assistance,  ten  are  classed  as  lldcs2 •  These  are  listed  in 
Table  15  below,  which  also  provides  a  summary  (based  on  the  data 
contained  in  Annex  XI>  of  the  aid  accorded  to  them  between  1976  and 
1987.  Fig.  11  below  shows  the  trend  of  total  aid  over  the  period 
1976-87. 
It would  appear that: 
the  amount  of  financial  and  technical  assistance  accorded  by  the 
EEC  to  each  of  these  countries  is  very  small  since,  except  in the 
case  of  Bangladesh,  it  came  to  no  more  than  2  million  ECI1  a  year 
and  was  less  than  500  000  ECU  a  year  in . respect. of  f1  ve  of  the 
countries in question; 
the  lldcs'  share  of  tho  aid  recipients'  total  <standard  projects> 
was  around  20%  between  1976  and  1984,  but decreased sharply in 1985 
<3.6S>,  1986  <6.7%>  and  1987  <5.2%). 
This  trend  is  not  in  line  with  the  priority  objectives  of  the  EEC' s 
policy  of  financial  and  technical  assistance  for  the  LAA  developing 
countries,  since  Article  2  of  Regulation  442/81"  of  18  February  1981 
stipulates  that  the  aid  is  normally  for  the  least  developed  countries. 
The  situation can,  however,  be  explained  by  the  very  limited ability of 
the  lldcs in question to propose  good  development  projects and  above all 
to  implement  them. 
This  state  of  affairs  means  that,  in  addition  to  providing  EEC 
assistance  for  the  preparation  of  good  projects,  the  support  for  the 
countries  in question  should  be  increasingly directed  towards  technical 
assistance  and  inst1  tutfonal  support  projects,  which  are  a  precondition 
for  their socioeconomic development.  The  possibility exists of  financing 
infrastructure  projects  <which  should  be  duly  justified  in  the  context 
of their overall development>  in the countries concerned. 
1  See  the  working  paper  of  the  DECO's  Directorate  of  cooperation  for  developaent  dated  18  February 
1988,  which  was  based  on  the  data  relating  to  1986  provided  by  the  World  Bank  Atlas, 
2  Including  the  Detocratic  Veaen  People's  Republic  <South  Veaenl,  which  has  so  far  received  a project 
under  the  disaster-relief  reserve. 
3  See  Annex  I  , - 48  -
TABLE  IS:  SUiti!ARY  OF  FINANCIAL  AND  TECHNICAL  COOPERATION  WITH  THE  LLOCS,  1976-97  (in ailliGn  ECUl 
COUNTRY  POPULATION  per  r.Jpit.J  1976- 1981- 1986  1987  TOTAL 
(lillionsl'  BNP  IN  US$  1980  1985 
AFGHANISTAN  ?  NF  1,00  1,00· 
BAN&LADES!I  100,6  160  32,70  83,00  10,48  '126,18. 
BHIJTAN  1,2  160  9,00  9,00 
BURl! A  36,8  200  5,90  8,00  3,45  17.35 
LAOS  3,6  NF  4,10  1,20  6,00  0,40  11,70 
MUl!YES  0,2  310  0,50  I, 70  2,20 
NEPAL  16,5  160  5,20  15,54  2,71  23,45 
NORTH  YEllEN  8,0  550  3,10  16,49  7,50  27,09 
SOUT!I  YEllEN  2,1  480  2,50  2,50 
SUBTOTAL  ASIA  169,0  52.50  137,43  13,50  17.04.  220,47 
HAITI  s.s '  330  12,90  9,10  5,85  26,85 
TOTAL  LLDCS  m.s  65,40  145,53  19,35  17,04  247,32 
·TOTAL  AID  359,30  994,66  232,53  216,75  1803,24 
S  OF  TOTAL  AID  !8.20  14,63  8,32  7.86  13,72 
NF:  no  figures  available, 
• Source:  World  Bank  Atlas,  1987  <data  for  1985), 
FIG.  11:  SHARE  OF  AID  TO  LLOCS  (%)'I  1976-87 
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2.4.  EYALUATIOJ  OF  QO!PLBTBD  PRQJBCIS 
2.4.1.  General  remarks  on project evaluation 
This  type  of  evaluation  is of  fundamental  importance  for  ensuring  ~hat 
development  cooperation  is  as  effective  as  possible.  Such  cooperation 
could  not  continue  indefinitely  without  an  assessment  being  made  of  the 
way  in which  the  various development  projects have actually been carried 
out  and  without  the different  types of effect of  such projects and  their 
validity being evaluated in the  mast  precise manner  possible. 
This  type  of  evaluation  did  not  start  until  1988  in  so  far  as  EEC 
.financial  and  technical  cooperation with the  LAA  developing countries is 
concerned.  There are  two  main  reasons for this: 
i. since  aid  for  the  LAA  developing  countrie~ did  not  get  under  way 
until  1976  and  projects  generally  take  six  to  eight  years  to 
complete,  it  was  advisable  to  wait  until  enough  projects  had  been 
finished,  in  order  to  have  a  representative sample  on  the  basis  of 
which  an  overall  assessment  could  be  made  of  the  way  in  which  the 
different  types of project  have  been carried out; 
ii.  the  evaluation  department,  which  serves  both  the  ACP  and  LAA 
developing  countries,  has  limited  resources,  particularly  in  terms 
of  the  number  of staff. 
It  is  important  .that  evaluation  is  conducted  in  a  close-knit 
relationship  with  the  various  phases  which  go  to  make  up  the  project 
cycle  and,  which  can .be  summarized as follows: 
Identification  Study  Negotiation  and  decision-taking 
Execution and  follow-up  - Evaluation. 
It  can  be  carried  out  effectively  only  if  account  is  taken  in  each  of 
these  phases  of  the  need  to  look for  the  requisite  items of  information. 
This  search  for  coherence  is,  however,  all  the  more  difficult  in  that 
these  different  phases  are  often  carried  out  with  an  input  from 
different  sources  (experts  from  external  consultancy  firms,  development 
consultants seconded to the delegations,  ·Commissio~ officials,  etc.). 
2.4.2.  Qb1ectives and  methods of evaluation 
As  is  common  practice  with  an  operation  of  this  kind, ·the  objectives 
pursued  by  the  department  responsible  for  the  evaluation of  development 
projects  carried  out  in  the  LAA  developing  countries  ar"'  to  make  an 
assessment,  in. respect  of  each  of  the  'projects  evaluated,  in  relation 
to: 
the  initial objectives; 
the real  needs of the country in question; 
the project's ability to survive. 
The  last  aspect  is regarded  as  absolutely  essential,  as  only  a  project 
which  is capable  of outliving its financing can  be  regarded as valid. - 50  -
The  impact  of  the  project  will  be  evaluated using social,  institutional 
and economic  indicators,  and from the technology transfer angle. 
The  project's viability,  i.e.,  its ability ·to survive,  will  be  assessed. 
in the  light  of  the  following  criteria:  the  political  environment,  the 
natural  environment,  sociocultural  appropriateness,  technological. 
appropriateness,  management  and  organizational  ability,  financial  and 
economic  viability,  and  protection from external factors. 
The  systematic search for quantifiable indicators will  be  accompanied  by 
qualitative  observations  in  the  field,  which  are  intended  to  provide  a 
better assessment  of  the  context  in  which  the  project  is being  carried. 
out. 
For  the  time  being,  only  evaluations  of  individual  projects  are  being 
considered.  Later on,  sectoral evaluations and evaluations by  instrument 
of aid may  be  contemplated for the major-countries. 
2.4.3.  Progress lll!lde  with the evaluation procedures 
The  Commission's departments  have  agreed on  a  priority programme  for ·the 
evaluation of the nine projects referred to in Table  16  below: 
Table 16:  Projects undergoing evaluation 
Country  Project  No  Project ii  tle 
Bangladesh  NA  82/1  Construction  of  fertilizer silos 
NA  79/3  Storage  of  cereals 
India  NA  80/SB  Develop~ent of  soya  beans  in  Madhya  Pradesh. 
NA  80/SC  Development  of  soya  beans  in  Uttar  Pradesh, 
Indonesia  NA  91/1.4  Irrigated area  in  Bali, 
Sri  Lanka  NA  7715  Develop~ent of  the  Mahaweli  Sanga  (Systee  H), 
NA  801\0  Integrated  rural  developmen\  of  the  Mahaweli  Sanga, 
Soli via  NA  77115  Integrated-rural  development  of  Ulla-Ulla, 
•  NA  93/7  +  Rural  microprojects.+  Food  production/ 
958-84  BOL  environmental  protection,  · 
In the  preliminary  phase  <entrusted to an  independent consultancy firm>, 
which  started  at  the  end  of  1987  and  was  completed  in  April  1988, 
attention  was  concentrated  on  the  methodological  aspects,  which  are  not 
fundamentally  different  from  those  adopted.  for  evaluating  projects 
carried  out  in  the  ACP  countries  (in  particular,  the criteria referred 
to,  and  the  key  indicators that  enable the project to be  assessed in the 
light of  the criteria>.  · - 51  -
Phase  II,  which  is currently  under  way  in  the  field,  will  enable  the 
execution of  each of  the nine  projects selected to be  evaluated.· It will 
soon be  completed and  the results made  known  in a.  forthcoming report. 
A  new  batch  of  projects/programmes  will  then  be  selected  for  the 
continuation  of  this  evaluation  exercise.  It  will  include  one  or  more 
projects in Central  America. 
2.4.4.  Cpnclusions 
A major  step  forward  will  have  been  taken,  both  from  the  point  of  view 
of  methodology  and  results,  when  the  work  in  progress  has  been 
completed.  It will  only be  wholly satisfactory when  the sample evaluated 
is  representative  of  overall  aid,  and  this,  beyond  the  ·results 
concerning  the  projects  themselves,  will  make  it  possible  to  channel 
future aid as a  whole  more  effectively. •'·. 
- 52  -
2.5  JAil DIPFICULIIBS  AID  PROBLlDIS  II COIJBCIIOI· VIIB  TUB  I!PLBliRJIUIOI OF 
PIJAICIAL  AID  TBCBJICAL  QOQPHRAIIOI  . 
The  analysis  of  the  Commission's  .activities. during  1987  concerning. 
financial  and technical cooperation with the  LAA  developing countries is 
an  opportune  moment  to  outline · the  main  problems  and  -difficulties 
encountered  in the  implementation  of  projects and  the  measures  proposed 
in order to deal  with those problems and difficulties. 
2.5.1.  lain structuDl prgbleJE 
<a>  There  are  proble11S  inherent  in financial  and  technical  cooperation 
in developing countries relating to: 
the  enormous  diversity of  the  recipients of  cooperation 
of  geography,  culture  and  the  sociopolitical  and 
situation>  and,  in some  cases,  relating to the  unstable 
the institutions concerned;  · 
(in terms 
economic 
nature  of· 
the  frequent  changes  among  the political and  adDdnistrative staff 
in the recipient countries,  which are detrimental to continuity in 
terms of contacts; 
the  level  of training of  the. local staff in charge of .implementing 
the  projects,  which  does  not  always  give  them an overall grasp of 
the technological,  economic  or social aspects of the projects; 
the  limited ability of  the  LAA  developing countries to contribute 
even partially towards  financing development  projects,  as a  result 
of  budgetary  difficulties,·  exacerbated  by  their  burgeoning 
external debt  burden; 
the  absence,  in  some  of  the  countries  concerned,  of  a  coherent 
economic,  social and  spatial ·development  strategy,  into which  BBC-
funded  cooperation  projects,  particularly  in  the  rural  sector, 
could be usefully and effectively inserted;  -
the  difficulties  concerning  coordination,  between  EBC  financial 
and  technical  cooperation  and  other  forms  of  aid,  both 
multilateral  and  bilateral,  accorded  to  each  of  the  countries 
concerned; 
a  certain degree  of  incompatibility  betWeen  the  procedures of  the 
recipient countries and the Community _procedures.  · 
<b>  Rural  development  projects/programmes  take  a  long  time  to carry out 
and are  slow to have  an effect,  irrespective of whether  the projects 
are  concerned  with  institutional  reforms  (technical  assistance  for 
agricultural  development  agencies>,  structural  changes  <agrarian 
reform>,  training,  research  or  extension,  or  operations  involving 
the  building  of  relatively  large-scale  infrastructure ..  Furthermore, 
rural  development  projects  often  come  up  against  traditionalist - 53  -
attttudes,  which  change only very slowly,  resist the adoption of  new 
techniques  and  technologies  and  sometimes  conflict  with  the 
development  objectives. 
<c>  Lastly,  other problems arise  from the inStitutional framework within 
which  EEC  financial  and  technical  cooperation  with  the  LAA 
developing  countries  is  being  conducted:  the  annual  nature  of  the 
budget  is difficult  to  reconcile  with  the  execution  of  development 
projects  with  a  rural  emphasis,  which  are  carried out  over  a  number 
of  years  and  whose  real  costs  are  very  difficult  to  assess  in 
advance,  either  because  of  the  real  price  trend  or  because  of 
changes  to the project  while it is being carried out. 
2.5.2.  Difficulties in implementing pro1ects 
The  main  difficulties encountered in the  implementation of projects are: 
<a>  delays  in  the  negotiation  of  the  terms  of  the  financing  agreements, 
which  often  amount  to  more  than  a  year  from  the  time  when  it  has 
been  decided  to  finance  the  project.  This  works  to  the  disadvantage 
of  the  least  developed  countries  in particular,  ·since  often they  do 
not  have  either  the  human  resources  or the  structures suited to  the 
processes  preparatory  to  the  signing  of  the  agreements,  apart  from 
which  they are particularly sensitive to matters of sovereignty; 
<b>  other  delays  are  encountered  with  regard  ·to  project  execution, 
either because of  the  inertia of the national authorities and/or the 
cumbersome  nature  of  the  procedures  or  because  of  inappropriate 
project  organization  and  management  structures,  which  fail  to 
provide the necessary  impetus  for successful  project execution; 
<c>  disbursements  are  also  subject  to  delay~.  either  because ·of  the 
difficulties encountered  in speeding up  project  execution  (in so far 
as  local  expenditure  is concerned>  or  because  of  certain  ponderous 
administrative  procedures  followed  by  the  relevant  Commission 
departments with regard to releasing the  funds  on  time; 
(d)  lastly,  while  a  large  number  of  these  difficulties  are 
unquestionably  attributable  to  the  situation  in  the  recipient 
countries,  some  of  them  are  related  directly  to  the  insufficient 
human  resources  available  to  the  Commission  for  successfully 
conducting  a  genuine·  cooperation  policy  over  such  a  vast 
geographical  area  covering  such  a  wide  variety  of  countries  and  for 
implementing  particularly difficult  rural  dfi1velopment  proJects.  The 
use  of  outside  experts  and  Consultancy  firms  to  undertake  studies 
and  short-term  consul  tancy  work  is  essential  to  complement  the 
functions  and  skills  of  the  aid  administrators  but  cannot  replace 
them completely. - 54  -
2.5.3.  Proposed  measures 
Without  going  into  details  which  do  not  belong  to  this  report,  it is 
possible  to  propose  certain  broad  lines  for  changing  the  present 
situation,  some  of  which  could  lead to short- or medium-term measures: 
i.  the  ,staff  of  the  delegations  could.· gradually  be  increased,  . in 
particular  by  engaging  'development  officers  whose  prime 
responsibility  would  be  to  follow  up  closely  and  monitor  the 
execution  of  operations  financed  with  EEC  support.  In  addition, 
their  contribution  to  the  detailed  analysis  ·of  the  economic 
situation  of  the  countries ·concerned,·  thei'r  development  strategies · 
and  their  sectoral  policies  would  make  it  easier  to  define  the 
projects  best  suited  to  the  real  needs  of  the  countries  receiving 
EEC  aid; 
1i.  "rules  governing  cooperation"  could  be  defined  and  negotiated  <at 
least  with  the  major  recipient  countries)  which,  although  not  of  a 
contractual  nature,  as  this  would· be  incompatible  with  the  nature 
of  EEC  financial  and  technical  cooperation,  would  enable  the 
various  conditions  governing  ·the  execution  of  the 
projects/programmes to  be  agreed in a  more  definitive manner; 
iii.  coordination  of  multilateral  and  bilateral  aid  for  each  recipient 
country  could  be  improved,  ·with  due  regard  for  the  development 
strategies  of  each  of  the  countries  concerned,  and  cofinancing 
could  be  sought as a  matter of priority with the  Member  States; 
iv.  the  follow-up  and  monitoring  of  the  execution  and  evaluation  of 
projects financed in the various countries coul'd  be  systematized; 
v.  the  number  of  staff  wor}:ing  in  the  departments  responsible  for 
administering this form  of aid could  be  increased. 
During  1987  the  Commission  ma:l.e  a  start  on  looking  for  solutions  to 
certain  problems.  This  process  recently  led  to  specific  proposals ·for 
internal  and  external  measures  and  procedures.  These  can  be  summarized 
as  an  improvement  in  the  effectiveness  ~f 'the  disbursement  channels, 
once  an  organizational/management structure has  been  negoti~ted with the 
recipient  which  guarantees  a  priori  the  best  chances  of 
project/programme  implementation .. - 55 -
GHJRRAI.  COICLUSIOBS 
This  eleventh  progress  report  has  dealt  in  turn  with  the  quantitative 
and qualitative  aspects  of  financial  and technical  cooperation with t.he 
LAA  developing countries. 
The  quantitative  analysis  of  co:mmitJDents  and  disburseJDents  relates. to 
the  1987  programme  and the cumulative figures  for the period 1976-87. 
The  1987  programme  has  been executed wholly in accordance with the Basic 
Regulation  and  the  general  guidelines  for  1987.  However,  a  greater 
effort  must  be  made  to  help  the  lldcs  and  look  for  cofinancing 
operations with the  Member  States. 
The  exceptional  effort  made  in  1987·  enabled  a  record  level  of 
appropriations  to  be  comnrl. tted  and  thus  the  substantial  balance  of 
commitment  appropriations  carried  over  from  the  1986  to  the  1987 
programme  to be  mopped  up.  Note  the  very  low balance  outstanding at the 
end of  1987. 
Although ·the  culllUlative  rate  of  programme  implementation  between  19'r6 
and  1987  is satisfactory,  disbursements made  in 1987  have decreased. 
As  part  of  a  preliminary  qualitative/informative  analysis,  the  main 
recipients  of  financial  and  technical  cooperation  have  been  looked· at, 
more  detailed attention being paid to India,  the leading recipient. 
During  1987  a  thoroughgoing  examination  has  been  made  of  aid 
implementation  procedures,  ways  of  increasing  their  effectiveness  and 
the  measures  to  be  recommended  to achieve  that goal.  The  Commission  has 
decided to take appropriate action. 
This  analysis  must  be  fleshed  out  in  the  future,  as  part  of  an 
evaluation process which  could lead to an  improvement,  or even perhaps a 
certain shift of  emphasis in this form of Commun1ty.aid. 
Lastly,  in  order  to  improve  the  effectiveness  of  BEC  financial  and 
technical  cooperation  in  qualitative  and  quantitative  terms,  it  is 
essential  to  strengthen  the  Commission's  admin.istrative  depart.ments, 
both in the Delegations and in Brussels  .. A  N  N  E X  E S ·ANNEXES 
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COl:NCIL REGULATION (HC) No 44ll8l 
of  17  February  IPS I 
on  (inancial and  technical  Aid  to  non-associated dneloplng countries 
THE COUNCIL OF  THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having l't'rrd to  the TreAry  cuabli,hin,g rhc  European 
Economic  Community, :1nd  in  "anic:ular  Artitlc  lJ.S 
thtl't'Of, 
Havir.g  regard  to  the  pn:poul  from  the  Commi5· 
sion ('~ 
Having  regard  to  the  O?inion  ol  the  Eur:>pc~n Plrlia-
.merit (2). 
Whtrcu  the  pursuit  of  a  C9mmuniry  development 
cooperuion policy  c~lls for  ink• ,,J;,, the  eorryin~ out 
of  certain  financ;ial  and  tcc:hni.:11l  aid  cpenriont  for 
the  btr.efit  of  no!l-au:>c:iated  c!c..,cloping  c:ounrrie,, 
raking  account of the  economk principlct and  priori-
tie•  established  by  those  countrier  and  having  regard 
to the  upiraricns of  the devcloring countries  towards 
'promoting  their  development  on  rhe  balis  of  their 
own  efforts  and  of  the  resources  a""il~ble  to  them • 
W~ereas  the  implementation  ol  such  operntions 
would be  likely to  contribute to  th~ ~n~inmcnr oi  :he 
Comm~:nit·t's objectives ; 
~'hereas the Council,  in  a  r~solu:ion o{  16 July  1974, 
confirr.~cd the  principl~ of  Com:nuniry  lin~nc:i31 and 
ttchnic:al  aid  to  nO:\·auoei~:cd dc,·cloping  ccuntrie~: 
Whcrus  th~  adon  to  h~  t~kcn  to  •mplcn:~nt  ~u<:h 
Qid,  the objectives  to  be  ~~~~i.,~d  ~,,tl  th~;  d~r~ill-d ruks 
o(  ;dmini~:r:~tion should  1, •.  l~iJ ,,.,,...,,  ; 
Whcre~a provision  ~houlri  PL'  m~.lc  ior  ~  rrc.·,·.!ur·· 
involving  chc  particip~rion  of  a  ccmtnir:~c  c;:Jmpc~c·d 
of  rcpresmutivca  of  the  M~:':'lb~r  S:3IC! ; 
Whereas  the  Trcary  do's  r.ot  pro,·i,J,;  th.:  Sj'l~t'f" 
powers  cf  ~ction for  thi~  r'"tpOSI.', 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGl:L,.,TION; 
Artid,·  I 
The Commur:.ity  sh~!l impkmcnt  m•·:~ure. !or  {inan· 
cia!  and  technical  aid  co  r.cn-~s•ocia:cd  c!;:vc:op:ng 
countri~! en the  bsia of  th~ criteril  pro,id:d  for  in 
chit. Regular ion. 
The  ;~id shall  be  directed  ~s J  general  r~:ic towards  th~ 
pootut c!cvelopir.g  ~ountric,. 
{1)·0J  No  C  '"·  ~  ..  l.  JY77,  I'·  ~. 
fl)  0.1  No C  1111,  111.  ~.  1"7::-_  r·  t.u. 
·. 
Beari!'g  thi1  principle  in  mind,  a  Community  pres-
enc~  ~hould be  ensured  in  the  mD.jor  reg:ons  of  the 
dcvclopil'lg·world  while  oimir.a:  at a  r~aso:ublc geosra· 
phic11l  b~lonc:e  ~mor:.g thcst  rcgi~ns.  · 
Artidt J 
I.  The  aid  shall  be  m;inly  directed  to.w•rds 
improving  the  living  cor:ditioru  of  ·the  moat  needy 
s~crions of  the population of  the  c:ountries  ~:onc:crncd. 
2.  SpL"c:inl  irnporun:;c shall  be amu:hed to  the titve-
lopment  of  !h.:  r.:ral  cn•·ironmcr:.t  ;nd  to  impr~ving 
food  rroduction..  . 
As  a  subsidiary  form  of  cc:tion,  ·  particip~·io:~  in 
regional  projects  may  be  considered. 
3.  Part  of the  aid  shall  be  tormarlced  for  rnea~urci 
lo  c!ecl  with  exceptional  circ:ums:ancu.  in  particular 
ptojc:ts  to  promote  reconstr.Jction  in  the  event  o! 
diustcrs, where  such  projects  are  not  fin~r.c~d  from 
othtr Commur.ity  funds. 
Any  unalloc:tcd  put or  rhe  fCICI"ie  in  q~:esr;on shall 
be  r~leased on  Jl  October of each ynr to be:  allc:c:atcd 
in  scme other way,  on  a  proporol  from  the  Co:r.mis·· 
sion,  in  o~cord~tlcc "'i!h  rhc  proccc!urc  ln;c!  co<~.n  in 
tl.rtid.- 14. 
Artidr 4 
Aid  !h~!l be  grr.ntcd  by  die:  Commur:.it)'  tithe• auto-
nomcusl~·  or,  for  Q  aubnantial'  sn~re,  by  muns  of 
co-fio3ncing '11-'ith  M~mt>cr St3:es  or  c·ith'  m~.:!tila:~r~l 
o~  regicn~l  bodies.  Whcrev~r pe~sib:e. · thr  Commu-
nity  no:urc  of  the  nid  sh11ll  be  moin1•i:~ed. 
Ani.lr $ 
Commun:ey ai¢  sh311;  os  t  general  rule, be  ir:  the form'· 
C?f'  gr~nu  .. 
Arridt 6 
l.  •'.id  m;;y cover  tllper.aitt.:re on imports nne  loc:al 
~·xpcndirurc  n:q1tir~:11  t.J  r:n:ry  ·our  projec:s  and 
JlWJII.JI'll'll•'S, - 5r 
11.  l.  Bl  OHic:inl  ,lournnl  of  th~  Eo,:roj)cRn  Communities  No  L  48/9 
Tall'u,  duties  and  charges  and  rh~  p~rchase  pric~ of 
'land  shall  be  excluded  from  Communiry  fin3ncing. 
:L  Maint~n~nc~ and operating expcrUC'S  for  tr~ining 
and  "''tarch  p~ognmmes and for  ether projcc:l5  may 
be  c:onred  followir.z  a  cas(-by-cue  c~ami:ution  by 
the Committ=c refe!'T'ed  to  in Article II. subject tc  the 
proviso that :iid  for  other projects can  only be given  at 
the  launchin11  stage  and  in  dccrensing .amounts. 
3.  ln  C11n  of  co-fir.ancins.  however,  duco  accoun1 
!hall be  taken in  eac:h  cue of  rhe  relevant  proc~durcs 
applied  by  the  other  aid  donorJ. 
A rtid~ i 
1.  .For  those  operation&,  lor  ...  ·hich the  Comm11niry 
is  the sule tource of external aid,  participation  in nllli 
for  tenders,  lnvltarion~  to  tender, and  p"Jrcha•in&  and 
other  contrzc:t.l  ~h~o~ll  be  open  en  equal  tcrm5  to  all 
r.acul'lll  or  legal  peno111  of  Mtmhc:r  S:atc:&  ~nd the 
recipient State. 
. Such  participation  rnay  b~ extended  :o  other  dc ... e-
loping ~oun~des whith arc  recipients of  ~id under this 
Regulation  during  the  same  finar:dal  year  or  cne of 
the rwo  preceding  financial  )'ears. 
l;  Paragraph  I  shall  also apply to  co-fin~ncmg oper-
ations. 
f  However. in  cue~ oi co-financing, the  participa-
tion  of  third  countries  :n calls  lor  tl:'nders.  invi:arions 
to  tender,  a:-ad  purchasing 1nc.l  other contracts may  be 
allowed  only  after  case-by-case  Clt8mination  by  the: 
Committee rC:trted  to  in  Article  II. 
A rtirlt  II 
The  Commission  shall  administer  the  aid  in 
ac:c:orc!ancc  with  the:  procr:Jurcs  l~id  do9oo'n  in  this 
P.egulation, 
it  rticlt  ll 
I.  Th~:  fund5  required  lor  the  rncuurcs  provided 
lor  in  this  Regulation  shall  be  fixC'd  by  the  general 
budge: of :he  European  Communities. 
· Projects  and  pro,grsmmcs  thus  fma.,~ed  1ha!l  bt 
cllrried  out  en  a  multiannunl  b..s:s  r:;rs;.~M\ ·to  the 
Financial Regulatien  app!ic~blc to  th~ sai.:!  b~dg~t. 
·2.  Actins  01"1  a  proposal  frol'!"'  the  C.:orr.missio.Jn  ~nd 
after consulting :he  European  PnrlJam.::-~t. :he Cc:uncil 
shall  derermine,  in  good  time  be!orc:  the  .,.,,d  ol  chc 
)tar,  the  general  311ideline5  to  be  ~ppli•d  to  li:l for 
the  fol!owin&  yeu. 
A.rticlt  10 
The  ehoic:e  of measures· to  be  fimnccd on the  b~sis of 
this  Rc:gu!atior.  ~lull  be  made  hl,.in,!!  rcprd  :n  tht 
preference$  and  ..-ishcs  c1epruscd  b~  the  recipient 
countfin ccneerned. 
A. rtirlt  II 
I.  A  Committee  for  aid  to  non-:usoc:iuec!  deve- · 
lo?in&  countries,  hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the 
Committee', shall  be  &et  up at  the  Con1missicn  under 
the chairr.unship of  a Comminion  r~p··esenu:ivc and 
composed of  rcprcaen:ati,.u  of  the  'Mc•nocr  St1tn 
l.  Th~  Jecreuriat  of  the  Com:r.i:t~e  1hall  be 
provided  by  the. (.;omminion. 
J.  Any  rule  of  procedure  for  the  Comrr.itt(e  not 
laid  down  in  this  Regulation  shall  be  c!c:.:iued  on by 
the  Counc:i!, .actin&  unanimo11sly  on  a  ptop'lsal  from 
the  Commission. 
Arrit:!t  11 
I.  The  Committee  shall  de!iver  an  opinion  01\  the 
draft  'linlr.cing  Decisions  submitted  to  it  by  the 
Commissiol'l. 
2.  The  draft  financing  De:isions  shall  be:  ~eenm- · 
pnnled  by  a  memorandum,  the  main  purpose:  of 
'llo•hich  shall  be  to  ~sse's  their  e!fectivcness  as  far  11 
possible  by means  of in economic  and  social  evalua· 
rion rcla:ing the resu!!J expected £:om  :.heir implemen-
tation  to  the  resou:ces  to  bt invested  in  them. 
Artidr IJ 
Within  or.•  mo"th  the Commillce  &hall  decide  by  a 
qualified  majority  u  I  old  down  in  the  first  indent-of 
Article  14~ (2)  of  the Trnty. 
Articlt  14 
I.  The  dr;;ft  rin3ncing  Decision'  ac:compar.icd  by 
the  Commiuc~·s opinion,  cr.  ir:  the  ab~e.,ce of  1:-JCh 
an  opinion,  by  rhe  rcsutt  o!  the  vote  of·  the 
Commirtee,  shall 'be  Sl'bl'!"'it:ed  to  th-:  Commi••icn. 
2.  If  the  Com~ittce's  op:nion  is  b~ou:a!>!c,  th( 
CommiSiion .. ~~1!  t~k( c!ccisior.s which s!:alll>c imme-
diately  appli,~ble. 
J.  In  the  nlacnce of  any  (;;.vo~.;nble  opinion  of  th.: 
Committee, tht:  Corr.miuion  may  relc:  the  maher to 
the  Council. 
H the  Commission  refers  the  matter  to  tht  Council, 
the  latter,  actin.;  by  a  qualified  rnajoriry.  shall  dedc!e 
11  the  seco"d  mcc::ing  fol!cwing  s~ch ri:f(rral  and  at 
th,•  latcsr  v.ithin  a  pe~iod of  :wo  mor.:hs. - 58  -
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U  the .Council  approve1  the draft  financing  Ouision, 
the  Commiasion shall  take  decisions which  shall  be 
immediately  appllc:able. 
If, aft~r its discussions, thr Council has  not decid~d by 
t  qualifi('d  majority  tJithin  a  period  of  two  mor.rhs, 
the  Commission  may  submit  11  new  draft  finnncing 
Oecition to the Committee and $hall inform the EurO· 
ptan Parliament  thereof. 
Artitlr fj 
Once a yur the Commission stull, within  th~ frame. 
work  of  the annual  rtvie'IW  which  will  be ·carried  out 
by  tht Council  in  accordonc:e  with  Articl~ 9,  provide 
the  European  P11rliament  and the ·Council  with infer· 
mation on the administration of Community fin•ncit.l 
anc!  u~c:hnical aid  to  non·anociated  dn-eloping  c:oun· 
tries.· 
Artitlt  I& 
This (tegulation shall. enter Into lorc:e  on the third day 
following  iu  publication  in  the  Offirial Journal  of 
tht Ez,roptan  Communitits. 
This Rego..tlation· shall  be  binding in  iLs  entirety and  directly applicable  in  •II  Member 
States. 
Don.e  at  BI"Juels,  17  FebNary  191!1. 
For  tht Co ... nrU 
Tbt  Prw'dtn 1 
0. P.  von  d~r MEl -59-
ANNEX.  II  COUNCIL  OECI S ION  OF  '27 .IV,  1987 
determining  the  general  guidelines  for  1987 
concerhlng  financial  and  technical  aid 
to  Latin  Mler ican  and  Asian· 
development  countries 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  tho  Treaty  estat>Jlehlng  the  European  Economic 
Corntnun 1  t y , 
Having  reoard  to  Councl I  Regulation  CEEC)  N°  ~~2161. of  17  rebruary  1961 
on  financial  !nd  technical  aid  to  non-associated  developinQ  countries 
(1),  and  In  particular  Article 9(2)  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the Opinion of  the  European  Pari lament  (2), 
Whereas  general  guldol rnes  should  be  determined  for  the administration, 
bY  the Commission,  of  financial  and  technical  aid  to latin American  and 
Asl'h developing  countries  in  19B7, 
HAS  DECIDED  A$  FOLLOW$: 
(1)  OJ  N•  L 48,  21.2.1981,  p.B 
(2)  Oplnlol"\  delivered  on  13  I.Aarch  1967  (not  yet  published  in  the 
Offlelel  Journal) -59  A-
Art i c:.l e  1 
OBJECTIVES  AND'PRIORITIES 
Community  aid  shall  concentrate  on  helping  the  poorest  countries  and 
the  neediest  sections of  tho  population. 
Priority  shall  be  given  to  the  rural  sector  and,  In  particular,  to 
mea•ures  aimed  at  Improving  the  food  situation,  as  a  contribution 
towards  the  campaign  to  combat  hunger  In  the  world.  Within  the  rural 
net  or,  !)reduct I  on  and  support  servIces  sha I i  r ece I  vo  Sl=Jec 1  a I 
attention,  as  well  as  action  In  the  sphere  of  social  or  prodl.lctlon 
Infrastructure,  but  the  need  to place  the  emphasis,  In  tho  projects  and 
pro;rammos  adopted,  on  the  training  of  farmers  and  middle-level· staff 
wl II  also  be  borne  In  mind. 
In  countrlet whore  this  Is a  prereQuisite,  ad  hoc  training projects  may 
be  considered. 
Whcnover  poeslble,  Community  aid  shal 1 be  used  to  prepare  and  Implement. 
general  agricultural  policies  (food  strategies)  Incorporating,  where 
the  need  arises,  food  eld, 
Support  for  regional  Integration  efforts  shall  moreover  bo  continued 
and  •tepped  up  In  all  sector$  where  Community  support  can  make  a 
.POt It  lve  eontr I but I on. 
Art I c I e  2 
GEOGRAPHICAL  ALLOCATION 
The  geographical  allocation of  funds· shall  be  as  follows: 
Asia 7!1,  Latin America  25~. without  prejudice  to Article  4. -60-
Article  3 
AID  IMPLEMENTATION 
Aid  may  be  granted  for  proJects  and  programmes,  ln.cludlng,  where 
appropriate,  Integrated projects and  sectoral  programmes,  In  accordance' 
with  Aeg~latlon (EEC)  N
8  442/81  and  alI  appl lca61e.provlstons. 
·Fundt  sha II  be  a I located  to  projects  and  programmes,  due  account  be lng 
talcen  of: 
the  aval lability  and  state  of  readiness  of  operations,  their 
Intrinsic development  value  and  the  de~~ee to which  they  correspond 
to  the  priorities  of  the  recipient  countries  and  regions  and  the 
needs  of  the  poorest  sections of  the  population; 
tl'le  Income  levers  and  development  needs of  the  recipient  co~ntrles. 
the  volume  of  .funding  provided  In  previous  yeis.rs  11nd  the  experience 
gained  In  Implementing  past  aid; 
co-operation  agreements  concluded  with  certain  recipient  countries 
or  groups  of  countries; 
significant  features of  the  projects  to  be  financed. 
The  Commission  and  the  Member  States  shall  continue  to  make  serious 
effort:!  to  lncree.se  the  volume  of  co-financing,  notably  between  .the 
Community  end  the  Member  States. 
Article  4 
SPECIAL  PR9VISIONS 
The  reserve  referred  to  In  Article  3(3)  or  Regulation  (EEC)  N°  .442/81 
shal I  be  set  at  6%  of  the  level  of  appropriations. -eoA~ 
The  Community  shal 1  continue  to  assist  International  agricultural 
research.  Without  excluding  aid  to  other  national,  regional  or 
lnternt~tlonal  lnstltu.tes,  aid  to  Institute$  of  the.Consultatlve  Groul) 
on  International  Agrlc~ltural  Research  (CGIAR)  shal I  be  mal.ntalned  at 
the  same  level  aa  In  1986. 
WIth  regard  to  the  cost  of  admln i ster lng  the  1987  programme  (use  of 
ouhld&  exports,  provision  of  specialists>.  the  guideline  percentage 
shtdl  be  set at  3".  ' 
A reaerve  of  10%  of  tho  appropriations  aval lable after  deduction of  the 
Items  referred  to  In  this  Article  shall  also  be  constituted.  This  10% 
reserve  may  be  used  for  appropriate  operatront~~  of  the  same  kind  as 
those  specified  In  Article  3 .. 
Done  at  Luxembourg,  27.1V.1987 
Certified  true copy 
For  tho  Secretary-General 
A,  OUBOIS 
PI rector-General 
For  the  Counc I I 
The  President 
(s) 
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PN-JEX  I II:  COFINN-JCED  PROJECTS  1976-87  (mi ll  ion  ECIJ) 
i .  WI Tli  C<l'·f.l..NITY  MOOER  STATES: 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROJECT  RECIPIENT 
1\b 
SECTCR  COFINN-JCING 
ORIGIN 
FINN-JCING 
*  TOTAL  EEC  COFIN. 
------------------------------,~__,-..,....------------------------------------------------------------ Irrigation  IDA,UK,CANADA,NL,USA  42.20  2. 00  40.20  ·'•  NA/77/05 
I  NA/78/03 
NA!?B/20 
NAi78i04 
NAI79i24 
NA/79/2~ 
NA/79/39 
NA/80/09 
NAiS•!/03 
NH/SuiOb 
NA/8(//15 
NA/80/11 
NA/90/20 
NA/90114 
NAiB0/12 
NA/91121 
NA/92/01 
NA/92/02 
NA/92J2j 
NAIS:/31 
NA/82/20 
Htii83!10 
NA!S:/13 
NA/83i 19 
NA/83/21 
NH/93115 
N.it83137 
,.  NA/93/14 
NA/84107 
NAi94/14 
NA/84121 
NM84/23 
NA/84/01 
NA/S5hl2 
NA/95/05 
NA/85/10 
NA/85/19 
SRI  LANKA 
BANGLADESH 
HAITI 
PAKISTAN 
80LIVIA 
PEiiU 
SRI  LANKA 
PAK!STilN 
NICARAGUA 
MNGL~  DESH 
THAILANC 
HAl TI 
HAITi 
PHILIPPINES 
INDONESIA 
CENTRAL  AJ'11ERICA 
BANSLA DESH 
8AN6lA DESH 
THAllt+ND 
BANSLA DESH 
INDONESIA 
PER.U 
V£11EN  AR 
YEMEN  AR 
PERU 
BAN6LA DESH 
CHINA 
INDONESiA 
NE?Al 
CENTRAL  Ar~ERICA 
SAN6LA DESH 
YEMEN  AR 
11ALD!VE3 
NICARAGUA 
CENTRAL  Ar·'!ERICA 
&OllVl P. 
m!5TAN 
NAiSS/ 19  El  SAL'JADOR 
NAISS/21)  ·  CENTRAL AJYIERICA 
ALA/Sb/25  CENTRAL AJ'<lER!CA 
ALMS7/0I  ECUADOR 
ALAiS7 !Oil  NEFr.l 
ALAiS7i14  CENTRAL  Ar~ERICA 
ALA/87/17  INDONESIA 
Tea  rehabilitation  ~K  62.30  6.b0  36.70 
Rural  develq:cnent  FRANrE  1.20  0.80  0.40 
Energy  IDA, UK,  FRG,  I, NL  904.50  4.80  194,4\l 
Rural  develq:cnent  GERMANY  ( FRG)  6. 57  1. 40  5. 9~ 
Forestry  BaGILJI1  3. 40  2. 00  1. 40 
Coconuts  ITALY  3.80  3.00  0.5~ 
Rural  infrastructure  UNICEF,NL,CIDA  25.00  4.00  10.00 
Technical  assistance  FRANCE  3. 51i  2. 80  0.60 
Livestock  UK  12.00  4.10  2.50 
Irrigation  Ba.Gill"l  26.40  11.00  4.20 
Rural  develq:cnent  FRANCE  a. 36  5.20  1.16 
Rural  infrastructure  FRANCE  0.41  0.30  O.ll 
Rural  develq:cnent  GERI"Jl/IIY  (FRG)  8.50  1.50  l.bt)  . 
Livestock  iTAlY  7. 80  4. 40  0. 41 
Rural  develq:cnent  FRANCE  3. 01  I. 71  0. 70 
Fertilizers  NL  4.00  2.00  2.00 
Seeds  GERri!ANY  (FRG)  3.60  3.b0  P.", 
i¥:Jri culture  UK  25.60  13. 40  1.30 
Fertilisers/Irrigation  IJK,ADS,IDA  152.60  15.00  116.20 
Fisheries  ITALY  4, 77  2.90  0.89· 
Rural  develq:cnent  ITALY  17.00  5. 60  2. 00 
Rural  develq:cnent  Nl  11.00  2. 74  3.51 
Disaster relief  NL,USAID  4.54  2.55  1.82 
Rural  infrastructure  Nl  8.70  6.00  1.25 
Seeds  GERr.WJY  ( FRG)  17. 00  I 0. O•J  7. 00 
Fruit  preserve prcxLctico  ITALY  4. 48  l. 73  0. 35 
Rural  infrastructure  UK  19.30  IJ.lO  2.00 
Training  UK  6.50  5.00  1.50 
Ird.Jstry  ITALY  21.00  N.•)(• 
Rural  develcpnent  NL  37.20  25.50 
J\lriculture  ITALY  15.00  5.90 
Rural  infrastructure  GERMANY  (FRG)  14.10  l.  70 
Rural  develq:cnent  ITALY  b.QQ  2. 50 
Rural  develq:cnent  FRANCE  9, 07  4.82 
Disaster relief  NL  ll.  50  9.00 
Ed.Jcation  FRG,  IDA,  l.NDR,  CIDA  103.7(1  16.00 
EdJcation  .-rmv  s.oo 
Health  ITALY 
Health  . PAH0 1B!CFORCE  CFRN-JCE) 
Rural  develq:cnent 
Rural  develq:cnent 
Rural  develq:cnent 
Fisheries 
ITALY 
FRANCE 
SPAIN  • 
FRANCE 
32.32 
s.a~ 
23.84 
3.20 
4o.vo 
3.95 
.l.30 
16.50 
2.90 
9.00 
2.70 
:z.oo 
2.20 
2.b5 
i.OO 
3. 5•) 
1•). 40 
2~ so 
0.33 
l.  !)0 
54.40 
1.70 
1~.80 
I. 9J 
3.94 
o.so 
2.51) 
1.20 
--. ·--------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL  EEO~VSER STATES  (1):  1729.71  285.21  54~.92 
-.--------------- , ..... ----------------- --------------~----------------------------------------------------
*  Including  local financing.  ** ...  " 
DM  14.9 million  <ecu  exchange  rate = 2.5109>. -til.-
ANNEX  III  lcont.> 
2.  OTHER: 
-- -~-------------------------------------------------------•  --- --~ -------- -----~  -- f:iNiil~ci:N'G--------
PR:ECT  RECIPIENT  SECTOR  ~~~~JWCING  TOT~l  I  •I  EEC  CDFIK. 
- ... -.. -- .. -..... - ....... ----·------ ............. ----..... --- .............................................. ---- ................... - ............... ------------ ................................ --------
Irrigat;on  23.97  3.1)1)  1l.Sb  HAI7bl02  mtSTMI  IDA 
NA/7bf01  BANGLI\ DESH  Irrigation  IDA  38.97  2.b~  22.37 
NA/77/04  PAKISTAN  Irrigation  AD9  lli.li  4.00  21.12 
HAf77 107  INDONESIA  Rural  develcpnent  ADS  sz.ss  1.96  50.62 
NA/77 I 15  eouvt A  Rural  develcpnent  ISRD/IDA  21.07  1.ao  15.77 
HA/77103  BANGLADESH  Irrigation  IDA/CIDA  4b. 40  5.01)  2b.~o) 
.NAf7ii09  YEllEN  AA  Agric.  research  IDA  13.44  1.1)9  B. 37 
NA/771138  BLJRri',A  Fisheries  ADB  4.SO  1.00  o. qQ 
NA/77/16  HONDURAS  Fisheries  IDB  3.(10  1.36  PI! 
NA/?7/17  CJU.JTRAL AMERICA  Rural  developnent  CABEI,  !DB  18.80  1.80  17.00 
NAi78i05  SRI  LANK~  Rural  developnent  ~AD  12.10  2.00  1.50 
Nli/18/09  INDONES 1.6:  Rural  develq::ment  ADB,ISLAIIIC  DEV.  BAN~.  s~  ..  6s  3.00  34.77 
NAi78/l5  NEPAl  Rural  develq::ment  ADS  37.70  3.00  28. 7(1 
NA!iB/21  HArTl  Rural  infrastr.  108  5.06  I.  6(1  2.91 
NA178i22  HONDURAS  Rural  development  IDB  B. 00  2.40  Pll 
NA!iS/2'5  80l!V! A  Rural  developnent  !08  11.15  1.90  9.18 
NAI79i04  PAKISiAN  Livestock  ADS  u.n  6.70  5.47 
NA/79/0b  BlJRMA  Oil palnrtrees  ADB  16.30  4.'10  4.60 
NA179/07  INDONESIA  Rural  infrastr.  ADD  47.70.  o.IO  27.90 
NAi79/21  HAITI  Rural  infrastr.  I08  9.64  6.00 
~  T' 
"""'~ 
NAm/13  PlllUPPlNES  Rural  development  ADD  53.60  4.50  41.00 
IIA!S0/01  NEPAL  Livestock  ADB  1S. 70  2.20  10.~1) 
NAISt)/13  IND~tiESlA  Rural  infrastr.  AllB  76.  ~()  l.SO  39.4!) 
NA!S!/()l  PI\KISTI\H  Rural  infrastr.  UNICEF  b. (10  ~. 70  3.31). 
HA/81106  BURr¥..  Irrigation  AilS  3UI)  5.50  10.5() 
NA/81111  IIALOIVES  Health  UW:DF  1.05  o. ~0  v.ss 
NA/61112  BANGLA OESH  Irrigation  ADB  71.66  !Z.OO  44.78 
NA/81/14  IN DONES! A  Rural  infrastr.  ADB  ~9.60  12. C(l  lb.SS 
NA/81/15  PH!LIPPmS  Rural  developnent  ADD  78.00  7.10  43.00 
NA/82108  IIAN6lA OESH  Irrigation  ADB  44.40  3.00  ~!.  2(! 
NA/83/12  PAKISTAN  Rural  infrastr.  UNICEF  13.20  7.80  t.aa 
NA/83il7  NEPAL  Fert i l i zers  IBRD  32.20  5.30  24.~0 
NA!S:;/20  BURr'  .A  Rural  infrastr.  UNICEF  ll.  50  2.50  3.90 
NA/B~/22  THAILANC  Rural  credit  ADS  142.40  20.00  58.90 
NA/83128  SRI  LANKA  Rural  develcpnent  SAUDI  FUND  FOR  DEVELOPrl  93.0C  20.00  29.00 
NA/llJm  A  SEAN  Forestry  ASEPN  ca.ntries  !Z.9f)  7. so  5.42 
NA/84/0'r  LAOS  Rural  develcpnent  UNICEF  uo  I.  20  1.50 
NA/84/16  PAKISTAN  Rural  infrastr.  UNIICR  27.20  4.00  23.20 
NA/S51l4  lNDONESI A  Rural  develcpnent  IBRD  s:.3o  20.64  24.o4 
'ALA/86/04  ASEAN  fisheries  ASCIW  countries  9.32  6. 77  Z.55 
AUI/S6i18  A  SEAN  Fisheries  ASEAN  countries/  1. 02  0.65  o. 36 
SEAFDEC 
ALA/87102  9AN&i.A DESH  Drainage  IliA  Z5.40  2.!0  17.70 
ALA/87193  SRI  LANK~  Rural  devetcpnent  lDAiCIDA  144.05  25.00  i2.20 
ALA/87 lib  PAKISTAN  E<Lcation  IDAICJDA  182.40  15.00  J:P .40 
ror Al-oil-iffi ·-; ii" ·;-·--------·--- ·--------------- ~------------- --~-------- --~  732 ~ 4  2- ·~is 3  ~oo--- 94~~  59· 
GiiN-iD-rort;L: '1)-.;-'2">-; ·--------·---·-------------------·  ---------------351:  ~ 1  ~---s  38 ~ 2  i--14 ?b  ~ s  ,-
*  -------.----~-~--------.----------------------------------------------------------"-----------------
· Including  local  financing. 
Cofinancing operations expressed  in US  dollars were  converted to ecus  using the  following exchange  rates: 
1976:  t  ECU  =  US  S I.  tSIJS•)  . 
..  197i:  l  ECU  =  us z l.l4112 
·1975:  I  ECU  =  US  S  I.  27410 
1979:  1 m  =  us  s  J.m54 
195(;:  I  ECU  =  US  S  I. j9zri 
mt:  1 e:cu  =  us  z  1.11645 I  Year.ard 
l"'...ltler  of 
qJeration 
I 
I 
78/13 
78/22 
79 !23 
79/26 
Total  cost  EEC 
.  Recipient .·ard  Type. of  Type  of  contribution  _Payments  as 
Sector  of project  .. 
title of qJeration  opera~  ion  financing  (mill ion  ECU)  . million  percentage· · 
%  ECU 
Laos:  Vientiane  Plain  Project  1.C  AutOI"KliJOUS  2.0  2.0  100  100 
Infrastructure 
. 
The  project  was  aimed  at protecting 2 000  ha  of  cultivated  Land  along  the  Mekong  River  from  flooding.  EEC  furds  helped  finance  the  first 
phase  of  the  project, enabling  imported  equipment  to be  purchased  and  technical  assistance to·be supplied to the_ Secretariat of  the  Mekong 
Committee. 
Hord.Jras:  Agricultural  advisory  ard  Project  1.E Suwort  Cofinancing 
I 
10.0 
I 
2.6  26  'FJ.9 
research  services  (II)  services  IDS 
The  project  was  aimed  at strengthening the operational  capacity of the National  Resources  Secretariat as  regards  research,  agricultural 
advisory  services, production of  new  seed  varieties and  the  improvement  of  existing varieties, production  and distribution of  breeding 
animals,  artificial insemination,  and  the  expansion  of  soil analysis ard  soil conservation activities. 
The  InterAmerican  Development  Bank  was  responsible  for  project  administration and  management,  and  was  also the  lead  agency  for  the 
cofinancing  operation. 
The  prOject  followed  a previous  IDS  project ard  was  completed  at the erd of  1986.  Its objectives were  achieved  in full ard  12  000  peasant 
families  benefited from  it. 
Bolivia:  National  agricultural census  Project  1.E  suwort  AutOI"KliJOUS 
I 
1.36  1.2  88.2  98.3 
services 
-
Project  for  carrying out the  first agricultural  .. census  at national  level  since  the agrarian  reform of 1953  (which  had  meant  that data 
collected previously  could  no  Longer  be  used).  A first payment  of ·200  000  _ECU  was  made,  but  the  Commission's  technical  support  for 
Bolivia- and  therefore for  this project- was  interrupted by  the  political events  of  July  1980.  The  Commission  resumed  its aid for 
.  Bolivia after-the return of a constitutional and  democratic  regime  in ()ctober  1982. 
Despite  these  exceptional difficulties, the  project  was  carried out  correctly, albeit over  a  Longer  period  than  planned  (mainly  owing  to 
successive  extensions  aimed  at avoiding  non-representative years) •. _ .The  Statistical ()ffice  in Luxembourg,  at the  r~st  of  Commission 
departments,  provided  technical  s~rt (methodology,  monitoring  ard  guidance>  for  the project  in 1983,  1986 ard  1987.  The  Office's 
technical  reports on  the  Q.Jal ity of  the  1..0rk  being  done  have  always  been  very  favourable. 
Peru:  Pilot afforestation project in  Project  2:  forestry  Cofinancing  I 
3.4  I 
2.0  59  100 
Cajamarca  (Belgium) 
The  project  was  based  on  several  years  of  research  and adaptation  work  on  forestry  species  carried out by  Belgium,  and  was  aimed  at 
establishing 6 000  ha  of  industrial forestry plantations  <mainly  of  pine)  and carrying out  complementary  operations for  the socio-economic 
development  of  farmers  ard  herdsmen  in the microarea  concerned  by  the pilot afforestation scheme. 
These  objectives were  achieved:  an  industrial, forestry plantation of  4 000  ha  was  created with  several  islards of natural  woodland,  the 
necessary  roads  were  built ard several  nurseries set  up with  a production capacity of  1.5 million young  pine  trees per year.  The 
agricultural goals  were  also reached:  a 60  ha  irrigation and  drainage  system  was  installed for  terraced crops,  ard potato seeds  were 
produced  so  successfully that government  approval  was  given  for_prOduction  to continue  in the future;  grazing  Lard  was  improved  by  the 
introduction of  Legumes. 
- - -- --------
I 
-o  e 
m 
n 
Vl 
~ 
~~ 
~~ 
o..., 
52<: 
_. 
!§ Year  ard  ·.  I  .  .  -'- I'  I  I .  I  Total  cost  E~C  .  _ -'-~r of  _  Rec1p1erot  ari:l·  Type  of  5  t  Type  of  . f  .. ·  cmtnbut1~  Payments  as  •  uou:  .. l  f  t.  .  ec  or  f.  .  o  proJect  --·-- .. 
operatim  t1teo·opera10n  operatlCX'l  lnat1Clng  (  'll'  U).  'll'  percentage  .  rn1  wn  EC  m1  1m  % 
ECU  • 
79/28  I CABEI:  Technical  assistance progarrme  1  Stu:lies  I1.E Sl+lJQrt  I  Jlutcn::m:xJs  I  0.5  I  0.5  100  100 
services 
80/19 
80/21 
81/4 
The  prograrrme  was  aimed  at financing  stu:lies  with  a view  to accelerating the preparatim of developnent  stu:lies, particularly in the  rural 
sector,  in the countries members  of  Central  American  Bank  for  Economic  Integration  CCABEI).  These  could  be  stu:lies carried out  by  the  CABEI 
itself, or contracted out  to other bodies ard paid for  by  means  of  a credit  line~  -
The  main  studies  financed  under  the  programme  cover  the  following  topics: 
- regional  programre  for  the production  of  edible fats ard oils  Cinclu:ling  an  irrportant  subprograrrme  for  growing  soya  in  Central  America); 
- regional  programme  for  the production and  distribution of priority medicines; 
-project for  the·protein enrichment  of  bananas  in Honduras. 
The  latest studies at present  under  way  cmcern cocoa  growing  and  industrializatim, aquaculture  and  milk  productim.  Despite  long  delays 
in the programme's  implementation  and  frequent  changes  in  the  sectors of  activity being  proposed,  some  of  the  studies carried out  provide a 
valuable basis for  launching  development  projects. 
Haiti:  Integrated  rural development  in 
Jacmel 
Project  1.F  Integrated!  Cofinancing 
rural develpmt  (france) 
6.364  5.2  81.7  93.8 
This  was  the  second  phase  of  an  integral  rural development  project cofinanced with  France.  It provided  technical  support  for  the 
agricultural district of Jacmel,  which  covers  the  whole  south-eastern part of  the  southern peninsula  <with  around  200  ODD  inhabitants). 
The  project  included  a very  ~rOad range  of  activities in various  interlinked sectors:  rural planning  <building of  tracks,  small-scale water 
engineering projects, etc.), agricultural productim  <improving  ard diversifying crops,  marketing),  protection against erosion, utility 
crafts, training etc. 
The  second  phase  of  the project  was  aimed  at intensifying, extending  ard  consolidating the progress achieved  in the earlier phase;  activities 
beg.Jn  to be  placed on  an  autorarous  footing  and  experience gained  was  capitalized on  by  means  of training ard  the p.bl  ication of  reports. 
Hon:luras:  Infrastructure in  coffee-
producing  area 
Project  1. c:  I Autcn::m:xJS 
Infrastructure 
2.1  2.1  100 
The  project  was  aimed  at setting up  an  infrastructure with  250  kilometres of  tracks and  access  roads  for  the  coffee plantations and 
establishing an  ongoing  training system  for  farmers.  .  . 
100 
The  projects was  completed  in 1983  and  exceeded  its objectives:  1 200  kilometres of  roads  were  built instead of  250  kilometres  as  planned. 
As  regards  training, the  results were  satisfactory.  The  staff thus  trained were  able  to learn how  to prevent  coffee disease.  There  were 
accompanying  improvements  to transport,  sanitary installations, water  and  electricity distribution, health centres  and  schools  within the 
region,  where  acc-ess  ard  attendance  rates were  very  high. 
Thai land:  Seed  producticn centre  Project  1.  E:  Support 
services 
Jlutcn::m:xJS  - 4.40  l  2.20  50  96 
The  project  was  aimed  at setting up a  Large  seed  treatment  centre  in Phattalung  province  in the south  of the country  to produce,  treat and-
distribute improved  qualities of  rice seed  and  other  crops~  The.centre has  been  completed  and  operational  since July 1985. 
?:: 
~ 
!j;! 
.... 
c:: 
§ 
rT 
a.  ...., Year  ard 
rwber of 
I  operation 
81/24 
82/11 
83/22 
------ EEC  Total  cost  ' 
Recipient  ard  Type of  Type  of  cont ribut icn  Sector  of  project  Payments  as 
title of  operation  operation  financing 
.. ···---·-·-·---- percentage  <million  ECU)  million  %  ECU 
r--- -
Yemen  Arab  Republic:  Seed  prod.Jction  Project  1.E:  Support  Autonc:xrous  6.6  5.2  78.8  96 
services 
The  project  was  the first phase  of  a programme  aimed  at developing  the country's  seed  production capacity and satisfying its cereal  seeds 
I 
req.Ji rerrent s.  In  order to guarantee  the  success  of  the seed  centres, the  second  phase  (NA  84/23  Seed  production project, with  a  Community 
commitment  of  5.8 million  ECU)  was  cofinanced  with  the  Italian Government,  which  will  provide a seed  farm  as  part of  the project.  Remaining 
Community  funds  will  be  used  to implement  the  second  phase. 
The  People's  Democratic  Republic  of  Yemen:  Project  1.0:  Production  PI..Jtonc:xrous  2.9  2.9  100  83 
Development  of  agricultural production at  ard  marketing 
Dhalla 
This  is the only  project  ever  to be  implemented  by  the  Community  in  the People's  Democratic  Republic  of Yerren,  ard  was  aimed  at  restoring 
agricultural production  in the  Dhalla  region,  which  was  struck  by  heavy  rains on  29  and  30  March  1982  and  floods:  40%  of  farming  lard, 
representing  80'1.  of  agricultural production,  was  damaged. 
The  project  enabled  work  to be  done  ai water  resources  rehabilitation, soil protection and  the setting up of  an  early warning  system;  it was 
completed  in spite of  marketing  difficulties and  the usual  problems,  e.g.  customs  delays. 
Thailand:  Agricultural  and  rural credit  I 
Project  1. F:  Integratec  Cofinancing  142.4  20  14  W.7 
rural developnt 
The  Community  provided one  component  of  the project, which  was  aimed  at agricultural development  and  diversification in the eastern part of 
the  country,  through  a medium-term  agricultural credit programme  set up_  to promote  investment  ard  income  diversification.  A revolving  fund 
was  set  up  for  this purpose  with  counterpart  funds  generated.by  the  sale of  fertilizers made  available by  the  Community  <18  million  ECU). 
The  rest of  the  Communi_ty  grant  made  it possible to purchase  small  items  of eQJipnent  and  to provide  training, etc.  The  Community-provided 
fertilizers from  1983  to 1985  ard the  revolving  fLnd  has  been  in  operation since 1985 . 
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AN\EX  V:  SHORT-TERM  STUDIES,  CPERATI(l\JS  MD  ADMINISTRATIVE  EXPENSES  - 1987  (ECU)  . 
~"Ec-rPra~~--cruJrRv  _____  T"iTI_E"·-------------------------------ca~~in.iE"Nr  _____ i  ______ i_,_ ___ =p-;;;;;;--===-__,=7-------
-----------·-------------- .. ---------------- ............ --- ... ------------------- .. ---:--------------------- .. ------------------------
.1.  STUDIES/EXPERT'S  SERVICES 
PAKisrJ\ii·----------------s.AlucH"isrm"AGRi:cU:Tiilii"-cCU.·a;E·-i77iio--------------------------i:AiioEi:i:  _________________ _ 
CENTRAL  .Ai·lERICA  INTERLJ.JIVERSITY  CO<PERATIO\I  14775  CACERES  LAT .AM. 
CENTRAL  AI'·1ERICA  TRAIN!~ PRCGR.  PORTS/MARIT.  TRJINSP.  3861  COCATRAII 
EL  SALVADOR  HOSPITAL  CCNTRUCTICN  AT  ZACAII\IL  76556  TRACTEBEL 
CENTRAL  AI1ERICA  ADMINIS.  MD  ACCCl.NTING  MllNLJAL  24255  SORCA/8118 
INDIA,SRI  LANKA,~ALDIVES  TECH.  ASS,..  FISH. N.E.INDIJIN  OCEAN  IBOOO  IIDNOYER 
DQ•iiNICAN  REPLB.IC  EVALUATICN. OF  TENDERS  4500  IIOROZZO 
6UATE.MALA  EVAL  OF  TENDERS  (PROJECT  86/18)  3575  SORCA  8118 
INDIA  AGRICLL TURAL  fvlARKETS  60120  CARL  BRO 
CBHRAL  !*~ERICA  HIGHER  EDUC.  PROJECT  IIWESTIG.  15000  BRANDA 
II~OIA  EVAL.  COCCNUT  TREE  PROJ.  CKERALA)  31460  IRHO 
INDIA  IRRIGATl(l\J  PROJECT  STUDIES  14700  BDUIIENDIL 
GUATEMALA  PREPM.  FOO  REHABILIT.  PROJECTS  14650  DERCLAYE 
C6~TRAL Al·lERICA  C<WUTER.  OF  ADMIN.  & ACC.  MIWUAL  13600  SCO 
NICARAGUA  COOSTRUCTl(l\J  COSTS  13600  SCO 
HONDURAS  EVALUATICN  FOOD  AID  12969  BDPA 
. 'CENTRAL  AMERICA  PAATICIPATICN  IN  PROJECT  85/20  5497  KINDERIIANS 
B 
8 
B 
8 
B 
DK/UK 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
ASSIST.ANCE  FOO  FRAMEWOOK  COOTRACT  4500  PONSfANALYSE  F 
D(l1INICAN  REPLB..IC  STUDY  PRo:JR. CN  AGRARIAN  REFOOM  15735  IRM  F 
CENTRAL  N~ERICA  DEVaO'MENT  OF  COCf'ERATIVES  109534  BON!FICA  IT 
INDIA  TECH.  ASS.  SLNFLo..JER  PRCG. GTAGE ID 18HO  UHI  PI SA  n· 
EL  SALVADOR  TRPNSMIGRATI(l\j  OF  PEAS.ANT  FARMERS  17705  COOP  TECtltiiTAL  IT 
DOONICAN  REPLB.IC  PREPARATI(l\J  FOO  REDERNALES  PROJECT89ll  INC  IT 
PHILIPPINES  EVAL  OF  CROP  PROTECTI(l\j  PRCGR.  13555  NETH  CONSULT  NL 
EL  SALVADOR  .  PREP.  FeR  SAN  SALVADOO  LNIV.  REHA9.  PROJECT  8565  NUFFIC  Nl 
DOONICJIN  REPLB.IC  EVALUATI(l\j  OF  INFRASTR.  TENDERS  5275  80011  NL 
GERf·lANY  ECUADOR  PREPARATI(l\J  OF  CHAI'EO  PROJECT  6000  INSTRUPA 
INDONESIA  MARKET  STUDY  CBALAWIJA)  2718  Al\8  GERi•W-lY 
UK  PAKISTAN  IDENTIFIC.  OF  PROJECT  (BCNER>  73895  HUNTING 
BANGLADESH  REPORT  00  REHABILITATI()'.J  PRO.JECT  5900  RELIEF  UK 
FRAMEWORK  CCNTRACTS: 
TOTAL  STUDIES/EXPERTS'  SERVICES: 
SlBTOTAL:  635631  22.42 
700000 
650000 
650000 
50000 
50000 
50000 
50000 
SLBTOTAL:  2200000  77.58 
2835631  100.00  40.80 
SNT  CONTRAT  CADRE 
SETA  DOMINE  A 
DAN5ROUP  DOMINE  A 
AGRAR  DO !'\A I  liE  B 
SEMAR  METRA  DOMA!NE  8 
· SETA  DOIIAINE  C 
BONIFICA  DOJIAINE  C 
---- .. ~----------------------------- ............ ---------------------- ... ----------------------------------------------------------
2.  OERATIONS/TECHNICAL  ASSISTANCE  (EXPEDITED  PROCEDURE) 
---- ... -------------- ...... ------------ ......... ----------------------------------- ...... ..: .................. :... ---------------------------------------
CENTRAL  AMERICA  FISHERIES  D8JELPMT  PROJECTS  4bb000 
CHINA  EVAL.  OF  MILK  PROD.  DEV. PROJECT  331570 
CENTRAL  AMERICA  M.J.. TINAT.  BCRDER  AREA  DEVEI..PMT  250000 
rHAILAND)  K.~PUCHEA~ LAOS  TECJi'.J.  ASSIST.  FOR  SECRETARIAT  250000 
CENTRAL  AMERICA  STRENGTHENING  OF  CO<PERATIVES  108000 
ANDEAN  PACT  STUDY  ON  TELECOMMUNIC.  SYSTEMS  20000 
OLDEPESCA  CA 
7 EXPERTS 
OAS  . 
COUTTEE  ltEKOtlG 
CADESCA 
ASETA/ESCO 
to-fP:L-Ci>"ERi\rrci~s/i-E"c"HNicf.L-A$s~!-sr~c"E;·-----------~----i42557G------~----------2&:si·----------------------------
i ___  LCi.G~rERM-E"xrffirs;·s-E"Rvic:Es-coa-iciAiii~s;·--------26&976o  _________________ 3ii:69 ____________________________ _ 
C(l\JSLUJINCIES)  .  ·  ·  roiiL-sruoi EsiiYEAA"ii  Ci.JsiCa~:::-r"ER~i-"E"xrERrs·,-----------"694996i----------------i  oC,~oo·----------- ~----------------
sERvrcEs:  m  +CZ>+<3):  ---- .. -------------------------· ---------------------------------------- ..... -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--~------------·---·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C.ALENDAR  CCM"l~COOIT-
PAY~'IENT Dl.IUNG  C.ALENDAR  YEAA 
YEAR  APPR.  MENTS  1917  1  1978  l  1'179  l  1980  1  1'181  1  1982  l  1983  1  1984  1  198:i  1  1986  1  1987  1  TOTAL  1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1976  20.00  20.96  6.3  30  l.l  16  4.0  19  l.l  6  2.1  10  1.4  7  2.0  10  O.l  I  0.1  0  0.0  0  0.0  0  "20.8  99.4 
1917  45.00  43.61  - - 4.5  10  6.2  14  10.7  25  6.8  16  3.2  7  2.8  6  2.2  5  2.2  5  1.5  3  1.0  2  41.1  94.1 
1'178  70.00  29.68  - - - - 5.5  19  1.'1  6  4.5  15  2.8  9  4.4  15  2.6  9  0.5  2  2.3  8  0.7  2  25.2  85.0  , 
1979  110.00  117.63  - - - - 3.7  3  24.3  21  30.6  26  15.2  ll  14.5  12  10.1  9  6.7  6  J.S  3  I,J  I  109,9  93.4  ~ 
mo  138.50  132.45  - - - - - - I. 7  I  41.8  32  28.7  27  15.6  12  13.2  10  8.0  II  8.5  II  I. 7  I  119.2  90.0  ~ 
1981  150.00  153.54  - - - - - - - - 1.9  I  12.3  8  52.1  34  10.0  7  16.11  II  8.6  6  7,7  5  - 109.2  71.1  m 
1982  243.00  134.69  - - - - - - - - - - 3.3  2  8.7  II  31.8  24  19.8  15  21.0  Ill  10.0  7  94.6  70.3  ;< 
~.  1983  212.20  227.41  - - - - - - - - - - 28.7  13  117.4  30  35.4  16  19.7  9  ll.O  ,  1114.2  12,2 
..,.,_ 
- - "f!  ~en  1984  218.00  24'1.34  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7.7  J  55.1  22  58.9  24  21./o  9  143.3  57.5  ~  . .;  .... J 
1'185  -264.00  14'1. 71  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.8  2  27.0  18  18.9  13  48.7  32.5 
0  c::;l  ~ 
1986  248.20  2118.58  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20.7  8  114.8  24  85.5  31.8  .... 
-< 
1987  172.81  342.90  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  13.6  .  4  13.6  4.0  ~ 
- .. ---------- .. ---------·--·---------------------------- ...... ·------------- ... ---------------------------------------·---------------------.. -----------------------------
TOTAL  1891.71  1870.5  6.3  - 7,8  - 19.4  - 39.9  - 87.7  - 1111.9  - 128.8  - 145.3  - 147.2  - 171.7  - 154.3  B  975,381 
-------------------------------------·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 68  -
ANNEl  • VII  :  • DISBURSEMENT  RATES  fOR  PROJECTS  (ECU) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------
Carrnit. 
year 
l"llrber 
of 
projects 
Pno...rlt 
cannit-
ted 
% of  N...rrber  of  Payrrents 
total  projects  made  at 
commit- completed  · 
ments  at 31.12.87  31 •12·87 
Payments  as 
percentage of 
commitments 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- PROJECTS: 
1976  8  20962372  100.0  7  20891378  99.7 
1977  21  43411614  99.5  15  41131117  94.7 
1978  17  29612793  99.8  15  25270664  85.3 
1m  50  117004700  99.5  36  109353341  93.5 
1980  33  131142104  99.0  17  117832562  89.9 
1981  33  151011923  98.4  10  106570136  70.6 
1982  t  28  132617713  98.5  9  92660847  69.9 
1983  f  33  223155000  98. I  8  159885922  71.6 
1984  f  35  W032089  99.1  7  141047360  57.1 
1985  f  22  145810000  97.4  2  44904055  30.8 
1986  •  32  263719065  98.2  3  80893544  30.7 
1997  •  4S  335922000  98.0  2  . 10894260  3.2 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTPL  PROJECTS:  357  1841401373  99.4  131  951325187  51.7 
SHORT-TERM  STUDIES,  UPiRATIO~, ADrUNISTRATIVE  EXPENSES: 
1977  1  204799  o.s  1  204799  100.0 
1978  1  65525  0.2  I  65525  100.0 
1979  15  622939  0.5  15  622839  100.0 
1980  18  1302nl·  1.0  18  1302931  100.0 
1981  32  2529099  1.6  32  2529099  100.0 
1982  l!  2070316  l.S  30  2061001  99.6 
1983  43  4254607  1.9  43  4254607  100.0 
1984  IS  2307947  0.9  14  2292386  99.3 
1985  23  3"897461  2.6  20  ·384&763  98.8 
1986  41  4860733  1.8  37  4650650  95.7 
1987  57  6949961  2.0  9  2734532  39.3 
*  .  Including  supplements  for  projects  committed  in earlier years 
1982  = 4,  1983  =. 2,  1984  =4  ,  1985  = 5,  1986 = 6:  TOTAL  = 27 RECIPIENT:  INDa-JESIA 
Title ard type 
Year  of operation 
KIY'&/011  Sora  PIJ  l.ot  Prajoct,  S...Otra 
....m/07  Sowtl't  Eo•t  Sul.,...ol  - Traft.-
•lgratlol'l aN Area  O.volop..nt 
KIV'B/07  Bahotrodel'l  Oai-1')'  o.  ... olo~nt PraJ. 
KIV'I/011  Bo ...  ,ll"'dol'loO i 0  S.OII  D'odl t 
ProQ" CMPo~ 
N.0/711/0II  Bel'*  lndanulo 5.111  O'odlt 
Pro9fom.,  {IUPIP'I.) 
N.0/711/0t  So~""' Eo• t  S...l-.ol  Tr,...••l'f"o-
t.leA 
KIV't/07  Tthot1'19tDf""f  Dr•lft09e  oM 
,, ..  ~ Col'ltt•l 
KIV't/011  S.COI'Id01'7  Croet  CHv,,  s.w.alro 
KIV'9/0ll  SeoOI"'dOf' 1  Cleo O.v. ,  s.-otro 
KIV't/188  lrrloot.loft Stud! .. 
.......  110/12  Botut'Od•n  C..lr-7 Do•alop!NIInt 
Nlif00/1J  LOW'tf'  C:ltanduy  Irrigation 
........ 1/14  Ball ·ll'r I qat Ia" 
....... 12/18  $ooo11  £ntorpr1••  O.••loPI!'IIInl 
Pro  Joel  (BoM  r  .......  ,.) 
........  21~  Ntleanal  ''•-"..,.1••  O...ola..,..,.t 
........,,,.  WQ.dur o  Crowl"'ld  Wat u 
....... Ll/::5  l!l' ..  t  Pa•OII'On  z,.,. I got 1o" 
....,....,,  :SO...thorfto  s.-•ra 'aQtw 
R••owrcol  do  ... olo~,.,t 
tu./115/14  luol  ltrltotlon Jrontw,. ..  l..,f\0 
8o1h• Sch-
.IU/81/21  Palo.  S••d  P., Qduct ion  artd 
warlil•t'"'' 
ALA/87/17  .10'1'0  Oft  Sllor• Pelo9ic 
Flahar i .. 
.IU/17/"  Wlcro  l+pd.ra  PDW~~r c.  .. .,. at ion 
.Progt"CIIft'N 
( 1)  Jet calc  Onelo~nt BaN. 
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ANNEX  VIII.l 
MAIN  RECIPIENTS  (except  INDIA) 
FOR  EEC  FINAr~CIAL  Ar~D TECHNICAL  COCf'ERATia-J  . 
1976-87  Cmi Ll ion  ECU) 
COST 
Sector 
TOT.._  EEC  Cofinancino 
Aljlr lcullyro  (C..t~•rtl)  1,40  1,~  -
hth91'ot.ocl  Noo O.volopNnl  00,00 s  2..24  57.78 s-
Llvutock  0,15  0, \S  -
Rwro~ Crdlt  2.35  2,35  -
Rl.rt'OI  Ctodlt  0,47  0,47  -
ll'lhV•'•od NM 0.Yoto,....l'lt  17. II I  .1,00  '  ~.JSID/J 
(-l.l<IS)  10.0. ( 1) 
lrr I got loft  oM  Oroii'I09D  47,70  •• 10  27.1-
AV lculh•"•  (C.noi'OI)  ~.70  3,00  -
Atf0r1cwlt ......  cc. ..... al)  0,00  o.eo  -
In  ltotlol'l and  Oroii'I09•  o.eo  o.eo  -
Lhi'OitOdc  7,110  4,40  0.41  llalle 
lrrlgat,oll Otld  dralftCige  78,00  J,IIO  J8.40-
lrrlvotloft a-ftel  Oralno9•  ee.eo  12.00  21.11-
llurol  Cr•dH  12.~  a.JO  -
Fl•l"'orl••  4.77  2,00  O.al  Iloilo 
/ttqt lcwltur•  11:.30  13,10  2.0 IX 
I,.,JoaUoft  oftCI  Or'olnogo  10,4o4  7.50  -
lrr lgoUo"'  I, 15  7,JO  -
Rl.trol  o...,oloc:w-nt  52,l0  20.64  24.64  811111 
.J>1V I cui twr4'1  proch  .• ct I on  11.1  8.7  -
rlohor lo1  J.ll5  2.20  1.20  Fro~• 
[nor 97  18.00  ta.oo  -
EEC payments 
at 31.12.87 
LOC...  niECU  " 
o. 15  1,07  100 
1.30  02.2 
- 0.15  100 
- 2.»  100 
- 0.47  100 
11 ....  J.OO  100 
•• 10  tOO 
1,70  l.OO .'  100 
- o.eo  100 
- o.eo  ..  100 
2.115  64,11 
0,71  20.0 
8,:1<1  78.0 
4.2  4,2&  '1,5 
.....  50,5 
... 11  Jl.7 
2,i14  0.64  8.5 
o.as  0,00  0.0 
1.0&  o.oo  o.o 
1.5  0,00  0,0 
o.~s  o.oo  o.o 
1.0  o.oo  o.o - 70  -
ANNEX  VII I.  2 
RECIPIENT:  THAILAND 
Title ard  type  COST  EEC  payrr~R~s 
Year·  at 31.1  . 
of operation  Sector  TOTAl.  EEC  Cofmancmg  •IXAI.  m ECU  X 
HAfT7/0il  Pig &r ..  dlnt~ ProJ•ct  Lh•••tock  o."  0. tO  - o.ot  tOO 
...,nB/11  S ..  <l  C.f'lh' •  Stull)",  S.  ~~:.,;.,.  J.v ,c..,~ h.111r •  D~ 10  0.10  - - 100 
NA/7B/t2  O'o!J Olver•lflcotlon Sh.td1  A9"1cwltw:re  0.20  0.20  - tOO 
N,[.  R•Qion 
NA/7~/0t  WI ftCJ•d  S.an  O.v•lo~nt  NJrlc:wlt~o~r•  O.IIG  O.IIG  - tOO 
NA/78/10  ~llhoiW -·· 
/lqr ICN!tul'l  3.11G  t.ao  - 1.80  1.114  81  : 
...,n8/lt  1,.;. ltot iofll Stvdl ..  Aqllo.  ( 11"1'  IQ.  ond  OrolftoOt•)  0.70  0.70  - O.U7  ., 
N.C..  lltetlof"'l 
. NA{70/t2  '  Pr•;L•II'tiO'J  O'OJ!  C.velap.nl  NJrlcwlture  :.eo  2.10  - 100 
N.t.  R•uron 
Nl>/00/02  Coopet"ot ive  O.•oloc--"'t  Rural  ht•titwtlort  2.SO  2.SO  - tOO 
'!"/00/15  lotwdl  Wong  Pl.IMP  lrr I vat I on  NT I c.  (lrf'lg.  ond  OrGI no'J1•)  21.4-0  n.oo  4.2  ...., .....  8.0  tOO  .. 
""'""'" 
~II  hold~  Rubb ...  II  Aor'  Jc:y I t  loll' •  t.ao  t.BO  - tOO 
Nl>/11/04  S.•od  C..ntre,  S.  R•tlon  Aot' lcwllure  4.40  2.20  - 2.20  2. 1t  00 
Nl>/12/03  Olle ..  d  Cro~t- OeYeloP~Mnl  lt.(T lcultur•  4.20  3.30.  - O.CIQ  t.SQ  45 
Prav~  '• 
! 
NI>/82/U  Sl.lkl'lolol  Cot'O-.Jt'lc:t.oter  o..~•lopo- A.;t I cui  t~o~r •  25.11G  1.3.40  LlO  1.1(  10.110  I. 7l  ..  ..... 
Nl>/11.1/11  Aqr lc11l t\tlrol  Coop4rot t .....  ArljJr  lcwllwre  7.18  ).44  - 2.44  l.•z  :14 
l'rolnlnt 
t:W&:!Jt5  Co•h- Dorwoel OpNe"t  1tqr icwl \wrtl  Prodwct I on  1.i2  1.30  - 0.82.  0.11  70 
NI>/&J/Z2  1.9'\cwltwr• O'edl\ ProJ•cl  .-..;r  I cut turol  s.r  ... tc••  K2.40  20.00  S&.IQ  AC8  U.S<~  1111.14  119.9 
Nl>/114  Suppl_.ntcr7  Pro¥1•\ofl!  Aqr icul hu"•  0.52  -
tOO 
P,.•t i•lnar'/ O'op  c..  ... elo~nt 
Nl>/114/01  Crop Ol.,..,•lllcolion N.£.  Re9l on  "'9r lcwllwral  "•••or ch  I.IIG  4.CIQ  - 1.00  3.18  .... a 
Nl>/114/12  Oil  Bet• in  lrr l;ot I on  5.00  4.00  - t.OO  2.44  •• 
"  -
Nl>/114/10  Rl.ra•  P~onniftiJ  fb.lral  Technolotlcal  Cooper at '•"  2.00  1.00  - - -
JU./M/13  Hwol  Mont ProjK.t  /l.fr I cui tut'e  13.30  5.00  -
t.O 
....,...,,08  WQe  lCoil  Slwd:r  Rural  lt'rl.got lo"  3.25  2.10  0.45  -
JU./M/00  ..... IC111  t .. ral  Croci It 
aNI "'•"' 
lltwrol  o.  ... olog~Nnt  12.00  lii.OO  - 27.00  21.'l'S  02 
ProjHt• RECIPIENT:  PAKISTAN 
Year 
H.&,/lolo/11 
tJUt/~/11 
Title ard  type 
of ope rat  ion 
o,_.,.,,  Tl•a >ai,.,.... 
t-r,  .... c.,  P..•r- •' ..  ,.,. 
S..p~•r  rer  Ratve••• 
._.., (lac-trlficotloft 
*  '.·  ECUs  ard  USD 
RECIPIENT:  BOLIVIA 
Year 
""'-'U/07 
Title ard  type 
of oper-ation 
O.volop.,._,., rwol 
ll'ol.tf'".t  ULI...Urlo 
o.r..alop,.._nt ryrol 
IRter• .too,....Ja•••t 
lrr  1 ..  1 I•" AI to ""-'loa 
(~  ........ , 
""•f'oo.- do  roc.t".ttrwetlo"'• 
(Tr lftiOoGj'Scl'llO  ""-a) 
WicrP"'P"'oJata  ,,.,  .....  PWrlll  I 
,...otocl Col"  cofttto  ,,_,.ootlof'll 
(S.rot4  Oo'w•) 
Pta••"  I :ol'l  ll.tl  ;,.ftGOI iofll 
l.oc  Ti. t icoc:o 
*rn USD  mill ion. 
*\oa"l in USD  r.li ll  ion. 
Sector 
.-.,,,., ..... 
Ro,rol  g...,..,.~,.,t 
- 71  -
Ar-1-JEX  VIII.3 
t.sJI.7• 
...... 
11.0• 
1.1 
...  o 
ti.D 
1.0 
IJ.J 
21.1 
,01,7 
11.1 
I.S · 
,. .. 
112.4 
Sector 
1.00 
C.•.tl.tpp--"l twrol 
EEC 
J.l• 
•.  o 
•.  1 
... 
1.1 
... 
t2.0 
... 
7.1 
... 
11.0 
10.0  ... 
IG.t 
EEC 
z.oo 
W..20•  .  1.10 
c.  •••• ,,._  .. ,,..,  ••  O.ll  .  ... 
t. II  t.OO 
o.:zo  o.:zo 
1 .....  2.00• 
1t.CIO 
%.00. 
l11frutr  ... c1.,r .. (C.tuttoP"••)  J.IO  .... 
a.t.a 
lt.:te 
.....  1.2.00 
1.00 
:zo.oo 
lftfralt,,.ctwttl  ....  .... 
COST 
Cofinancing  """"" 
24.1•  ACII  101.1• 
114. •  ICAJ'..J(/  110. C 
lltP'-.jiT,IM. 
1.5-•  #Oil  •••• 
1.1 
u.o 
.S.J Lkla7 
l,tU:.J~  ).S 
1.1 
o.> 
... 
COST 
Cofinancing  u:c  .... 
....... (110)  ) .... 
15.12•••  (CC)  t.OO• 
1.00 
.... 
1.00 
1.10 
1.00 (10.)  1,50 
4,00 
o.>o 
_.,.Loa"l  of  DM  12..8 mill  ion +grant of  OM  2.82 mill ion in bilateral aid fran Germany. 
EEC _payments 
at  ~1.12:R? 
m ECU  ...  100 
...  100 
...  100 
1 •• 
0.1  SO.  I 
).1  .... 
o.s  ... 
...  ,iJ 
1.1 
...  17.1 
.. 
0  . 
EEC  payments 
at 31.12.87 
m ECU 
%.00  100 
1.14  II 
1.10  100 
O.ll  100 
1.00  100 
o. ,.  .. 
... ,  "' 
tt.CICI  100 
1.70  ..  .  ...  ., 
0.00 
11.J6  •• 
11.14  .. 
1• 
l.JO  .. '·· 
RECIPIENT:  SRI  LJINKA 
Title ard type  Year  of operation 
NA/71/o- llorlocllyl,...-wio  To"*  lrr. 
>uo./77/C5  .....  QW<II  I  Ca"tCI  ll 
lrr IQallon  (S:r•t ..  H) 
NA/71/C5  Pill unCI".  S.tt 1-nl 
(Sr••- c:) 
NA/71/C5  H'f*'•fotle-ol  Slydy 
NA/71~  Cooonl.tl  tt_..ablll Uti  en 
"'"'""'  10 
lnl..-oh4 lltw.t'al -·  (S,.,_ C) 
fUo/8.3/21  l~tbtlf'Ohd Jtwal  0.,., 
(t:r•t• I) L•ft  S."* 
N.)o/87/U  rnt•9"ohd ,..,,.a,  o.. .... 
(SJII.,. 8) ltlg:Pit  BoN 
(I}  lOA  - UC  - Caro.o4o  - ~  - USA 
(2)Sau41  ,,.,,d  for  C.••lop~Nnl 
RECIPIENT:  HO'-JDURAS 
Title ard type  Year  of operation 
>uo./77/ ,.  kt  l•anal  Fi•tr.•r I••  O.velo~nt 
NA/71/11  1tqr I cui \w:rat  1:  \.l•••todl 
Jle ..  oreh  and  UhNIOI'I 
NA/71/22  ,..,.I  llat~  S...ppiJ  cuw:J 
Soft~ tot I on 
fUo/10/21  ,..,..,.  Aooda  In Coffee-
ProdUc I nt Jt, •a• 
NA/10/11  Rwrol  Sto.rat• Sh•d•  (1.......,) 
Hll/84/~  O.vet OP-Iftl  or  lndr,.  ..... 
c.-nllr ('ltJOO) 
HII/84/Z•  Sal•• C.ntr•• (~) 
fUo/121 ,.  Stl'en;tto.etli"O of  U••  AqTorlal'l 
Rafw•  {Bar~  I i} 
NAill/~  Con•ollelatloft. O..Velo~ttt or 
rar ..  r  ..  eoclat lof\11  (cftalwteca) 
IUo/an•  r ..  der  ~oda 11'1  C.fte.,.. 
ProcNCift9  Araac  (II) 
~IJIJ/20  Rwot  arat.,.  Swpptr  aM 
Sanitation 
.~ECIPIENT:  I?HILIPPINES 
Title ard type  Year  of.operation 
NA/7t/13c&  Ileal  Alv•r 
HJ\/D0/14cl  Crop  Prol•ctlon 
""111/15<:1  Pa1G'8'Gn 
NAI=I~  ~roro 
N.Jo/lll/11  C£CN'- Central  C«dlllot"a 
72-
ANNEX  VIII.4 
Sector 
TOTAL 
lnhvrah4 lb.irol  2.00 
E,.,.l,atlon  42  .. 20 
lnhoroled lturol  11.10 
.,. ...  "~  o.~ 
NJrloullw•  l.IO 
l"t••hC R:wol  u.~ 
......... .,..,  N.OO 
lnhvahd ltwrol  144.0!1 
Sector  TIJTAL 
Fl ...  .,,  ••  l.OO 
ltwal  1.00 
..... ,,h  1.0 
Jnfr actl'uctwr •  l.O 
Aui'O(  1.3 
Jtwral  1.0 
Rwral  2. ,. 
R'wral  17.7 
Rt.ll'al  11.0 
'"''••trwohH'CI  10.0 
*•ltt'l  u.2 
Sector 
TOTAL 
lnt.woted  A\iral  o  ....  aopt'llllln\  5l.l 
Rwol  o.  ... eiOPf"''nl  1.5 
lnteorohd Rwrol  CcYclopMnl  71.0 
lnt•ttotod Rwol  O.volopr.t\t  12.1 
Jfth9'CJt~d Rwrol  O.wolopr-nt  .... 
COST  EEC  Pa}'lTlel'ltS 
at 31.12.87 
EEC  Cofinancing  ux:....  mECU  s 
2.00  .  2.00  100 
1.00  40.20 (I)  2.00  100 
1.00  1.!10 '.O  8.10  1.00  100 
0.~  .  0.~  100 
l.OO  o.s.s  ......  0.%7  1.80  u 
11.,40  - 1.10  15.40  100 
10.00  u.oo (1)  J4.00  1.00  12 
ZI.OO  n.20  JDA,~~:JDA.  ....  85  0 
COST  EEC  payrrents 
at 31.12.87 
EEC  Cofinancit1!;  ux:....  m ECU  ll 
l.ld  [DI II·•·  1 ....  1.17•  81 
1.4  108  p .••  S.l  2.l8  1111.1 
l.1  - 1.1  l .••  1111.4. 
2.1  - O.t  2.01  IKI.I 
3.5  .  3.1  l.~  ~-· 
,..  - 0.1  0.11  20 
1.0  - O.t  1.0  100 
11.1  .  0.1  13.,.  10 
' 
t.O  .  2.0  O.l5  J.a  .. 
1.n  - 1.ZS  0,01  o.zs. 
14.5  .  7.7  .  . 
COST  EEC  paY[Ief1tS 
at 31..12.87 
EEC  Cofinanci~  ~- mECU  "  .. ,  41.0  1.1  100 
3.5  1.1  l.4  100 
7. 1  4).0  27.1  s.z  7l 
' 
10.1  .  1.1  .  0 
11.5  .  1.l  .  0 73  -
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RECIPIENT:  NICARAGUA 
Title ard type  COST  EEC  payments 
Year:·  at 31.12.87 
of cperation  Sector  TOT..._  EEC  Cofinancing  """""  m ECU  " 
NAFnflS  ~dtl  • I tat  I on  or ,.  I cu 1  t..,.ol  Rluol  2.5  2.5  - 2.<11  lle.4 
C.ntru 
HA/IJJ)/~  Tecill'ldcol  ..._•l•tO'ftG•  to  tl,,.  WI- Ftwroc  J.S&  1.011  o.a  Fra:nu  2.n  N.B 
fthtrr of  P$onftl"'9  aM  A9r lo. 
HA/81/0B  T•cl\.ftlcol  M•l•tanc•  to~  Rural  0.11:1  0.115  - - 0.150  84.8 
HA/11/ZO  PrG9"~ to,.  '~•  O.w-•lop:~~~ent  llb..rol  tt.D  7.4  - f2.J  S.26  , 
•' ...  lc Qroltt• 
NA/Il/1J  Stre"9H••"''"t of  '"• lo¥01' Ia"  lh.rol  1J.IIll  11.71  - 2.2  .. ,  81.3 
Rofor• 
HA/U/01  ln.h9f'a1•d  Aural  Dov•l•~nt  Rural  1.5  3.5  - 5.0  2.44  $0.7 
( ..... ,.) 
>U./11:1/02  Prov- POf'  O.eroo•lnt  Po.t  ...  llurol  1.0  2.5  2.5  llol1  1.0  o.sa  u.3 
Hcr..,eet  Lo••••  otlod  "-'lorotlon 
ot  WarlloUftt  (Oattlol,..) 
>U/&1/J/l  0.••10~I'It of  J,qriC\ol~twt'al  Rt..rol  ...  5.1  - 1.3  - 0 
Pr04Wctlon  (w. ..  tcr) 
RECIPIENT:  PERU 
Title ard type  COST 
EEC  payments 
Year  at 31.12.87 
of operation  st:CTt\1>  TO'l'.&.L  EEC  Cofinancing  L""""  m ECU  "' 
HA/71/21  &ol ..  iNint  Caj~a  Rwrol,  fOf'e•tot lo"  l.4  2.0  1.4 IIQ.QICIJE  Utol  100 
NA(t/)/35  WI uoo-Ooevr 09••/M..:aah  l•fro1trwchare  1.5  1.5  toto  f.  100 
HA/U/10  Projot  plloh *I••  Rl..rol  17.0  5.1  2.0  ITN.!E  1.4  2.011  :n 
HA/U/21  Wlaro--ln  ... ••LI••...,.,t  o.rr::::::1o  lnff'O•\ryc:tyro~  1.?  1.0  I·.ZI  PA'r.lo-&AS  1.4'- 3.ll  $7 
.....,.../01  Wlcra  proJ•h  rwra.,x  PCf'IIPCI/P'ui"'D  lnfra•trwctwr•  11.0  UI,O  3.0  S.f  liS 
......,...~  Pr...,•ntlol'll  li'IO,...tlo.u  Tltlcoco  lnfro.lrwctwr•  5.0  5.0  1.0  0  0 
,.. 
RECIPIENT:  COSTA  RICA 
Title ard type  COST  EEC  payments 
Year  at 31.12.87 
of operation  Sector 
TOTN.  EEC  Cofinancinq 
LOCN.  m ECU  " 
>U./12/12  Str•nt\fteniruOI  of  tne  AqrOI' I an  ""'•I  Zl.l  !&.0  - 7.1  12.SN  011.1'  ,..,01". 
HA/=/01  Prov~  of  PrOO....ct~v• 
ProJ•ct•  ,,..·  ,..,.....,  of  R•to.~4••• 
Al.tral  4.5  3.1  - 0.1  1.211  ~.1 
NA/11:1/011  h1h9••t•d Rwt'  Gl  O.••lo~nt  Aural  Jl.6l 
··~  - 11,6a  1.120  i1.1 
(~FITO) - 74-
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.~RE_C_I-PI-~-·-T:--~CB-~~TR~~--~~R~!~C~A~(~C~~~E~I~C-AD~E~S~CA~,,-C~A~T~IE~C~F~A~O~C=IM--~IOO~~I~C~A~IN~C~) 
Year  Title ard  type  COST 
>4JVT7/I7 
~/11 
~1/31 
,H.I,/II/1:1: 
of cperaticn 
C.~ttr••  .._,Ice~ ratla,..l  lllo1IC 
v•'"' 'fii'Ofll',....  ,._.....,._. 
Cut....,. lea) 
Slu41 .. .-Iter.  r~o~~ar  aeclw 
"''•l P""•J•ctt  ,., ,..,,., 
C.····~"' 
t.ta,.•i- af  Pflat  ~•J•cta ,.,. 
f'IIIIP•I  da,.al•pr.llll.  C:.ntrll•"'tiaft 
la  C.Ul['a  CCII'  I  ..  O<gat 
T•~"'c•• _..,,,,,.  __ ,.  ,.,  ~oJ-.t  ,.,.....,;.11 
lll••••cl'l S..poOOf"t 
S...pP'f#l  t• ,.,_.,. ••••cl•l•4 
f!IMI..,ctloft "'"''' 
lltoc.oftOtr .. ctlo,. ..  ,.,  ... 
(HieGI'~G. *""''wrN) 
lo+,.lof"o1lolfll  of  ~eii,IN L.A. 
Ntl•-•.,  1ft  S  C.4.  CfW"'trl .. 
Toc,.,fllcal  C..P'O"'GIIoll P!-ov-
'"' ,._, S.cwr I t7 
I 
r:• i•i  "'•' r  .... ••  ••• 
· Str ,,.ll'le"h"f' or  C..p.ret i••• 
Sector 
....  I 
Jblrol 
.... , .. 
lb.r•l 
... ,., 
lboor•l 
IWr•l 
t,.rroatr,..ct  .. ra• 
Rw.rol 
...... ,  ... 
'
···"' 
~,., 
EEC  Cofinancinq 
II.  I  2.011  .... c,.e(l 
...  2.0~1 
0.4l  o.•J 
0.57  0.17 
o.s  0.5 
2.210  ••  llO 
...  0.5 . 
••  710  0,7 rroNa 
·-· 
li.Z ••  .  ..  1.4 
....  20.0  2.&5 .. Uotp 
1.01  4,1:1. 
3.2 • .52  11.5  IS.I  lhly 
.....  2.1  ....  "N<I 
a.:u  tJaOIIICI 
...  o  12.0 
•  Pral•ct  aua,......s.-4  (•"•  c~-"t (MI......,.o•) •"''  ~l•hllil~  11\a  "lcuo9Vo,.  IJ'Of"t  .,.,  ~!.~ad '"'"IP4-fiiCH"Ur.} 
•• J,Hl Wla  Ll1.  ' 
RECIPIENT:  JlJ'lDENJ  PACT  - JLNAC 
Year 
'14A,/77/II 
NA/78/27 
~1/ll 
Title ard type 
of cperat ion 
"'''• .. ,..._ 
lftCh.ol,.l•;  et.-•l•otl.,.. ot  _  ... ,  ....... .., .. ,,. 
Tociii'OOioq:l•  a:l-,.telro- -trf-
11•,. 
c-.....  , .•  ,.  t•c,.,,..;.,..~  l....,,_ 
'''" •I P•G"J,tlcatioft •c&-;....,, 
Stro~~to9;• •  S•C"wr Itt 
41  ~ ....  u .. ro 
t""""1l.r io  - tdrl•"'9••  ,..,._  ,., ........ 
Sector 
--. .... 
thor a I 
ll:t.orGI 
,...., 
~··· 
["•'•'• 
(1)  0.22  ment:ler  COUltries of Ardean  Pact  + 0.10 Jl.t<AC • 
.  (2)  0.44  II  II  II  + 0.16 
(3)  0.279  II  II  + 0.294  II 
(4)  Fer.ber  COUltries  of w-dean  Pact. 
(5)  JLNAC. 
(6)  ~'er.ber  COUltries of A-dean  Pact  plus  JLNAC. 
COST 
tOTAL  EEC  Cofinancing, 
1.0  1.0 
...  ... 
3.0  ~. ... ,  .. 
0. I  0.1 
o.•  •.. 
...  0.4 
...  0.2 
0.7 
JoO.ZS 
1.701  I.UD 
'·"'  l.IS 
1.1-0. •  o.~.  t 
1.01- 1.0 
a.  w-7'$..:5 
10.01  7.0 
o.m  7.0 
EEC  payments 
at 31.12.87 
m ECU 
...  .. 
o  ....  2.0  "-" 
o  .  ..s  100 
0.57  100 
o.s  ·,oo 
0.1  .... 
0.)&)  '11.1 
......  .. 
11.1 
o. 7t2  ... 
0.811  .. 
....  31.0 
l.21l  45.' 
,,...,  10.1 
1.0 
15.5 
EEC  payments  . I 
at  31.12.87 
..•  .  .. 
... 
0. I 
O.• 
... 
... 
O.l2( 1)  O.J.II 
0.10(2)  2.l55 
D.tOUJ  C.4t 
.....  1$..S  ,,0 
(I) 
.1.01(1)  ... ~ 
2 . .,(1)  .... 
•oo 
"'" 
100 
100 
100 
10<1 
•oo 
•oo 
100 
""' 
•• 
II 
... 
.. - 75  -
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RECIPIENT:  ASE#l 
Title and  type  COST  EEC  payrrents 
Year  at 31.12.87 
of operation  Sector 
TOT H.  EcC  Cofinancing  LOCAL  m  ECU  " 
Nl>/'78/11  PaST. --.aT ST\.CT  Pre/poet  horv.lt  cer ••••  0.:10  0.;10  a  ....  II 
NIV"/I/17  T!\801 ST\.CT  ,.,.  ••  t .. ,  0.:10  ·o.:IO  0.271  110 
I 
lfA/79/17  """"""'-lUll: ST\.CT  Fhherl••  0.:10  0.:10  O.llO  n 
""'''/02  ASEN<  st:1D<T1'1C- TtO.OlCH.  lrHIUI\I'Ial  CDoper&tlol'l  .2.10  2.10  I.S2ts  "  a:DI' -.......: (STC) 
......  1/10  POST  --.aT TtONll.a:T  PF •/PG• l  "-ot .,.,  t  ••  lO  4.l0  3.4)1  eo 
NAIU/4T  Tlt.IO ST\.CT  (~.)  , •••  ,,.7  0.111  0.111  - - 0.111  100 
.......,,u  ,,..,. ~oar  CIHI'IOI  ,., .. ,,,  11.10  7.50  s.•a...,.  o.sos  7 
c:a.HTRIES  ..  .. 
>U/N/011  ~lUll:  x-.u~  a a:co- rhherl••  a.u  t.n  2.SS.aJ>I4  0 
oa ...  TtCJ<-......:  CDMT'IIIU 
>U/N/0&  IIClUS'TIIlH.  ST...CNODS  a  QJ.oi.ITY  EnCW.tr lol  Cooperation  ·s.oa  s.oo.:  h  \1M A.S:tNI  0 
ID<'IIQ. ~  ' 
>U/N/11  -II€  ~ISKIOIES RESI:Uia:S  AS- ,,,,..,. ...  1.01$  o.t:iz  O.l6.1  AKMI  0 
SESSoD<T  a TIIA INIIC  CDMT .-«Nl)G - 76  -
AI\NEX  IX:  EEC-INDIA  COCFERATICN. FRCJt1  W76  TO  1987  (ALL  FOOMS  OF  AID)  (M!WCJ-l  ECU) 
: .  ~~~;~~--~~;~;;~------------~-----------------------~~~~~-~~~~~~------~-----------------~ . 
-----·--------------------------------------------·----------------------------~----------------------------~-----------'  .YEAR:F  +  FC:  FOOD  AID  :m- :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
I  0 
'  ;  ~RE·E--iS"ilLE--;  BEl  :st.e- ' 
I. 
' 
,.  'SLE-
930  : DISTR.92  941  ;ToTfiL  9ll  m  m  '  934  m  946  990  706  7309  :mo  '  .  'TOTAL 
:II  l  '  .  I 
---------------------------------._--------------------------------- ..... --- .. ----...... _____  ...  ____ ---------- --------------------- am:  6.00  : 23.16  0.10  29.26  - -··  0.00 
1977  :  12.00  3.03  0.48  15.51  0.50  0.50 
1978  17.40  '  5.93  I. 54  24.87  0.50  0.50  I 
1979  29.50  :  27.68  1.25  58.42  0.70  0.70 
1980  32.40  :  2'1.27  0.56  62.23  0.40  0.40 
1981  43.00  -· 
:  65.85  0.52  :109.38  0. 50  :o.o8  - 0.58  : 
1912: 50.00  4.35  : 65.74  1.86  :121.15  0.3•7  :o.ts :o.Jt  .o.u  0.12  1.58  : 
1983  :  64.50  4.60  :  65.58  J.6B  :m.16  2.28  :o. II :0.22-:  :O.l4  0.02  2.98  - 1984  :  60.00  3.86  :  5'-64  l.ll :126.64  0.95  :0.03  :0.16  0.93  2.06 
1985  :  45.00  4.16  : 30.02  3.85  : 83.03  1.12  :0.01  :0.15  1.28 
1986  : 67.80  4. 07  :  22.60  3.61  98.08  1.82  :0.25  :o.or  :0.07  2.14  -
1987  :  51.10  4.10  :  55.20  us :o.o1  :0.22  :1.05  :0.21  : 0.18: 0.69  4.00 
--~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------ . TOTAll478.70  :  21.04  :398.50  :o.oo  :22.119  :  ao.7v  :0.01  :o.7J  :..so  :o.oo  :o.oo  a. 111  ~  o.l2  :.  1.61  :o.oo  : . 
------------------------- ..... --------------------------------........ ---.------- ..... -------------------- ... ---------- ___ .;, ------------
:920.92  :  :  16.71  : 
1Financiab and· technical cooperation + 958  where  a!l)ropriate. 
2  ..  Humanitarian aid 
Emergency  food  aid. 
Year: 
:.· 
: Stb- : Grourd: 
:total :total 
92  IFOQD  AID  FOR  FREE  DISTRIBUTia~ (DIRECT  AND 
INDIRECT)  AND  FOR  SALE 
931  :TRADE  PRCJt10TICJ-l 
932  :REGIONAL  INTEGRATION 
935  : INDUSTRIAL  PROMOTIO~ 
941  : NGOs 
946  ·  : Eca..a;v 
706  : ENERGY  PRCGRAM'IING 
733017309  : RESEARCH  AND  DEVELCf'MENT  (7730  DIRECT) 
. 934  : TRAINING 
9l6·  : AID  FOR  DISPLACED  PERSCJ-lS 
950  : Ei"iERGENCY  AID 
949  : DR(JjS 
990  : COCFERATIO'J  WITH  THIRD  COLNTRIES 
1976 
1977 
1979 
1979 
1980 
1991 
1982 
92 
:t2l  : 
1983  : 
1984  : 
t.m: 
1986 
1987  : 
-
1.88 
-
2.38 
4.80 
9,50  949  .: 
- :  0.10 
0.16 
:  0.08 
,I . 
0.17 
15.63 
-
-
20.b0 
TOTAL:O.OO:  9.06  :36.74  :0.00  : 
''  . 
0.00  29.211  : 
0.10  :  Ill. II 
0.16  : 25.53 
0.08  :  59.20  ' 
0.17  :  112.80 
15.113  :125.59 
0.00  :12l.53 
o. 00  : Jl9. 34 
I.  88  : 130. 58 
o.oo  :  84.~1 
2.38  l102.60 
25. 4(1  : .84. 59 
: 45.80  ========= 
:98l.4J  : 
========= -77-
JIN.iEX  X:  PR03RAf'IME  OF  FIN#JCI.AJ...  .AND  TECHNICAL  COOPERATIGJ  WITH  INDIA  - 1976-87  (MILLIGJ  ECU) 
------- ...-::-:;:;;.-:-...  ~·.;  :..-..... ----------- .. ------------ .. ------------------------- ... --------- ... .,._  ... _  ----- ... ----· ....... -- ... -- ...  :  :  :oiSM...,.  :. 
1  YEAR  :Nl.IIEEl~:  PROJECT  Till..E  : CavMITMEtJTS  PAYMEl'HSSB"lENT  !PAYMENT! 
, ,  :RATE  AS ENDED  : 
.........  ----------------:---------:  ____ ! ........ :  --------- i976 _____ :76/i _____ :  "irr-f9iiHon-·ar·a;.y·ar-eas  •  6. oo  6.oo  :  100  :JAN.ss  :-
i977·----;77ii-----:  ~~~:~'of  ·grains & tert.  mwd----6:4o·-------;----6~4o·~----·ioii-;ocr:8s---; 
!7712  :Intensive grain storage  5.60  :  5.60:  100  :oEc.ao  : 
'  '  '  '  '  '  -----·--- --------- ---------------- --------- --------- --------· 
1978  :7811  : Ccoperative storage  (NCDO  ·  15.40  :  15.10  :  100  :JuH.8o 
:  78f2  :Cyclone shelters  CA.P.  &  T.N.):  2.00  2.00  :  100  :MR  Bl 
'  ' 
I•  I  .,._ 
'  '  '  i979 _____ :79i9·--·-:-:  s;oo:LW-::-::T:lyc:-::ocrt--:r!:'::e:::rrt::-r1L-=1-=ze"'r==s:----, ··-2s:oo··------ ··-is:ao· ~:-···iaa·  :~Aii-ai·--
:7919  : Irrigaticn of dry areas <UP.J 
:7919  : Agric.  credit  CARDC  III)  : 
!79/lb  :Cyclone shelters  COrissa) 
:79137  : Flood  shelters  CW.B.) 
1. so 
3.00 
7.00  : 
18.00  : 
1. JO  l 
2. 90  : 
!JAN  86 
:1982 
87  : 
97  : 
'  '  '  ....................... I  ... ., ... .., .....  .,......  ..  ................................... '  ............................................... I  ....................... .. 
1980  !80/5 
!80/5 
:BOIS 
!80/5 
!80134 
:8o/37 
: Sl.Q)Ly  of terti L  izers  :  28.00  '  28.00  :  100  :M.82 
:Mark.  of agric. prodts CU.P.)  tl.50: 
: Soya  developnent  CM.P.)  · •  12.80  : 
:Soya developnent  (U.P.)  3.70: 
: Cyclone  shelters  CID  CT .N.) : 
:  Cyclcr~e sheLters  CKerala) 
0.60 
l.  eo 
'. 
' 
o.so  : 
3.80  : 
B•  '  > ' 
100  !AVR.95 
--------- ---------:--:o--.,.----,""7'......,...,..,..,----: ---------------- ---------·--------- ---------
19Bt  !81110  :  St+PLY  of fertiLizers  36.00  lb.OO  :  too  :SEP.as 
:81/10  : Agric.  credit  (ARDC  IV)  18.00  :  :  '  !HAR.84 
:al/10  :Water SLWLY  CH.P.)  1a.oo: 
:SI/Il  :  Afforestaticn (U.P.)  7' 00  4.50  :  64  : 
mz  !82110 
--------- ---------."7'----,c--"7".,.--:-:-:------'.  ---------------- ---.----- --------- ---------
: SLWLY  of fertilizers  45.00  45.00  :  100  :JUH.B4 
:smo 
!821 10 
:82/10 
!8215 
!82/0 
:82/30 
:Water St+PLY  (T.N.)  17.00: 
: Water  St+PLY  CPLnjab)  6.30  : 
: Agricul.  credit  (ARDC  IV)  21."70  : 
: Cyclone  shelters  <A.P.) 
:Cyclone shelters (III) CT.  N.): 
: Fish-farming  (Kashmir) 
3.00 
1. 00 
1.00 
!HAR.BI 
2.20  :  n: 
0.50  :  so  : 
.......................  .........................  ---------------- ....................  --------- ---------
1983.  !83/16 
!831!9 
:8Jm 
:a3m 
: 9lf26 
:83126 
: State training centres  CRD)  6.50 
: i"'odernizaticn of irrig. CT.N.~  25.00 
: Suwly of fertilizers  n. oo 
:Advisory services  Cfertil izJ  6.00: 
: Reclrng  of salt marshes Cf"aha.7ashtra)  20.00  : 
:Small-scale irrig. (Gujarat):  7.00: 
-
9.60  : 
ll.OO  : 
'  '. 
38  : 
100  :JUl. 85 
•  I  '  I  I 
1784 _____ ;  84iio ____ ; St+PlY  of rert  1 L  lZers  !.  •••  45~00  ________ '"""45~oo": -----ioo"; DEC~a]""" 
:BI/10  :SmaLL-scale  irrigaticn CA.P.l  3o.oo: 
:s11 to  : Grain  storage  15. oo  : 
!BI!lB  : Devlpnt  of water distr. systems  15.00 
--------- --------- '-:----:---:-~-:-:-:------'-------------··· --------- --------- ·--------
1985,  :as/12  : SLWLY  of fertilizers  45.00  45.00:  100  :DEC.87 
:95112  : Devlpmt  of rrustard  seeds (Rajasthan)  28.00  : 
:ssm  : Integrtd managmt  of water  17.00  : 
-·-------:  ------·--: resources  (Cl.Jj a  rat)  _____________ ·--:  ---------:---------:---------
1986  !86/6  : Intgrtd mgrnt ci Wlter res. U.p;)  45.60 
:so/b  : SUJ:PLY  of fertilizers 
:ao/7  : Storage by  cocp.  (Bihar) 
!86/19  :SHE  hydrology  rro:::lel 
21. 19 
0,98 
'45. 00  :  13.70  :  30  : 
..  ' 
'  --------- ·····--·-'---:--:-~--:---:--:---'---------------- ----·---- --------- ·--------
1981  :8114  : Devel. of sheep breeding  CT.N~)  b. 10 
:am  : Coca;ut  developnent  CKerala):  45.00  . : 
:8719  : Suwly of vegetable oil  · 23. so  :  1•,:. 
'  '  --------·· i  o  i  .ii:-i9 16 ·:-i  9ii ;·  ~-------·--·-----------·---·; ·  ·•1s: 6  ;· ·--·-·-; -- j3 i:  io·: ------b9-:---------
'  .  ' 
...... ••••  ................... ••--•  ............ ••  •  •,  •  .................. •  .......... •  ... •  ... •  ............... •••  .... •  ... I •- •  •  •  ••  ••  •  •  •  ...... --I ••  ••  ••  --- .,. ............ --•  •  I ----•  .......  ... 
'  ,. - 78  -
, PnlEX  XI:  . FIN.dNCIAL  .dND  TECHNICAL  COCf'ERATI(}J  WITH  LEAST  DEVELCPED  CClNTRIES  (LLDCs)  - 1976-87 
(mi lL ion  ECU) 
-------- ............... -... ------ ....... ------ ... ----........... ------------- ..... ---------.:.  -·~ ---------....... -------..:.---------- _.;; _____ -----
1976-80  1981-85  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  TOTAL  I 
----........ ------ ... -............ ---................ -- ... --- ..... - .... --.... ------------- ---------~---------------------------- .. - .. -----------
STANDARD  PROJECTS:  ..  , 
AFGHANISTAN  I.  00  1.00  0.06  - - - - - -
8AN6LA DESH  32.70  83.00  12.00  23.60  17.00  25.50  4.90  3.98  119.08  7.10 
BHUTAN  9.00  3.40  4.50  1.10  9.00  0.53  - - - -
BUR~1A  5. 90  8.00  s.so  2.50  3.45  17.35  '1.03  - - LAOS  4.10  1.20  1.20  6.00  0.40  11.70  0.69 
MALDIVES  o.so  I.  70  I.  70  2.20  O.ll  - - - -
NEPAL  5.20  IS. 54  3.70  5.30  5.00  1.54  2.71  23.45  1.39  - - mEN  AR  3.10  13.74  5.20  '2.  74  5.80  7.50  24.34  1.44 
HAITI  12.90  6.60  6.60  1.00  20.50  1.22 
SUBTOTAL  LLDCs:  65.40  138.78  22.70  37.30  27.54  43.70  7.54  14.50  10.54  229.22  13.59 
TOTAL  ST.IlNDARD 
PROJECTS;  m.so  930.46  120.10  m.oo  238.33  175.29  211.69  216.ao  201.75  1686.51  1oo.oo 
X  19.73  14.82  19.90  19.53- 11.Sb  24.93  3.56  b.b9  5.22  13.59 
DISASTER  RELIEF 
PROJECTS: 
BANGLADESH  - - - 6.50  6.50  5.57 
HAITI*  I.  50  I.  so  4.85  6.35  5.44  - YEA EN  AR  2.75  '2, 55  0.20  '  2. 75  2. 36  -
YERE/1  PDR  2.50  2.50  2.50  2.14 
_SLBTOTAL  LLDCs:  6.75  '2.50  4.05  0.20  4.85  6.50  18.10  15.51 
TOTAL  DISASTER 
RELIEF  PROJECTS:  27.80  58.20  9.70  9.70  II. 40  11.50  15.90  IS. 73  15.00  116.73  100.00 
ll.bO  25.77  35.53  1.74  30.83  45.33  15.51 
''  -------------------------------------------------- ... --------------------------------___ .,. ___ --------------------
SLBTOTAL STANDARD  PROJECTS  + 
+  DISASTER  RELIEF  65.40  145.53  22.70  39.80  31.59  43.90  7. 54  19.35  17.04  247.32 
PROJECTS  (LLDCs): 
TOTAL  STANDARD  359. 30  994. bb  129.80  200.70  249.73  186.79  227. S9  232.53  2111.75  1903.24 
PROJECTS+ DISAsTER  RELIEF  PROJECTS: 
~  19.20  14.63  17.49  19.83  12.65  23.50  3.31  8.32  7.86  13.72 
*  Project  shared with  Dominican  Republic. 